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The first shall be the last, and the last shall be the first. Ireland was the first amongst the common law countries to constitutionalise social and economic rights. At the same time, the constitution expressly declared that these rights would serve merely to guide government policy and not be enforceable by the courts.

The country that followed was India. Here too the independence constitution included social and economic rights but expressly made them non-justiciable. In the case of India, however, astute judges in the Supreme Court found a way to dissolve the strict separation between justiciable civil and political rights and non-justiciable social and economic rights.

In the famous Olga Tellis (Bombay pavement-dwellers) case, the court held that the concept of life should be informed by the terms of the non-justiciable social and economic rights so as to embrace a right to a dignified and decent life. In a country of enormous social disparities, where the legislature and executive were seen as failing to secure the full promise of the Constitution, decisions like these were to give the Indian Supreme Court unique prestige, both in India itself and internationally.

When the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted in 1948, no distinction was made between civil and political rights on the one hand and economic, social and cultural rights on the other.

South Africa was the last and became the first. Even before Nelson Mandela was released we advanced the notion of a Bill of Rights being an emancipatory document that would take account of the manner in which apartheid had deprived the great majority of access to the basic entitlements of a decent life. When it came ultimately to drafting the final text of our new democratic constitution, the people on the ground could not understand why the rights to health, education and housing should be any less important than the right to vote and speak your mind.

The slogan was: We don’t want freedom without bread and we don’t want bread without freedom, we want freedom and we want bread.

The separation of mind and body seemed to be absurd and unrealistic.

By a huge majority, the first democratic Parliament acting as a Constitutional Assembly, included as expressly justiciable rights in the body of the Bill of Rights, the rights to access to health, housing, welfare, food and water and education. The
basic format was to declare that every person possessed these rights and then to provide that the State should take reasonable legislative and other measures progressively to realise these rights within its available resources.

Basing itself on this text and responding to South African conditions, the Constitutional Court of South Africa incrementally developed what it considered to be an appropriate jurisprudence.

In the landmark Grootboom case dealing with a thousand homeless people sleeping out in the open as a result of eviction, the Court focussed on the concept of reasonableness as the foundation for its judicial review of the housing programme of the government.

Acknowledging the importance of separation of powers, the Court stated that it would grant a wide discretion to the State as to what would be reasonable. Nevertheless, an otherwise admirable housing programme was unreasonable to the extent that it made no provision for emergency shelter for people in crisis situations. Again, respecting separation of powers, having made the declaration of unconstitutionality, the Court left it to the State to decide precisely how it should remedy the defect and where it should find its resources.

Similarly, in the Treatment Action Campaign case, it held that it was unreasonable for the Ministry of Health to limit the provision of the anti-retroviral drug, Nevirapine, to women living with HIV who were about to give birth, to two sites only in each of the nine Provinces. The evidence showed that the drug was safe, it was being provided free, and it would only be given with informed consent and under medical supervision. Commentators have suggested that this decision marked a turning point away from HIV-denialism in the country, which now has the largest anti-retroviral programme in the world.

Another conceptual breakthrough emerged from litigation brought on behalf of desperately poor people facing eviction in order to allow for housing upgrades or urban regeneration. Rather than attempt to decide the cases on the basis of pure application of land law, the Court held that there were competing constitutional rights involved, and developed the notion of ‘meaningful engagement’ between the occupants and the local authorities to help resolve this tension. Bearing in mind the importance of giving individualised attention to the occupants facing eviction, and focussing on the question of alternative accommodation, the parties were to report back to the Court by a specified date. It would seem that the concept of meaningful engagement, now well-entrenched in our economic, social and cultural rights jurisprudence, could well be extended to other areas of enforcement of economic, social and cultural rights, such as education.
As this report indicates, the Irish public also broadly support the indivisibility of rights. Ireland has produced many great judges and noteworthy legal scholars. I have no doubt that should economic, social and cultural rights be included in the Constitution as justiciable rights, appropriate modes of enforcement will be found, taking account of Ireland’s specific social character and needs.

Increasingly, economic, social and cultural rights are being granted legal protection in states around the world. The Constitutional Convention recommendation presents an opportunity for the current Government to become the first to give serious consideration to this issue. In doing so, the Irish Government has the golden opportunity to ensure that the first common law country to constitutionalise these rights, and inspire others to go further, takes the next obvious step and doesn’t become the last to follow a growing international trend.
This Republic was founded upon the principle that the State exists to serve its people. That the Government, elected by the will of the people, is charged with serving the common good and the protection of the welfare of the people.

As Ireland exits its bailout and some tentative signs of economic recovery emerge, Ireland has yet to address a number of issues of grave public concern, not least among them, a widely held belief that decisions are made to balance the books whatever the impact on sections of society, to protect those vested interests able to shout loudest to protect their turf, to focus on the economy – and the economy alone – at any cost.

Much of the political discourse in recent years has, perhaps understandably, been focused on dealing with the immediate fiscal crisis faced by the State, with not nearly as much attention focused on the resultant social crisis. It is now time to rebalance that focus and consider the reforms necessary to ensure we build a better, fairer and more equitable republic. A republic in which this founding principle is a genuine reference point for the State and its political leaders when making ethical and moral decisions or solving societal or social issues. Where economic policy and social policy are linked and mutually reinforcing.

Since 1990, Ireland has been bound by the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Devised not by special interest groups, this treaty was conceived of, negotiated by and agreed to by States, including Ireland. Its provisions are legally binding and meant to be enforceable. This treaty protects fundamental human rights like the right to health, the right to social security, and the right to an adequate standard of living for you and your family, including housing.

These are fundamental human rights which this State undertook to protect, but which have never been given domestic legal effect. They require simply that the Government provides a basic level of each right – and then take steps, over time, using the resources that are available, to achieve the full enjoyment of these rights for people, in line with the international commitments it has made.

Some suggest that such rights have no place in Ireland’s Constitution. But such a view is not reflective of practice across Europe and the wider world. Of our 27 fellow EU States, 26 make some form of constitutional provision for economic, social and
cultural (ESC) rights. Around the world, 106 constitutions protect the right to work. And 133 provide for the right to healthcare. Constitutional protection of these rights and their oversight by courts in other States, shows that governments can operate within this enforceable ESC rights framework. They can be, and are, pressed to deliver outcomes for people and to demonstrate systems of transparent, evidence-based, decision-making.

Giving greater protection to ESC rights in Bunreacht na hÉireann will not cure all our ills. It will not provide a magic tonic for our failure to design systems based upon accountability and transparency that prioritise good, evidence-based decisions. But it can play a solid and vital role in addressing those well-identified deficits in our current system.

In the coming years, Ireland will mark the centenary of the birth of its Republic. Such an important commemoration offers us an opportunity not only to look back in history, but also to consider our present and shape our future. In doing so we all must consider the vision that underpinned the birth of our Republic. A vision of an Ireland built upon the principles of equality, human rights and social solidarity. This must be the standard against which we measure ourselves today.

If we are to realise finally that vision, we need fundamental change.

We need greater constitutional protection of human rights to put people’s rights at the centre of decision-making, promote good governance and foster greater accountability. We need to increase trust in the Government and in our political system.

In February of this year, the Constitutional Convention decided that the limited protection of ESC rights in our Constitution is inadequate.

They recommended vital change – that Bunreacht na hÉireann be amended to strengthen the protection of ESC rights.

This paper sets out how the legal protection of ESC rights might be strengthened in Ireland. It outlines how this has been achieved by other States, both in Europe and beyond. It makes clear the significant added value of the legal protection of ESC rights – better planning processes and outcomes, greater accountability and transparency, and evidence-based decision-making. Published half way through the four-month period during which the Government considers the Constitutional Convention’s recommendation, we hope it will serve as a useful tool for the Government and Oireachtas in their deliberations. We further hope it will be a valuable contribution to wider political and public debate on how ESC rights might be better protected in Bunreacht na hÉireann.
INTRODUCTION

This paper is designed to inform and guide law and policy makers in Ireland, in considering how the legal enforceability or justiciability of economic, social and cultural (ESC) rights can be strengthened.

Many civil and political rights are protected in Irish law, including in Ireland’s Constitution, Bunreacht na hÉireann. However, ESC rights such as the rights to health, housing and social security, have for the most part been excluded.

At an international level Ireland has emphasised the indivisibility and equal importance of all human rights, civil and political as well as economic, social and cultural, but this is not reflected at a national level.

Making ESC rights legally enforceable in Ireland would address the current imbalance in the protection of rights.

Moreover, it would strengthen accountability and would mean that people have access to a remedy if their rights are not upheld. The right to a remedy is a fundamental concept of human rights law.

However, legally enforceable ESC rights are about much more than that. They should not be seen merely as a way of holding the Government to account. Rather, the international human rights system provides a robust framework on ESC rights that can guide law and policy makers in delivering on their duties, helping to develop better and more transparent processes and contributing to fairer outcomes for all.

Human rights law recognises that no Government has infinite amounts of resources and that often the full enjoyment of these rights cannot be achieved overnight. It therefore puts in place important checks and balance to guide the State, when it comes to the fulfilment of its ESC rights duties.

It is time that serious consideration be given to providing greater legal protection to ESC rights in this country, with particular regard to the Constitution. This is so particularly in light of the recommendation of the Constitutional Convention in February 2014. An overwhelming 85 per cent of the Convention members voted in favour of strengthening the protection of ESC rights in the Irish Constitution.
Polling carried out by Red C for Amnesty International Ireland has also shown time and time again, that clear public support exists for these rights. In our most recent polling, 71 per cent of people polled believed that the Constitution should be amended to protect additional human rights like the right to health, housing and an adequate standard of living.

The Government was given four months to respond to the Constitutional Convention recommendation. This paper is offered as a tool to help guide the Government in its deliberations before and after its response, but is also designed to inform broader discussions on these rights in Ireland.

This is not an empirical analysis of the enjoyment of individual ESC rights, apart from limited illustrative examples on the rights to health and adequate housing. Rather, the paper addresses some of the broad questions that often arise around ESC rights.

This paper provides an introduction to ESC rights and outlines Ireland’s obligations when it comes to these rights. It considers some of the most common myths and misconceptions around ESC rights, particularly in Ireland, which have hindered their application to date.

The paper highlights the different approaches adopted by courts in other States when adjudicating ESC rights cases.

It outlines what provision is already being made for ESC rights in the Irish Constitution, law and policy, highlighting gaps and resultant impacts, and highlighting the added value of a human rights based approach.

The paper maps some of the existing mechanisms in Ireland which can help to ensure accountability on ESC rights delivery, but draws attention to the fact that there is no robust overarching accountability framework in place.

Referring to a number of other European States, it outlines how ESC rights have been protected in those jurisdictions and the impact this has had. The paper ends by making a number of recommendations on how the protection of ESC rights in Ireland can be strengthened. The net conclusion is that the best form of ESC rights protection is justiciable Constitutional status.
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CHAPTER 1:
AN OVERVIEW OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS
Economic, Social and Cultural (ESC) rights cover a range of rights which are protected at both a regional and international level in treaties to which Ireland has signed up. Ireland has a number of different legal obligations when it comes to ESC rights. International bodies and procedures have, on several occasions, recommended that ESC rights be made legally enforceable (justiciable) in Ireland. There are several reasons why these rights should be made justiciable.

**WHAT ARE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS?**

Economic, social and cultural (ESC) rights are those human rights relating broadly to issues such as healthcare, education, housing, standard of living, food, water and sanitation, education, social security, the workplace, family life and participation in cultural life. Along with civil and political rights, they are part of the international body of human rights.

ESC rights, and human rights law more broadly, are outcomes focused, but are also concerned with the process by which these outcomes are achieved. For example, ESC rights require the Government to take steps, over time, to deliver on those ESC rights outcomes identified in international law. They do not specify the specific policies which must be pursued to deliver on these rights but they require that the Government adopts appropriate processes for planning and decision-making and that decisions are made in a transparent, participatory manner, using reliable evidence.

Ireland has legal obligations to uphold ESC rights because it has ratified a range of both international and regional treaties which protect these rights.

**INTERNATIONAL**

International protection was first given to ESC rights in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) in 1948. Although it is not a binding treaty, the UDHR has significant status in international law and has been widely accepted as representing the fundamental norms of human rights.
In 1966, ESC rights were given specific protection in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). This is now the main United Nations human rights treaty which protects these rights, and is legally binding. Together with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the UDHR, it forms the International Bill of Human Rights. Ireland signed the ICESCR in 1973 and ratified it in 1989, thereby agreeing to be legally bound by its provisions.

The ICESCR protects the following ESC rights:

**Economic Rights**
- The right of everyone to the opportunity to gain their living by freely chosen or accepted work and to just and favourable conditions of work
- The right of everyone to form trade unions, join a trade union of her/his choice and the right to strike

**Social Rights**
- The right to social security
- Protection and assistance of the family
- The right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for them and their family, including food, clothing and housing, the continuous improvement of living conditions and the right to be free from hunger
- The right of everyone to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health
- The right of everyone to education

**Cultural Rights**
- The right of everyone to take part in cultural life, to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress, and to benefit from the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he/she is the author.

The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) is mandated to oversee States Parties’ compliance with the provisions of the ICESCR. It examines periodic reports submitted by States on their compliance with the ICESCR and thereupon makes concluding observations and recommendations to States.2

The Optional Protocol to the ICESCR entered into force on 5 May 2013, following its ratification by ten UN Member States. The Protocol allows for individuals and groups of individuals to make complaints to the CESCR if they believe that their rights under the ICESCR have been violated and if they have exhausted all available remedies in their own country. Upon the examination of a complaint, the CESCR makes its findings and can make recommendations to the State. Ireland signed the Optional Protocol on 23 March 2012 but has not yet ratified it, so this recourse is not yet available to people in Ireland.
Ireland has ratified a number of other international human rights treaties which include provisions on ESC rights. These include the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD)\textsuperscript{3} and its complaints procedure, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)\textsuperscript{4} and its complaints procedure and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).\textsuperscript{5} Ireland has signed and promised to ratify shortly, the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) which also protects ESC rights.\textsuperscript{6} The CRC and CRPD both have complaints procedures to which Ireland has not yet signed up.

Other international treaties also protect elements of ESC rights. For example, the Fundamental Conventions of the International Labour Organisation (ILO), which Ireland has ratified,\textsuperscript{7} protect the rights of workers covering issues such as the rights to organise and collective bargaining, equal remuneration, protection against discrimination, protection against forced labour and child labour, and freedom of association.\textsuperscript{8}

Other relevant treaties include the UNESCO conventions relating to areas such as education and culture.\textsuperscript{9}

**REGIONAL**

**EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER (REVISED)**

At a regional level, the European Social Charter adopted in 1961 and revised in 1996, guarantees ESC rights such as the right to health, housing, employment, legal and social protection including against poverty and social exclusion, free movement of persons and non-discrimination.

The European Committee of Social Rights is mandated to oversee States Parties’ compliance with the provision of the Charter. It adopts conclusions on national reports submitted by States Parties on an annual basis.\textsuperscript{10} Under the Collective Complaints Protocol to the Charter, which Ireland has ratified, certain organisations may lodge complaints with the Committee alleging violations of the rights in the Charter. The Committee then adopts decisions on these complaints. Where the Committee finds a violation of the Charter, the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers invites the respondent State to indicate the measures taken to bring the situation into conformity with the Charter. It adopts a resolution and if appropriate, may recommend the State concerned to take specific measures to bring the situation into line with the Charter. These recommendations are non-binding on the State but carry strong moral and political weight.

Through its decisions, the Committee has elaborated what the rights in the Charter
entail. For example, on the right to housing for the family, the Committee in *ERRC v Bulgaria* held:

**“Article 16 guarantees adequate housing for the family, which means a dwelling which is structurally secure; possesses all basic amenities, such as water, heating, waste disposal, sanitation facilities, electricity; is of a suitable size considering the composition of the family in residence; and with secure tenure supported by law. The temporary supply of shelter cannot be considered as adequate and individuals should be provided with adequate housing within a reasonable period. Furthermore, the obligation to promote and provide housing extends to security from unlawful eviction.”**

Ireland ratified the Charter in 1964 and the revised Charter in 2000. Provisions not accepted by Ireland are Article 8(3) (regarding entitlements to maternity leave), Article 21 (dealing with the right to information and consultation of workers), 27(1)(c) (dealing with the development or promotion of child day care services and other childcare arrangements), and Article 31(1), 31(2) and 31(3) (Article 31 deals with the right to housing).

To date, there have been two decisions on collective complaints against Ireland. In *World Organisation Against Torture v Ireland*, the Committee found a violation of Article 17 of the revised Charter (the right of children and young persons to social, legal and economic protection). It stated that the prohibition of all forms of violence must have a legislative basis. No such legislation existed in Ireland and the common law defence of reasonable chastisement had not been repealed. To date, there has been no legislation enacted to address this issue and no reform of the defence of reasonable chastisement in Ireland.

In *International Federation of Human Rights Leagues (IFHR) v Ireland*, the Committee found that a distinction between residents of Ireland and non-residents relating to access to the Free Travel Scheme was justified and so there had been no discrimination under Article 23 (the right of older persons to social protection) taken together with Article E (non-discrimination).

A third collective complaint, *European Roma Rights Centre v Ireland*, was registered in April 2013. The complaint alleges that the Government of Ireland has violated Article 16 (the right of the family to social, legal and economic protection) and Article 30 (the right to protection against poverty and social exclusion) of the revised Charter, particularly with respect to accommodation for Travellers in Ireland. It also alleges that acts and omissions of the Government have violated the rights of Traveller children to social, legal and economic protection (Article 17). The collective complaint argues that these alleged violations should also be read in conjunction with Article E of the Charter which guarantees that the rights are to be secured.
without discrimination on the ground of association with a national minority/ethnic background. A decision on this case is currently pending.

Other Council of Europe conventions which Ireland has ratified give protection to a number of ESC rights, such as the Framework Convention for the Protection of Minorities which includes provisions on culture, language, tradition and education.\(^{18}\)

**CHAPTER 1**

**CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION**

The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU enshrines the fundamental rights protected in the EU.\(^{19}\) It contains many of the rights in the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). However, unlike the ECHR, the Charter also protects explicitly a number of economic and social rights such as the right to education, the right of collective bargaining, the right to work, the right to social security and social assistance, and the right to healthcare.\(^{20}\)

The Charter applies to EU institutions and bodies, and to Member States when they are implementing EU law. For example, the Charter will apply when EU countries adopt or apply a national law which implements an EU directive or when their authorities apply an EU regulation directly. Examples include implementation of EU law around communicable diseases\(^{21}\), social security\(^{22}\) and worker’s rights.\(^{23}\) The European Commission monitors the implementation of the Charter.\(^{24}\) It can also initiate infringement proceedings before the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) where the fundamental rights issue concerns the implementation of EU law. Under Article 29.4 of the Irish Constitution, EU treaties form part of Irish law, including constitutional law. The Charter became legally binding on the EU and Member States with the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in 2009. The Charter has the same legal standing as the EU treaties themselves.\(^{25}\) The Charter like EU Treaties prevails over any conflicting secondary EU legislation and over conflicting national law.\(^{26}\) The Charter can be applied in national courts if cases involve the application of EU law.\(^{27}\) National courts can in turn refer cases to the CJEU. Its rulings are binding on Member States.\(^{28}\) There are a number of examples of Irish courts referring a case to the CJEU vis-à-vis the Charter. This includes the case of *Digital Rights Ireland v The Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources and Ors*.\(^{29}\) This case raised questions around the extent to which national courts are required under EU law to inquire into and assess the compatibility of measures adopted to implement an EU Directive with the Charter, in a case which concerned the right to privacy. Another case involved a referral by the High Court to the CJEU involving questions around minimum standards on procedures in Member States for granting and withdrawing refugee status.\(^{30}\)

It has been noted that “the Charter represents an important contribution to the
protection of economic, social and cultural rights in the wider Irish constitutional framework. However, whether or not an Irish citizen can invoke these rights and principles depends on whether their situation falls within the scope of EU law.°31

THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (ECHR)

ESC rights in the ECHR
Apart from some exceptions such as the right to property (which has included cases on social security and pension related cases)32 and the right to education,33 the ECHR does not explicitly protect ESC rights. However, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has held that ESC rights may be indirectly protected through other rights in the ECHR. This has included cases against Ireland.

For example, the case of Airey v Ireland34 affirmed that an interpretation of the ECHR may extend into the sphere of social and economic rights and that there is no watertight division between civil and political rights and economic and social rights.

In the case of Moldovan and others v Romania (No. 2),35 the ECtHR found a violation of Articles 3 (prohibition of torture, inhuman or degrading treatment) and 8 (right to respect for private and family life) on the basis of the unacceptable living conditions of Roma following the destruction of their homes.

Similarly, in the case of López Ostra v Spain,36 the ECtHR held that the State had violated the right to respect for the home and private life, since serious pollution can impact on an individual's well-being and prevent her/him from enjoying her/his home in such a way that her/his private and family life is damaged. The case involved the failure of the State to take any measures against the smell, noise and contamination arising from a waste treatment plant close to the applicant's home. The Court held that “severe environmental pollution may affect individuals' well-being and prevent them from enjoying their homes in such a way as to affect their private and family life adversely”.37

The above cases and many others similarly decided by the ECtHR demonstrate the interrelatedness of civil and political and ESC rights.

Application of the ECHR in Ireland
The European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 is the Irish domestic legislation which incorporates the provisions of the ECHR into Irish law. According to the Act, Irish courts must interpret and apply Irish law in line with the ECHR insofar as possible.
For example, in the case of *Donegan v Dublin City Council and Ors*, the High Court found that Section 62 of the Housing Act 1966 (which allows for the summary eviction of local authority tenants in the District Court) was incompatible with Article 8 of the ECHR (right to private and family life) and Article 6 (right to a fair hearing). This case again shows the link between civil and political rights and ESC rights such as the right to adequate housing which protects against forced evictions.

However, it is important to note the limitations of indirect protection of ESC rights through the ECHR, which often only addresses certain aspects of the relevant right, rather than applying the full meaning of the right under international human rights law. Moreover, failure to explicitly protect ESC rights and relying solely on indirect protection means that there is a high level of uncertainty about the level of protection of these rights and how they may be interpreted.

In addition, in enacting the 2003 Act, the method of incorporation chosen was minimalist, establishing the ECHR as simply an interpretive tool. Section 2 of the Act creates an obligation – where possible and subject to any countervailing rule of interpretation – to interpret any “statutory provision or rule of law” in a manner that is compatible with the obligations created by the ECHR and its incorporated protocols. This indirect or interpretative model reduced the Act’s potential effectiveness. For example, under the Act, the courts do not have the power to strike down legislation which they find to be incompatible with the ECHR. Instead, they can only make a declaration of incompatibility, and only “where no other legal remedy is adequate or available”, which does not affect the continued operation of the legislation.

In conclusion, at both an international and regional level, Ireland has agreed to be bound by a number of treaties protecting ESC rights. Even where ESC rights are not explicitly protected in the ECHR, the ECtHR as well as the courts in Ireland have issued judgments impacting upon the enjoyment of ESC rights. However, such indirect protection of ESC rights carries with it certain limitations and uncertainty.

**WHAT ARE IRELAND’S MAIN OBLIGATIONS?**

The three main obligations of States under human rights law are characterised as the obligations to **respect**, **protect** and **fulfil** human rights:

- The obligation to **respect** means that the State must not interfere directly or
indirectly with the enjoyment of rights. For example the State must not carry out forced evictions without due process of law or providing alternative accommodation. (The right to an adequate standard of living, including adequate housing, Art 11)

- The obligation to **protect** requires the State to prevent, investigate, punish and ensure redress for harm caused by abuses of human rights by third parties, such as private individuals, commercial enterprises or other non-state actors. For example, the State must regulate and monitor the treatment of workers by their employers.40 (The right to just and favourable conditions of work, Art 7 ICESCR)

- The obligation to **fulfil** requires the State to stake steps towards the full realisation of human rights. This may require the State to adopt legislative, administrative, budgetary, judicial and other measures to achieve this aim.

For example, the State should give recognition to the right to health (Art 12 ICESCR) in the national and political legal system and adopt a national health strategy with a detailed plan for realising the right to health.

It is important to note that the adoption of such measures is not limited to the obligation to fulfil but may also be necessary in order for the State to meet its obligation to respect and protect human rights.
SPECIFIC OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE ICESCR

Article 2 of the ICESCR lays out the specific obligations of States Parties regarding the domestic implementation of the rights in the ICESCR.

**Article 2**

(1) Each party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and technical, to the **maximum of its available resources**, with a view to achieving progressively the full realisation of the rights recognised in the present Covenant, by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative measures.

(2) The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to guarantee that the rights enunciated in the present Covenant will be exercised without **discrimination** of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

(3) Developing countries, with due regard to human rights and their national economy, may determine to what extent they would guarantee the economic rights recognised in the present Covenant to non-nationals.

**Progressive realisation**

Recognising that many of the rights in the ICESCR cannot be achieved overnight, Article 2 of the ICESCR allows for the **progressive realisation** of these rights over time.

The ICESCR itself does not set out the specific means by which it should be implemented in the national legal order. There is also no provision in the ICESCR that obliges a State Party to ensure its comprehensive incorporation into law, or for it to be accorded any specific type of status in national law. It is therefore open to the State to adopt a number of different measures in order to give effect to the provisions of the ICESCR. However the CESCR, in its General Comment No. 3 outlining the nature of States’ obligations under the ICESCR, “recognises that in many instances legislation is highly desirable and in some cases may even be indispensable”.

The ICESCR therefore adopts a flexible and broad approach allowing for the particularities of the legal and administrative systems of each State as well as other relevant considerations to be taken into account. For example, the ICESCR does not favour a monist legal system over a dualist one such as that used in Ireland (see explanation further below in this chapter), but whatever the system in place, the State must take the appropriate steps to fulfil its obligations under the ICESCR.
Immediate obligations
States Parties also have a number of immediate obligations. These include:

- **The obligation to take steps**
  States are obliged to take concrete and targeted steps towards the full achievement of these rights, which may include the adoption of legislative and other measures.

- **Minimum core obligations**
  Another immediate obligation of the State is the “minimum core obligation”. This means that the State must ensure at the very least, the minimum essential levels of each right. In the context of the right to health for example, the minimum core obligations include the provision of essential primary healthcare; access to health facilities, goods and services on a non-discriminatory basis, especially for vulnerable or marginalised groups; and the provision of essential drugs as from time to time defined under the WHO Action Programme on Essential Drugs.44

- **Equality and Non-discrimination**
  Non-discrimination is an immediate obligation under the ICESCR but it is also a broader concept which, together with the principle of equality before the law and equal protection of the law, underpins the entire international human rights system.45 Article 2(2) of the ICESCR proscribes discrimination in the guarantee of ESC rights on a number of non-exhaustive grounds. In its General Comments, the CESCR has elaborated on the grounds of non-discrimination. For example, discrimination is also prohibited on grounds of physical or mental disability, health status (including HIV/AIDS or mental health status), sexual orientation or for reason of a person’s social or economic situation.46

  Discrimination may take different forms.

  Direct discrimination is unfavourable treatment that is, on the face of it, based on prohibited grounds.

  Indirect discrimination occurs where a law, policy or practice appears neutral but results in a disproportionate disadvantage or negative impact on the exercise of rights by a particular group. Indirect discrimination on the basis of age, could for example arise in the context of employment, if the employer insisted on an academic degree of recent origin as a requirement for a post.

  The CESCR has outlined different ways in which the State should combat discrimination in the enjoyment of ESC rights. This includes the adoption and review of legislation to address discrimination; and putting in place and implementing policies, plans of action and strategies to address discrimination by public and private actors.47
Non-retrogression

States should also not take any retrogressive measures (steps backwards) in realising ESC rights. The CESCR has stated that any retrogressive measures which are adopted, for example in a time of economic crisis, must be given the most careful consideration and must be fully justified by the State by reference to the totality of the rights in the ICESCR. The State must also show that it has used the maximum amount of resources available to it both inside the State and through international assistance and cooperation.\(^{48}\)

For Ireland this would mean that the State must show that all fiscal policies are in line with Ireland’s obligation to use its maximum available resources towards progressively fulfilling ESC rights and ensuring that the rights of the most vulnerable are protected, even in times of severe resource constraints and cutbacks.\(^{49}\) Any steps back in the protection of rights are a retrogression and on the face of it, considered a violation of ESC rights unless they can be fully justified by the Government. This is so regardless of whether the step back was an intended or unintended outcome of measures adopted.\(^{50}\) Retrogressive measures may include but are not limited to social spending cuts and funding cuts to organisations and institutions working to protect the rights of vulnerable groups.\(^{51}\)

GUIDANCE ON HOW TO IMPLEMENT OBLIGATIONS: GENERAL COMMENT NO. 9 OF THE UN COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS

In its General Comment No. 9, “the domestic application of the Covenant”,\(^{52}\) the CESCR provides further guidance to States Parties on the enforcement of ESC rights at a national level. It sets out the principles that govern the domestic application of the ICESCR, irrespective of the legal system of the particular State Party.

In General Comment No. 9, the CESCR makes clear that alongside the flexibility that exists within the ICESCR, a State Party nonetheless has the obligation “to use all the means at its disposal to give effect to the rights recognised in the Covenant”. In this regard, the CESCR states that the fundamental requirements of international human rights law must be kept in mind. This means:

1) The norms in the ICESCR must be recognised in appropriate ways within the domestic legal order;
2) appropriate means of redress, or remedies, must be available to aggrieved individuals and groups; and
3) appropriate means of ensuring governmental accountability must be put in place.\(^{53}\)
According to General Comment No. 9, whatever the preferred methodology, three principles follow from the duty to give effect to the ICESCR:

1) First, the means chosen to implement the ICESCR must be adequate to ensure the fulfilment of the obligations under the ICESCR. The need to ensure legal enforceability (justiciability) is an important consideration when determining the best way to give domestic legal effect to the rights in the ICESCR.54

2) Second, the State Party should take account of the means which have proved most effective in the country in ensuring the protection of other human rights. The CESCR notes that where the means used to give effect to the ICESCR “differ significantly from those used in relation to other human rights treaties, there should be a compelling justification for this”.55

3) Third, while the ICESCR does not formally oblige States Parties to incorporate its provisions into domestic law, such an approach is desirable, since, according to the Committee, “[d]irect incorporation avoids problems that might arise in the translation of treaty obligations into national law, and provides a basis for the direct invocation of the Covenant rights by individuals in national courts”.56 For that reason, the Committee strongly encourages States Parties to formally adopt or incorporate the ICESCR into national law. This can be done by giving constitutional and/or legislative protection to ESC rights.

WHAT HAS IRELAND BEEN ADVISED TO DO?

The ICESCR has not been incorporated into Irish law meaning that it remains unenforceable in Ireland.

On 17 December 2013, the Constitutional Convention established by the Government chose ESC rights as an additional item, beyond the list of items it was mandated to review, for its consideration at its final session. Following that final session, on 23 February 2014, 85 per cent of the Constitutional Convention voted in favour of strengthening the protection of ESC rights in the Irish Constitution. 80 per cent voted in
favour of giving constitutional protection to the full range of rights within the ICESCR. A majority also favoured including a provision in the Constitution “that the State shall progressively realise ESC rights, subject to maximum available resources and that this duty is cognisable by the Courts”. 

The incorporation of the ICESCR into Irish law has also been urged on numerous occasions by a number of different UN bodies.

“In affirming that all economic, social and cultural rights are justiciable, the Committee reiterates its previous recommendation... and strongly recommends that the State Party incorporate economic, social and cultural rights in the proposed amendment to the Constitution, as well as in other domestic legislation. The Committee points out that, irrespective of the system through which international law is incorporated in the domestic legal order (monism or dualism), following ratification of an international instrument, the State Party is under an obligation to comply with it and to give it full effect in the domestic legal order. In this respect, the Committee would like to draw the attention of the State Party to its General Comment No. 9 on the domestic application of the Covenant.”


In its 2002 concluding observations on Ireland’s second periodic report, the CESCR noted “with regret that, despite its previous recommendations in 1999, no steps have been taken to incorporate or reflect the Covenant in domestic legislation, and that the State Party could not provide information on case law in which the Covenant and its rights were invoked before the courts”. In its recommendations to Ireland, the CESCR made clear that Ireland has an obligation to give the ICESCR full effect in domestic law.

A number of other UN treaty bodies have also highlighted Ireland’s failure to incorporate the provisions of treaties with relevance for ESC rights into national law.

Other UN mechanisms and procedures have also addressed the question of enforceability of ESC rights in Ireland, such as:

- Following her mission to Ireland in 2011, the UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights called “on the Government to ensure that all rights protected under international human rights treaties, in particular economic, social and cultural rights, are given full effect in domestic law”.61
• Several recommendations on the domestic protection of ESC rights were made by a number of UN Member States during Ireland’s examination under the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) mechanism of the UN Human Rights Council in 2011.

In respect of Ireland’s UPR, these included the recommendation to “take measures required to respect economic, social and cultural rights” which was accepted by Ireland, the recommendation to “consider incorporating the right to health and the right to housing” and the recommendation to “ratify the Optional Protocol to the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights”. The latter two were both partly accepted. This means that certain aspects of the recommendations were accepted but not the recommendation in full. For example, with regard to the recommendation to ratify the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR, Ireland committed to signing it but did not make a similar commitment regarding ratification. Similarly, regarding the recommendations on health and housing, Ireland’s response noted the commitment to reform the health system and aims of the Government’s Housing Policy but did not commit to incorporating these rights in law.

Ireland signed the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR shortly after its examination under the UPR. Ratification of the Optional Protocol will require an inter-departmental consultation process as a first step. At the time of writing there has been no indication of when this consultation process will commence.

WHY MAKE ESC RIGHTS LEGALLY ENFORCEABLE?

“The socio-economic rights should be made legally enforceable in principle, as they are rights that protect the necessities of life and provide for the foundation of an adequate quality of life and the conditions for the pursuit of human dignity and equal opportunities … they reflect the social aspect of our existence as citizens and members of a common humanity, representing an important counterpart to civil and political rights. As a form of protection for individual citizens and a form of accountability for government, they can act as an anchor for a just democratic society, assisting and complementing legislative policy development on socio-economic issues.”


The right to an effective remedy
The right of every person an effective remedy is a core principle of human rights law and is fundamental to the rule of law. This was expressly stated in Article 8 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which says: “Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted to him by the constitution or by law.”

Ireland has accepted the enforceability of the rights protected in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights through the relevant Optional Protocol, the European Convention on Human Rights, through the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003, and other treaties but this is not the case for ESC rights as protected in the ICESCR.

The lack of enforceable ESC rights in Ireland together with a lack of access to a remedy at an international level means that there are only limited or no remedies at all available to individuals or groups when their ESC rights are breached. Without access to a potential remedy, ESC rights are of little value to the rights holder.

“In relation to civil and political rights, it is generally taken for granted that judicial remedies for violations are essential. Regrettably, the contrary assumption is too often made in relation to economic, social and cultural rights. This discrepancy is not warranted either by the nature of the rights or by the relevant Covenant provisions.”


The right to an effective remedy has been reaffirmed by the CESC in its General Comment No. 9. According to the CESC, it would be difficult for a State Party to the ICESCR to justify its failure to provide any domestic legal remedies for the violation of ESC rights.

One of the reasons for this is because national remedies are supreme under human rights law. This means that an individual or group of individuals must exhaust national remedies before turning to regional or international human rights complaints mechanisms such as for example, the European Court of Human Rights or the UN Treaty Bodies.

As stated in General Comment No. 9, the right to an effective remedy does not necessarily always require a judicial remedy. Quasi-judicial and administrative
remedies will in many cases be adequate. There are many institutions and procedural mechanisms which are vital to the implementation of ESC rights and which must supplement the critical role of the courts.\textsuperscript{70}

These may include for example the Office of the Ombudsman, the Irish Human Rights Commission (Ireland’s National Human Rights Institution, which is soon to be merged with the Equality Authority to form a new NHRI, the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission) or Equality Tribunal, discussed further in Chapter 6. Other mechanisms are also outlined in Chapter 5 specifically on the rights to health and to housing. Ireland’s updated ‘common core document’ for UN treaty body reporting also provides information on such mechanisms.\textsuperscript{71}

Such remedies should however be accompanied by an ultimate right of judicial appeal to the courts, as a last resort.\textsuperscript{72}

**By making ESC rights enforceable, Ireland would be taking an important step towards fulfilling its obligation under international human rights law to ensure access to an effective remedy for violations of all human rights.**

Apart from the right to an effective remedy, there are a range of other arguments in favour of making ESC rights enforceable, reflected throughout this paper and also summarised here.

1) **The lack of enforceable ESC rights in Ireland contributes towards weak accountability when it comes to Government decision-making around these rights.**

Making ESC rights enforceable would promote greater accountability and transparency in Government, obliging it to justify decisions according to human rights standards concerning the allocation of resources and in particular policy approaches that affect the most vulnerable. This is especially important in times of economic crisis. Putting ESC rights into the Constitution would require that successive governments make decisions and allocate resources in line with those rights, as a framework for accountability. Constitutional ESC rights would grant a higher level of protection to these rights, unlike legislation and policy which could be more easily eroded by successive administrations.

---

**What does accountability really mean?**

Accountability is not simply a means through which we react to or repair failure or wrongdoing. It is a **vital tool** for those charged with making complex and difficult decisions; one that can **guide and strengthen decision-making** and the
development of law, policy and practice. Real accountability requires for instance that those in positions of authority who make decisions which impact significantly on the lives of others should consult with and be accountable to those same people in making such decisions and implementing them. In this way accountability becomes a vital tool to inform good decision-making and ensure that policy decisions serve the very people they most affect.

2) Because ESC rights are not justiciable in Ireland, there are few ways for the most vulnerable members of society to have their voices heard when their ESC rights are violated.

Making these rights enforceable would provide individuals and groups with a means to hold the Government to account as well as the potential of shining a light on violations and presenting their grievances. ESC rights litigation combined with accompanying social mobilisation and advocacy can function as a corrective mechanism for the political system, requiring the system to address issues of social exclusion that might otherwise be ignored. The most vulnerable groups in society often do not have the necessary political cachet and therefore the political system does not deliver for them. This is so despite the fact that vulnerable groups are given express protection in international human rights law and governments have particular obligations towards them.

3) The lack of enforceable ESC rights in Ireland means that, in effect, ESC rights are not seen by the Government as equally important as civil and political rights.

At an international level, in its pledges and commitments made as part of its campaign for election to the UN Human Rights Council, Ireland declared itself “strongly committed to the full promotion of human rights in both its domestic and foreign policies”. Ireland has advocated for ESC rights and has also stated the need to strengthen ESC rights “as an indispensable dimension in the full enjoyment of human rights”. However, the same importance has not been afforded to strengthening ESC rights at a national level.

Making ESC rights enforceable would show that the Government attaches the same importance to all human rights – civil, political, economic, social and cultural – and would reinforce the indivisibility and interdependence of these rights. Indivisibility and interdependence means that civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights are all equal in importance and none can be fully enjoyed without the others. For example, it may not be possible for a person to fully enjoy their civil right to privacy without their social right to housing; access to education can impact on our ability to effectively participate in the democratic process; treatment and supports available for people experiencing mental health
problems (mental health forming part of the social right to health) can be linked to the civil right to liberty and to be free from cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment.

4) **The failure to make ESC rights justiciable means that the Government is continually ignoring specific recommendations of the UN to enshrine these rights in Irish law.**

As outlined above, recommendations have been made to Ireland on numerous occasions by the CESCR, other UN treaty bodies, the UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, and under the UPR to enshrine these rights in Irish law. The number of recommendations made in this regard indicates the importance human rights law attaches to providing for these rights in national law.

5) **Making ESC rights enforceable and holding the Government accountable for its human rights obligations would enhance participative democracy.**

It would mean that the Government would be required to be accountable to the people over aspects of its policies in between elections and not just at election time.78 As pointed out by the South African Constitutional Court:

> “Government must disclose what it has done to formulate the policy: its investigation and research, the alternatives considered, and the reasons why the option underlying the policy was selected. The Constitution does not require government to be held to an impossible standard of perfection. Nor does it require courts to take over the tasks that in a democracy should properly be reserved for the democratic arms of government. Simply put, through the institution of the courts, government can be called upon to account to citizens for its decisions.”79

As demonstrated by ESC rights case law from many other jurisdictions (see examples in chapter 7), the role of the courts is to review whether the State has adopted reasonable measures to meet its obligations80 – a similar approach to the process of judicial review in common law jurisdictions including Ireland.81

6) **It would bring Ireland in line with a growing trend among many countries to legally recognise ESC rights as enforceable.**

The majority of the world’s constitutions contain at least some ESC rights. For example, countries from all regions – Asia, the Americas, Africa and Europe – and at various levels of development now guarantee the protection of ESC rights
in their constitutions. Out of 28 EU Member States, 27 make some form of provision for ESC rights in their constitutions. The level of protection, degrees of enforceability and coherence with ICESCR varies considerably between different constitutions.

## Around the world:

- The right to healthcare is included in 133 constitutions
- The right to join trade unions is included in 152 constitutions
- The right to work and/or the State duty to provide work is included in 136 constitutions
- The right to culture is included in 141 constitutions
- The right to housing is included in 81 constitutions
- The right to choose one’s occupation is included in 111 constitutions

For a full list see [www.constituteproject.org](http://www.constituteproject.org)

Making ESC rights enforceable would not only ensure that individual victims will be able to obtain *redress* for violations of their ESC rights but that important judicial precedents with a potentially wider public impact can be set which, in turn, can help to spur legislative and policy changes. In Ireland, this can be seen to a certain extent as a result of a number of court cases dealing with children with special educational needs. The adjudication of ESC rights in other jurisdictions has also helped to spur such changes. Just some examples are: the *TAC* case in South Africa, following which a national programme for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV was adopted by the Government; the *Unnikrishnan* case in India which influenced changes in law and policy relating to education in general and primary education in particular, including the provision of the right to education in the Constitution; and the *Hartz IV* judgment in Germany (discussed further in Chapter 7) following which the State enacted a new law for estimating the social security benefits required by the person concerned.
CHAPTER 2: DISPELLING THE MYTHS AND MISCONCEPTIONS AROUND ESC RIGHTS
In Ireland, as sometimes in other countries, myths and misconceptions around ESC rights have hindered their application in the domestic legal system. They often relate to the nature and definition of ESC rights, the resources involved, and the separation of powers between different branches of the Government. This chapter addresses some of the most common myths and misconceptions that shroud these rights.

Despite their fundamental importance in everybody’s daily lives and their long history in the West prior to their inclusion in the Universal Declaration on Human Rights in 1948, the nature of ESC rights is still misunderstood. At times they are still seen by some as not being ‘real rights’ or referred to as ‘second generation rights’ implying that that they are of lesser importance than civil and political rights.

The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has criticised this distinction:

“The shocking reality [is] that states and the international community as a whole continue to tolerate all too often breaches of economic, social and cultural rights, which, if they occurred in relation to civil and political rights, would provoke expressions of horror and outrage and would lead to concerted calls for immediate action. In effect, despite the rhetoric, violations of civil and political rights continue to be treated as though they were far more serious, and more patently intolerable, than massive and direct denials of economic, social and cultural rights.”

ESC rights are misunderstood for a number of reasons, including the fact that there has been little adjudication of these rights in Ireland, lack of legal training in these rights, and lack of political will to enforce them.

Some claim that these rights are only aspirations or too vague to be justiciable. In Ireland, much of the debate has centred around the separation of powers. It has been argued that supporters of judicial activism on ESC rights are characterised by a distrust of the political process. Others argue that when adjudicating ESC rights, judges are not necessarily making political decisions. Rather they are saying, for example, that there is a bottom line of constitutional justice that must be met by the political branch, but the courts do not have to prescribe how this bottom line should be met.

Misconceptions around ESC rights act as a barrier against political and legal support for these rights and their enforceability.
This chapter addresses a number of these misconceptions.

1) JUSTICIABILITY/LEGAL ENFORCEABILITY

The Myth: ESC rights are not intended to be justiciable; they are only aspirations

While civil and political rights are widely accepted as being justiciable, meaning that they are enforceable by courts and other bodies, some still claim that ESC rights are political aims and aspirations rather than enforceable rights.

The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has emphasised that “[t]his discrepancy is not warranted either by the nature of the rights or by the relevant Covenant provisions”. It noted that “[w]hile the general approach of each legal system needs to be taken into account, there is no Covenant right which could not, in the vast majority of systems, be considered to possess at least some significant justiciable dimensions.”

In the 1993 Vienna Declaration and Programme for Action, States affirmed that all human rights must be promoted and protected and that they must be treated “in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasis”.

ESC rights are legal rights based in international law. When States drew up the ICESCR they clearly intended for ESC rights to be enforceable; and when ratifying international human rights treaties such as the ICESCR, States understand that they are taking on legal obligations to respect, protect and fulfil these rights.

“Under international law, states have immediate obligations, as well as long-term duties. Regardless of their stage of development, states must take action to fulfil economic, social and cultural rights (including reviewing their laws and policies), and must refrain from violating these rights. States must ensure that there is no discrimination, whether direct or indirect, in the realisation of these rights. Governments must also regulate the behaviour of private individuals, business and other non-state actors to ensure respect for human rights.”

ESC rights are enforced by international and national tribunals as demonstrated by an increasing body of case law.\(^{100}\) Decisions of courts in countries around the world covering ESC rights demonstrate that these rights are legally enforceable rather than mere aspirations.\(^{101}\) Judicial review of ESC rights can be seen in an increasing number of countries including, but not limited to, Germany, Finland, Portugal, Latvia, South Africa, Kenya, India, Brazil, Argentina, Colombia and Mexico. Furthermore, complaints procedures for ESC rights have been developed at the international and regional level, including the Collective Complaints Procedure under the European Social Charter to which Ireland is a State Party, and the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR which Ireland has signed. Regional and domestic courts have adjudicated cases related to ESC rights as a result of which a body of case law has emerged.\(^{102}\)

**The Myth: ESC rights are not justiciable because they are too vague**

It has been argued that ESC rights are too indeterminate or too vaguely worded to be enforceable.

Firstly, it should be noted that some civil and political rights are no more determinate than ESC rights. For example, rights such as the right to freedom of expression, not to be tortured or the right to privacy are framed in general terms, but this has not prevented the courts from adjudicating these issues.\(^{103}\) As commentators have noted, the courts have probed “their meaning and contemporary application”.\(^{104}\)

Secondly, the content of ESC rights and the obligations arising from them have been clarified by various actors, including the UN itself, courts, legal practitioners, academics and others.

At an international level, the General Comments of the **UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights** (CESCR) give guidance to States on their obligations under the ICESCR. These General Comments have given further content to a range of individual rights such as health, housing, education, work, food, water, social security and cultural rights,\(^{105}\) and have also elaborated on the overarching obligations on States arising under the ICESCR.\(^{106}\)

Each State Party to the ICESCR also has a duty to report to the CESCR on a periodic basis outlining the steps it has taken to deliver on the rights in the ICESCR. In drafting their periodic reports, States follow detailed guidelines produced by the CESCR which further unpack each right.\(^{107}\) After examining the State report, the CESCR issues concluding observations and makes recommendations to States on how to better implement obligations arising from the ICESCR. This has also given greater clarity to States on what they are required to do – both the State under review and other States.
The numerous UN Special Rapporteurs working on ESC rights issues have also provided a wealth of detailed reports outlining the content of rights in the ICESCR, and States’ obligations arising from those rights. This includes but is not limited to the work of the Special Rapporteurs on the right to health, the right to adequate housing, the right to water and sanitation, the right to food, on extreme poverty and human rights, and the right to education. In this respect, Special Rapporteurs have addressed issues such as security of tenure (housing); freedom of artistic expression and creativity (culture); equality of opportunity in education (education); unpaid care work and women’s human rights (extreme poverty and human rights); the impact of biofuels on the right to food (food); the impact of foreign debt and other international financial obligations of States on the full enjoyment of human rights, especially ESC rights (Independent Expert on this issue); health financing in the context of the right to health (health); and sustainability and non-retrogression regarding water and sanitation (water and sanitation).108

The adjudication of ESC rights at both a regional and national level, out of which a body of jurisprudence has been built up, also refutes the assertion that ESC rights are too vague to be enforceable through the courts.109 Jurisprudence on ESC rights has emerged from countries all around the world and from a range of legal systems. These include Finland, Germany, Latvia, Portugal, Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Pakistan, South Africa and Venezuela.110 At a regional level, individual and inter-State complaints procedures have been developed for violations of ESC rights including the collective complaints procedure under the European Social Charter to which Ireland is a State Party, the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, and the Inter-American system.111

ESC rights have been further clarified by the work of academics and other experts, particularly through the Limburg Principles on the Implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.112

National Human Rights Institutions, such as the Irish Human Rights Commission, have also played an important role in deepening the understanding of ESC rights both in the context of their own political and legal system and more broadly.113

Lastly, the entry into force of the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on 5 May 2013 means that the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights can now receive and make recommendations on individual complaints. The jurisprudence which will emerge from the Committee as a result, will further enhance the understanding of the rights and obligations under the ICESCR. Ireland signed the Optional Protocol in March 2012 but has not yet signed it.114
2) SEPARATION OF POWERS

The Myth: ESC rights are not within the proper role of the courts and should be left to the legislature and executive

“[T]he question is no longer whether ESC rights are or can be justiciable. They clearly are and can … the question now is rather how the contours and limits of that justiciability are to be defined: where does the work of the judge end and that of the policy maker and the administrator-or the legislator-take over? How far should a court retain oversight of any programme or instruction which it may have specified? How detailed should the court’s recommendations be as to the allocation of resources?”


A particularly prominent argument against justiciable ESC rights in Ireland has been based on the separation of powers. Some argue that ESC rights should not be enforced through the courts as this is “an inappropriate interference with the discretion of elected governments and parliaments to allocate resources as they see fit”. The basic framework of the Irish Constitution is based on the separation of powers doctrine.

It is sometimes claimed that justiciable ESC rights distort democracy, based on the fact that the judiciary are unelected decision-makers. This argument was made in the Report of the Constitution Review Group in 1996. There is a fear that if ESC rights were to be enshrined in the Constitution, decision-making powers would be taken away from the Oireachtas and the legislature would be left with no choice but to discharge the cost, whatever it might be, as determined by the judiciary.

The question of whether ESC rights should be included as fundamental rights in the new Constitution of South Africa was debated at length during the drafting process. As part of that process the Constitutional Court concluded:

“In our view, it cannot be said that by including socio-economic rights within a bill of rights, a task is conferred on the courts so different from that ordinarily conferred
upon them by a bill of rights that it results in a breach of the separation of powers.”  

In Ireland, it has been argued by one prominent member of the judiciary that “if judges were to become involved in … designing the details of policy in individual cases or in general, and ranking some areas of policy in priority of others, they would step beyond their appointed role”.  

Concern has also been raised about the risk of giving judges uncontrolled discretionary powers if Ireland were to move away from the traditional role of the judiciary. In a speech delivered in 2002, the then Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform noted that this would carry with it a danger that the judiciary “will become ever more politicised in carrying out their functions”. Similar arguments were made by the same former Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform during the deliberations of the Constitutional Convention on ESC rights in February 2014.  

However, 85 per cent of the members of the Constitutional Convention, including both political and non-political delegates, voted in favour of giving greater protection to ESC rights in the Irish Constitution. The Report of the Constitutional Review Group and arguments made by others on the separation of powers in the context of ESC rights, must be viewed in this new light.  

Moreover, the large body of case law on ESC rights which has emerged from numerous jurisdictions shows that courts have remained conscious of their role when adjudicating ESC rights claims. This can be seen, for example, in the approach taken by the South African Constitutional Court in applying the ‘reasonableness’ doctrine, and approaches by other courts in focussing on the minimum obligations or on the procedural obligations of the State. These are discussed further in Chapter 3. There is no reason why Irish courts would not be capable of doing the same.  

3) RESOURCES  

The Myth: ESC rights cost a lot of money but civil and political rights do not  

Civil and political rights are sometimes presumed to be cost-free while ESC rights are presumed to be costly involving the expenditure of resources. This presumption has been used as a basis for arguing against the justiciability of ESC rights, saying that they should be left to the political branches of the State and are not appropriate for courts to adjudicate.
However, such a distinction is both over-simplistic and misleading. Many civil and political rights may require expenditure of resources in order to achieve them. This includes the court, policing and voting systems to ensure for example the right to a fair trial, the right to vote, the right to liberty and security of the person, and the provision of legal aid.

At the same time ESC rights do not always cost money, for example stopping forced evictions (right to adequate housing).

“It is true that the inclusion of some socio-economic rights may result in courts making orders which have implications for budgetary matters. However, even when a court enforces civil and political rights such as equality, freedom of speech and the right to a fair trial, the order it makes will often have such implications. A court may require the provision of legal aid, or the extension of state benefits to a class of people who formerly where not the beneficiaries of such benefits. In our view, it cannot be said that by including socio-economic rights within a bill of rights, a task is conferred upon the court so different from that ordinarily conferred upon them by a bill of rights that it results in a breach of separation of powers.”


The example of legal aid:

There have been a number of cases on the right to legal aid in Ireland. These cases show that civil and political rights, like economic, social and cultural rights, may at times have resource implications.

In the case of The State (Healy) v Donoghue22 the Supreme Court held that implied in the Constitution is the obligation on the State to provide state-funded legal assistance for persons facing a serious criminal charge and who cannot afford a lawyer.

“A person who has been convicted and deprived of his liberty as a result of a prosecution which, because of his poverty, he has had to bear without legal aid has reason to complain that he has been meted out less than his constitutional due.”

The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) case, *Airey v Ireland,* also involved the provision of legal aid. Furthermore, the Court highlighted that civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights are often intertwined. In this case, Ms Airey sought judicial separation from her abusive husband. At that time, legal aid was not available in Ireland for any civil matter. In the absence of legal aid Ms Airey was unable to find a solicitor. The ECtHR found that Ms Airey’s right to a fair trial (Article 6(1) ECHR) and her right to private and family life (Article 8 ECHR) had been violated.

The State had argued that the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) should not be interpreted so as to achieve social and economic developments in a State, that such developments can only be progressive. However, in its judgment, the Court acknowledged the inter-dependent nature of civil and political rights and ESC rights and that there is not clear division between them.

> “The Court is aware that the further realisation of social and economic rights is largely dependent on the situation - notably financial - reigning in the State in question. On the other hand, the Convention must be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions ... and it is designed to safeguard the individual in a real and practical way as regards those areas with which it deals .... Whilst the Convention sets forth what are essentially civil and political rights, many of them have implications of a social or economic nature.

The Court therefore considers ... that the mere fact that an interpretation of the Convention may extend into the sphere of social and economic rights should not be a decisive factor against such an interpretation; there is no water-tight division separating that sphere from the field covered by the Convention”.

*Airey v Ireland,* (1979) 2 EHRR 305, para 26.

4) POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE OBLIGATIONS

The Myth: Civil and political and ESC rights impose different sets of obligations

Traditionally, civil and political rights have often been categorised as negative rights, meaning that the State should not interfere with the enjoyment of these rights. ESC rights on the other hand have frequently been described as positive rights, requiring the State to act in order to achieve the enjoyment of these rights. Again, such a rigid distinction is not accurate.
As demonstrated by case law at both a regional and national level, civil and political rights may carry with them positive as well as negative obligations.

In *Airey v Ireland*, the ECtHR, referring to the right to private and family life (Article 8 ECHR), held that:

“although the object of Article 8 is essentially that of protecting the individual against arbitrary interference by the public authorities, it does not merely compel the State to abstain from such interference: *in addition to this primarily negative undertaking, there may be positive obligations inherent in an effective respect for private or family life*”.

*Airey v Ireland*, (1979) 2 EHRR 305, para 32.

Cases from other jurisdictions also demonstrate the positive obligations which can arise from civil and political rights. In the case of *R v Askov*, the Canadian Supreme Court found that the government had failed to try individuals within a reasonable time and that it was legally bound to expend resources to reduce trial delay.

In another Canadian case, *Eldridge v British Columbia*, the Supreme Court held that the right to equality required the government to provide sign language interpretation in hospitals for patients with hearing impairments.

Similarly, ESC rights do not only consist of positive obligations.

As outlined in more detail in Chapter 1, States have an obligation to *respect, protect and fulfil all human rights*, including ESC rights.

The obligation to *respect* is primarily a negative obligation requiring the State not to interfere with rights. For example, the obligation to respect in the context of the right to health requires the State not to deny access to health facilities on a discriminatory basis.

The obligation to *protect* and particularly the obligation to *fulfil* on the other hand can be characterised as mainly positive obligations. For example, the obligation to protect in the context of the right to work requires the State to ensure that employers, both in the public and private sector, pay the minimum wage. The obligation to fulfil in the context of the right to work requires the State to adopt legislative, administrative and budgetary measures to realise the right to work. It must also formulate and implement employment policies, and technical and vocational education plans, to facilitate access to employment, along with promoting the right to work through awareness raising programmes.
This demonstrates that civil and political rights and ESC rights consist of a myriad of both positive and negative obligations and have much more in common than some ESC rights sceptics assert. At times both sets of rights require the State to act and other times they require the State not to interfere. Characterising one set of rights as negative and the other as positive is therefore an over-simplification of these rights and a misconception.

5) COMMUTATIVE AND DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE

The Myth: Questions involving the distribution of resources should not be dealt with by courts

The separation of powers and the claim that ESC rights should not be adjudicated by the courts, are linked to the concepts of commutative and distributive justice.

Commutative justice concerns the relations between individuals. This may involve one person acting against another by, for example, assaulting them. In that case there is a crime, a perpetrator and a victim. Commutative justice issues are usually dealt with by the judicial system.

Distributive justice relates to the distribution of resources, goods and services in society. Responsibility for distributive justice usually falls to the legislature and executive.

The distinction between commutative and distributive justice and the role of the courts in that context, was examined by Costello J in O’Reilly v Limerick Corporation.128 In this case the plaintiffs were members of the Traveller community who lived in caravans on unofficial halting sites. The sites lacked basic sanitary services such as running water, toilet facilities and refuse collection and they were living, as stated by the court, in “conditions of great poverty and deprivation”. They claimed that under Article 40.3 and/or Article 41.2 of the Constitution they had a right to be provided with a minimum standard of basic material conditions. The plaintiffs sought a mandatory injunction directing the local authority to provide them with adequate halting sites.129

Costello J held that the court did not have the jurisdiction to award the damages sought.130 According to Costello J, the claim involved the proposition that there had been “a failure to distribute adequately in the plaintiffs’ favour a portion of the community’s wealth”.131 To admit the claim would be to involve the courts in supervising the allocation of resources he said.132
However, as highlighted by the Irish Human Rights Commission, in reality a number of judgments from the Irish courts have had redistributive effects.\textsuperscript{133}

For example, in the case of \textit{Blake v Attorney General}\textsuperscript{134} the validity of the Rent Restrictions Acts 1960 and 1967 were challenged. The Acts restricted rents and recovery of possession and had the effect of restricting the rents of controlled dwellings to the rents applicable on 8 June 1966. The evidence showed a large disproportion between these rents and the market rent. The legislation took no account of tenants' needs or the financial resources of the landlord, and was not limited in duration.\textsuperscript{135} The Supreme Court held that this was an unjust attack on the property rights of landlords under Article 40.3.2 of the Constitution. The Supreme Court was also conscious of the impact that the judgment would have on tenants.\textsuperscript{136}

According to O’Higgins CJ:

“The removal from the affected tenants of the degree of security of possession and of rent control which they hitherto enjoyed will leave a statutory void. The Court assumes that the situation thereby created will receive the immediate attention of the Oireachtas and that new legislation will be speedily enacted. Such legislation may be expected to provide for the determination of fair rents, for a degree of security of tenure and for other relevant social and economic factors.”

The Oireachtas then passed the Housing (Private Rented Dwellings) Bill 1981 which was referred by the President to the Supreme Court and was found by the Court to be invalid, as again perpetrating an unjust attack on the property rights of landlords. Taking into account the need for a fair distribution of burdens, the Supreme Court also considered the hardship that may be caused to tenants required to pay even the abated rents as provided for in the Bill.

“On the assumption that undue hardship is likely to be caused in some instances, a question may arise whether such hardship would amount to an unjust attack upon the property rights of a tenant … or … to an unjustifiable treatment of such tenant in contravention of Article 40, s. 1 of the Constitution …. **Having regard to the obligation imposed on the State by the Constitution to act in accordance with the principles of social justice, the Court recognises the presumption that any such hardship will be provided for adequately by the State.**”


The Bill was then replaced by The Housing (Private Rented Dwellings) Act 1982. The Act “established a system whereby tenancies were subsidised via the social welfare system”. Casey notes: “Rarely has the legislature’s range of policy options been so narrowed by judicial decisions.”

Another example is the case of *Murphy v Attorney General*. Here the plaintiffs claimed that the provisions of the Income Tax Act 1967, which dealt with the taxation of married couples, treated such couples less favourably than people who only lived together, based on changes in the tax rate since 1967 and the impact of inflation. The Supreme Court found in favour of the plaintiffs on the basis of Article 41 which guarantees protections to the family based on marriage. While the Court limited the application of its judgment so it avoided excessive disruption to the public finances, the State nonetheless was obliged to refund sums for certain time periods by which it had been unjustly enriched through the collection of the unconstitutionally imposed taxes.

In *O’Brien v Wicklow UDC*, the facts were similar to that of *O’Reilly v Limerick Corporation* which had come before Costello J six years previously. As noted by the Irish Human Rights Commission, in the *O’Brien* case “Costello J … resiled somewhat from the position he adopted in the *O’Reilly* case”.

*O’Brien* involved members of the Traveller community living at a halting site where conditions were described in evidence before the court, as “unfit for human habitation”. The claimants argued that Wicklow Urban District Council had a duty to
provide for basic sanitary requirements. While Costello J based his judgment on a provision of law not in force at the time of *O’Reilly*, he went on to state that the **conditions in which the claimants were living, infringed their constitutional right to bodily integrity**.

He inferred a duty to provide halting sites from the Housing Act 1988 once a need for halting sites had been established and there was no valid reason why they should not be provided. He ordered the local authorities to provide at least three halting sites, two within a twelve month period. In the interim, he ordered that the two halting sites at which the Travellers were located be provided with a hard surface, electricity, drainage and sewage facilities. He held that it was for the housing authority to determine the priorities in the allocation of accommodation at the sites.  

**These cases show that it is often difficult to draw a hard and fast line between the concepts of commutative and distributive justice. In reality, many court judgments may have a redistributive effect. This does not mean that the courts are taking over the role of the executive. Rather, court judgments should be viewed as providing guidance for policy makers who then make the final decisions about the exact allocation of resources.**

The case law discussed also demonstrates that, although not framed in those terms, it is not unusual for the Irish courts to deal with ESC rights issues such as an adequate standard of living, including housing. Enshrining these rights in the Constitution would provide useful guidance to the judiciary on the content of, and obligations arising from, these rights and help to alleviate any uncertainty as to their enforceability.
CHAPTER 3:
APPROACHES BY COURTS IN OTHER STATES, TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF ESC RIGHTS
Human rights law does not dictate any precise method that should be applied when adjudicating on ESC rights. A number of different approaches have been adopted by courts in different jurisdictions when adjudicating ESC rights claims and in terms of what they order the State to do. However, all approaches have been mindful of the appropriate role of the courts and the other branches of the government. The different approaches help to inform how the Irish courts could consider ESC rights related cases.

Some courts in other countries have focussed on the obligation of the State to ensure a minimum level of ESC rights; others have based their judgments on the procedural obligations of the State; and others still have considered the reasonableness of the measures adopted by the State.

**MINIMUM LEVEL**

Swiss case law provides a good example of the courts focussing on the entitlement to a basic minimum level of ESC rights, similar to the core obligation in the ICESCR to ensure at the very least minimum essential levels of rights.

In *V v Resident Municipality X and Bern Canton Government Council (Constitutional Complaint)*, the Swiss Federal Court held that there was an unwritten constitutional right to a **basic minimum subsistence** derived from various constitutional bases such as the principle of human dignity, the right to life and the principle of equality. The Court found that the guaranteeing of elementary human needs such as food, shelter and clothing is the condition for human existence and development. It found that “what constitutes an indefeasible prerequisite for a humanly dignified life is adequately clearly recognisable and accessible to determination in judicial proceedings”. However, the Court also held that in “view of the scarcity of State resources” judges do not have the competence to set priorities for the allocation of resources and that “**only a minimum of State benefit could be directly required as a fundamental right and be implementable by the judge.**”
The Federal Court therefore showed itself to be acutely aware of the need for judges to work within their sphere of competence whilst at the same time protecting the enjoyment of a certain minimum level of rights.

In the sphere of education, the Brazilian courts have also considered the minimum core of the right to education for children. The courts there have held that as part of the constitutional right to education for children, the State has an obligation to ensure access to day-care and kindergarten for children up to the age of six. The State must equip itself for unrestricted compliance with this obligation and cannot use the excuse of lack of funding. Also, the obligation of the State cannot be delegated to private institutions, thereby leaving children on waiting lists.

In the context of the right to health, the Supreme Court of Argentina has held that statutory regulations which grant access to medical services must be read as requiring healthcare givers to provide essential medical services in case of need, in light of the right to health in the Argentinian Constitution and in international human rights treaties.

**PROCEDURAL OBLIGATIONS**

Along with focussing on basic minimum subsistence rights like the Swiss courts, the German Constitutional Court has also focussed on the procedural obligations of the State when adjudicating ESC-rights-related claims.

While ESC rights are not directly justiciable in Germany, the German Constitutional Court has interpreted the concept of human dignity as placing a number of positive obligations on the State within the ESC rights sphere.

In the *Hartz IV* case, concerning unemployment benefits, the German Constitutional Court recognised the fundamental right to guarantee a subsistence minimum which ensures every person in need the material conditions that are indispensable for her or his physical existence and for a minimum participation in social, cultural and political life.

The Court held that this fundamental right is derived from Article 1(1) of the German Basic Law (human dignity), together with Article 20(1) of the Basic Law, on the Social State Principle.

The Court stipulated procedural requirements for the legislature in order to determine *Hartz IV* benefits. Such a procedure should be needs-oriented and realistic, transparent and based on reliable data.
The Court held that the Hartz IV legislation (relating to unemployment benefits) did not meet these procedural requirements and was therefore unconstitutional.

It also held that the Court itself did not have the competence to determine a certain amount of benefits on the basis of its own assessments and evaluation, and that this was within the role of the legislature. It held that the legislature must conduct a procedure to ascertain the benefits necessary for securing a subsistence minimum that is in line with human dignity, which is realistic and takes account of actual need. The results of such a procedure must be anchored in law as a claim to benefits.156

This and other German cases are discussed further in Chapter 7 of this paper.

Similarly, in a case concerning an alleged violation of the right to social security and articles 9 and 11 of the ICESCR, the Latvian Constitutional Court held that while the State had discretion to choose the manner of implementation of the right to social security (in Latvia this consisted of a system of social insurance and social assistance), it must develop an efficient mechanism for the implementation of the norms in order to guarantee the right to social security.157 The Court referred to General Comments No. 3 and No. 9 of the CESCR in its judgment.

**REASONABLENESS**

Another approach involves the courts adjudicating on the reasonableness of the State’s actions. This approach has been particularly prominent in the case law of the South African Constitutional Court.

For example, in the case of Grootboom,158 on the right to adequate housing, the South African Constitutional Court applied what is now known as the “reasonableness test”. In this case, the respondents had been living in intolerable conditions in an informal squatter settlement. They moved onto vacant land from which they were evicted and at the time of the case were living in temporary shelters on a sports field. The group brought an action under sections 26 (the right of access to adequate housing) and 28 (children’s right to basic shelter) of the South African Constitution.

On appeal, the Constitutional Court considered whether the measures taken by the Government to realise the right to adequate housing had been reasonable. The Court held that when considering whether measures are reasonable, they should be scrutinised within their social, economic and historical context. The Court held that section 26 obliges the State to devise and implement a coherent, co-ordinated housing programme and that in failing to provide for those in most desperate need
the Government had failed to take reasonable measures to progressively realise the right to housing.\textsuperscript{159}

The Constitutional Court held: “A court considering reasonableness will not enquire whether other more desirable or favourable measures could have been adopted, or whether public money could have been better spent. The question would be whether the measures they have adopted are reasonable. It is necessary to recognise that a wide range of possible measures could be adopted by the state to meet its obligations. Many of these would meet the requirement of reasonableness. Once it is shown that the measures do so, this requirement is met.”

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

In the \textit{Sooobramoney} case,\textsuperscript{160} the South African Constitutional Court also applied the reasonableness test, but in this case found in favour of the State.

Here the applicant was in the final stages of chronic renal failure and required dialysis treatment. He sought an order from the Court directing the provincial hospital to provide him with ongoing dialysis treatment. Without this treatment Mr Soobramoney would die as he was not able to afford treatment in a private clinic. In an effort to rationalise the use of scarce resources, he was declared to be ineligible for treatment by the medical authorities. The Court applied the reasonableness test to the guidelines set by the hospital authorities on the admission to dialysis services.
The Court found that the right of access to healthcare services in the Constitution had not been breached, as Mr Soobramoney had not shown that the guidelines were unreasonable. It held that the applicant’s claim had to be evaluated in the broader context of the needs which had to be met by the health services. If the same principles were to be applied to other patients then the health budget would have to be increased dramatically at the cost of other needs which the State has an obligation to meet.

The Court noted: “[A] court will be slow to interfere with rational decisions taken in good faith by the political organs and medical authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters”.

Soobramoney v Minister for Health (KwaZulu-Natal), 1998 (1) SA 765 (CC), November 27, 1997, para 29.

The Grootboom and Soobramoney cases show two varying outcomes, whilst both were applying the reasonableness test.

The above cases are just some examples of the different ways in which the courts can approach the adjudication of ESC rights, such as a reasonableness approach, focussing on the realisation of the minimum level of a right or basing decisions around procedural obligations.

THE ROLE OF THE COURTS

Some have argued against the protection of ESC rights in the Irish Constitution on the ground that “[j]udicial activism is no substitute for according primacy, in our democracy, to democratic politics” and that “[l]aw cannot become a substitute for politics”. It is important to note that advocating for Constitutional protection of ESC rights does not mean arguing that one branch of government should replace the role of the other. The cases discussed above show that the measures adopted to fulfil ESC rights are primarily a matter for the legislature and the executive, and that the courts are mindful of the separation of powers. However there is a clear role for the courts to determine whether certain conditions have been satisfied in line with Ireland’s international legal obligations.

As has been argued, “the legal vindication of rights is a necessary last resort when politics fails”.

There are a range of remedies which may be available to the courts, were the Irish courts to engage more robustly on the adjudication of ESC rights. These have been
outlined in detail by the Irish Human Rights Commission and are summarised as follows:\textsuperscript{165}

**Declaratory orders:** the court makes a declaration that a piece of legislation or policy is unconstitutional. The court leaves it to the executive to ensure that legislation and policy comply with the order.

**Mandatory orders:** the court makes an order for the Government to take specific action.

**Supervisory/structural orders:** the court orders the Government to undertake structural reform. Other bodies may be put in charge of supervising the implementation of the order.

**Compensatory damages:** the court awards a sum of money to indemnify a person for the loss and damage suffered by them. Compensation is a suitable remedy in cases where the damage is economically assessable.

**Restitution:** the court orders the re-establishment of a situation that existed prior to the violation of the right. For example, this could involve the amendment of legislation or policy limiting the enjoyment of certain rights.

‘**Reading in**’ excluded groups: some courts may have the option of ‘reading in’ specific groups or words to rectify the defect in the legislation.

**Reparation in kind / rehabilitation:** the court orders the State to provide remedial services for the class of victims as a whole.

The courts in Ireland, particularly the Supreme Court, have been reluctant to grant mandatory orders compelling the executive to take certain action. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 4:
CURRENT PROVISION FOR ESC RIGHTS IN THE IRISH CONSTITUTION AND INTERPRETATION TO DATE
Very limited protection is given to ESC rights in the Irish Constitution. Where cases have involved ESC rights, the courts, and in particular the Supreme Court, have taken a conservative approach. There has been some divergence in how the High Court and the Supreme Court have approached cases relating to ESC rights and their role in that regard. This can be seen particularly in cases on the education rights of children with disabilities.

The Irish Constitution does not make explicit provision for the majority of ESC rights. Articles 40-44 of the Constitution deal with fundamental rights which are mostly of a civil and political nature and are enforceable before the courts. Article 42 dealing with education and of a social nature is a major exception in this regard. Certain protections are also afforded to property rights. The right to form associations and unions is protected in Article 40.6.1 (iii) of the Constitution. While the language of this article resonates more closely with the right to freedom of association in Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), there is also some overlap with Article 8 of the ICESCR, which protects the right to form and join trade unions. Article 45 of the Constitution, “Directive Principles of Social Policy”, contain principles for the guidance of the State but are not enforceable by the courts.
The limited protection that is afforded to ESC rights falls under three main headings:

1) Direct protection

2) Directive Principles of Social Policy

3) Indirect protection

**DIRECT PROTECTION OF ESC RIGHTS IN THE CONSTITUTION**

- **The right to education**

The right to free primary education in Article 42 is the main ESC right which is given direct protection in the Irish Constitution. It reflects some of the core obligations of the State under the right to education in the ICESCR and the Convention on the Rights of the Child, such as the provision of free and compulsory primary education. It also reflects Article 13(3) of the ICESCR in which States undertake to respect the liberty of parents to choose schools for their children other than those established by public authorities. However, the formulation of Article 42 is weaker than the protection granted to the right to education in international human rights law which also outlines further obligations of States, including in relation to secondary, higher, fundamental and vocational education.166

Article 42 of the Constitution recognises the ‘Family’ as the primary educator of the child and grants broad freedom to parents to provide education in their homes, private or State schools. Parents are not obliged to send children to State schools or other types of schools designated by the State.167 However, Article 42.3.2 stipulates that the State requires that children receive a certain minimum education.

The two parts of Article 42 which are of most interest here are Article 42.4 and Article 42.5. They have generated the most case law which is illustrative of the courts’ overall approach to adjudicating on ESC rights.

**Article 42.4**

“The State shall provide for free primary education and shall endeavour to supplement and give reasonable aid to private and corporate educational initiative, and, when the public good requires it, provide for educational facilities or institutions with due regard, however, for the rights of parents especially in the matter of religious and moral formation.”
Article 42.5
“In exceptional cases, where the parents for physical or moral reasons fail in their duty towards their children, the State as guardian of the common good, by appropriate means shall endeavour to supply the place of the parents, but always with due regard for the natural and imprescriptible rights of the child.”

Article 42.4
In *Crowley v Ireland*, the Supreme Court held that Article 42.4 imposes a *duty on the State regarding the provision of education and a right to receive such education*. The Court also made clear that the obligation of the State under Article 42.4 is to *provide for free primary education*, rather than to provide education. As held by the Court, “the State is under no obligation to educate”. This means that the State has the responsibility to make arrangements for the provision of education, such as buildings, remuneration of teachers and setting the curriculum, but, as noted by commentators is “at one remove from the actual provision of education”.

The extent of the State’s obligations under Article 42.4 has been discussed in a number of cases in both the High Court and the Supreme Court, mainly in the context of the right to education of children with disabilities.

In *O’Donoghue v Minister for Health*, O’Hanlon J, borrowing from the language of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, held that:

“[t]here is a constitutional obligation imposed on the State … to provide for free basic elementary education of all children and … this involves giving each child such advice, instruction and teaching as will enable him or her to make the best possible use of his or her inherent and potential capacities, physical, mental and moral, however limited these capacities may be”.

The case involved a child with profound disabilities whose mother claimed that by failing to provide suitable education for him, the State had failed in its obligation to provide for his free primary education. The State argued that the applicant, due to his profound disability, was ineducable and that primary education in Article 42.4 was of a scholastic nature and therefore would not benefit the applicant. It claimed that the type of training in the basics of bodily function and movement which could be given to the applicant could not be described as primary education. Both arguments were rejected by O’Hanlon J who adopted the definition of education as quoted above.

On the basis of expert and documentary evidence, O’Hanlon J also stated that “a much greater deployment of resources” was necessary in order to fulfil the education needs of children. This included changes to the pupil-teacher ratio, the age of commencement, and the continuity and duration of education. No mandatory order
was made but the judge made a declaration that the child’s rights under Article 42 had been breached. He also granted damages.

In *Sinnott v Minister for Education*, the first plaintiff, Jamie Sinnott who had severe autism, was 23 years old. The State had failed to provide him with any consistent and suitable education. It was argued that Mr Sinnott had a lifelong entitlement to free primary education in accordance with his needs and not dependent on age. In the High Court, Barr J held that Article 42.4 does not impose an age limit on the obligation of the State to provide for free primary education. The criteria to be applied was *need not age*. The High Court made a mandatory order to provide for Mr Sinnott’s future education and granted damages.

In deciding to appeal the judgment, the then Minister for Education claimed that further points of law needed to be clarified and in a press statement the Department of Education depicted the judgment as too far ranging, noting that it was broad and unqualified. The Minister also stated that the ruling had upset the separation of powers between the Oireachtas and the judiciary. At the time of the appeal there were 58 other legal actions against the Department of Education, from parents of children with disabilities.

The decision to appeal the judgment of the High Court was heavily criticised by both advocacy groups and politicians, and calls were made for the appeal to be dropped.

Political opinion at the time is further illustrated when, in May 2001, two months before the judgment of the Supreme Court in *Sinnott*, the then Attorney General...
delivered a speech on “Economic and Social Injustice-Legal Remedies”, arguing against the explicit provision of ESC rights in the Constitution. He suggested that those making the case for ESC rights were motivated by ideological agendas, “coming from the ground formerly occupied by the old left”.185

On appeal of the Sinnott case, the Supreme Court considered, firstly, the extent of the right to free primary education and, secondly, the power of the High Court to grant mandatory injunctions. The Court found in favour of the State on both points.

On the first point, the majority of the Court held that the State’s obligation to provide for free primary education concluded at the age of 18.186 On the second point, the majority of the Court expressed its reluctance to make mandatory orders save in very extreme circumstance. This reluctance was based largely on the separation of powers doctrine. Hardiman J quoted extensively from Costello J’s judgment in O’Reilly on the distinction between commutative and distributive justice, as outlined in Chapter 2.

He stated that the courts should refrain from making mandatory orders, save in extreme circumstances, for a number of reasons:

1) It would be contrary to the separation of powers doctrine

2) The courts would be making decisions in areas in which they have no specialist expertise or qualification

3) The courts would be making decisions for which they are not democratically responsible

4) The procedures of the court are not suitable for deciding on issues of policy187

During the appeal, Senior Counsel for the State had argued that the Constitution was not a repository of need and could not be “some kind of glorified agency meeting needs”.188 While the Constitution was inclusive and everyone had rights under it, including Mr Sinnott, it could not provide for meeting the needs of all. Despite the ruling, the Government pledged to pay damages awarded by the High Court to both Mr Sinnott and his mother, to provide for his life-long education and to cover all legal costs.

Commentators in the media criticised the judgment, noting that the case demonstrated that “individual social and economic rights are granted at the Government’s pleasure, not because they are innate” and that, contrary to the then Attorney General’s argument, “the Supreme Court’s ruling confirm[ed] that such rights are neither implied nor assumed and will only be addressed by making separate legal or Constitutional provision”.189
**Article 42.5**

In a number of cases concerning the obligation of the State to provide for the educational and accommodation needs of children with behavioural conditions, the High Court took a more progressive stance in terms of enforcing ESC rights related cases. However, like in the *Sinnott* case the Supreme Court again showed itself to take a more conservative approach to the separation of powers.

In *FN v Minister for Education and Ors*, involving a child with ‘hyperkinetic conduct disorder’, the High Court held that the failure to provide specialist treatment in a secure unit breached the applicant’s rights under Article 42.5. It held that “where there is a child with very special needs which cannot be provided by the parents or guardian there is a constitutional obligation on the State under Article 42.5 ... to cater for those needs”. The Court rejected the argument that the State could not be expected to provide such facilities on the grounds of costs. As temporary arrangements had been made for FN no immediate order was made other than to direct that the case stand adjourned.

Following the judgment the Department of Health made proposals for the provision of such facilities. In later cases it emerged however that there would be substantial delay in realising these plans, of which the High Court had not been informed.

This eventually culminated in the judgment of Kelly J in *DB v Minister for Justice and Ors*, where the applicant sought an order directing the State to provide sufficient funding for the building and maintenance of a 24-bed high secure unit. Kelly J characterised the delays since the *FN* case as “a scandal”. He stated that the court’s jurisdiction in such cases stems from its obligation to vindicate and defend constitutional rights. He also noted that such jurisdiction would not be exercised lightly due to the separation of powers doctrine. He ordered the Minister to provide resources and take the necessary steps to ensure that the unit be opened within three years.

Kelly J did not consider the court to be involving itself in questions of policy, stating that the order he would make would “merely ensure that the Minister who has already decided on the policy lives up to his word and carries it into effect”.194

In the subsequent case of *TD v Minister for Education*, the Government had formulated a policy to deal with the accommodation needs of the children in this case, but had failed to implement the policy in a timely manner. Kelly J granted a number of injunctions directing the State to provide, within a set timeframe, secure and high support units in various locations throughout the country.196

**It is important to note that the orders in DB and TD were made after long delays by the State in implementing its own policy. Four years had passed following the judgment in FN when DB came before the courts.**
As seen by the approach of the High Court in these cases and as already pointed out in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the role of the court is not to take over Government policy-making when it adjudicates on ESC rights. Rather as commentators have noted, its role “is to remedy violations of rights”.197 As others have observed, it is an issue of remedying “a wrong committed by the State against its citizen”.198

The State appealed the High Court judgment in the TD case and the Supreme Court in a four to one majority overturned the judgment. As in Sinnott the Supreme Court again displayed its reluctance for the courts to become involved in matters of distributive justice. In the Supreme Court’s view, mandatory orders directing the executive to fulfil its constitutional obligations could only be granted in the rarest of cases involving “a conscious and deliberate decision by the organ of State to act in breach of its constitutional obligations to other parties accompanied by bad faith or recklessness”.199

A number of the judges expressed their doubts about the existence of any ESC rights, apart from the right to education, in the Constitution, and as to whether the courts should assume the function of declaring ESC rights to be unenumerated rights. Hardiman J also reiterated his concerns about judicial involvement in areas more obviously within the remit of the legislature and executive.200

The judgments of the High Court in the above mentioned cases are more in line with a pro-ESC rights approach. However, the divergence in judgments between the High Court and the Supreme Court only reinforces the point that there is a need for legal clarity when it comes to domestic ESC rights protection.

- Private property and its impact on the right to adequate housing

A brief overview is provided here of the interpretation of property rights under the Constitution. For a more detailed analysis see the Irish Human Rights Commission Discussion Document on ESC rights.201 The right to private property is distinct from the right to adequate housing as protected by the ICESCR and discussed in more detail in Chapter 5 of this paper. While the constitutional provision on “the common good”, as discussed below, acts as a certain clawback on right to private property, the lack of explicit protection of the right to adequate housing in the Constitution has meant that there is an imbalance of rights. For example, it has been argued that the right to private property in the Constitution has militated against the right to adequate housing, and has prevented adequate State control of housing and land...
prices. Concerns over housing inequalities between those dealing in private property and those struggling to access basic accommodation have also been raised in this regard.202

The right to private property is protected in Article 43 of the Constitution. It is qualified by Articles 43.2.1 and 43.2.2 which state that the exercise of this right “ought, in civil society, to be regulated by the principles of social justice” and may be delimited by law for the “exigencies of the common good”.203

In Article 40.3, under the personal rights section of the Constitution, the State has the obligation, particularly by its laws, to protect from unjust attack, and in the case of injustice done to vindicate, the property rights of every ‘citizen’.

The courts have confirmed that Article 43 and 40.3 inform each other. When determining whether an unjust attack on property rights has taken place the courts will consider the principles of social justice and the exigencies of the common good.204

With regard to Article 43, at first the courts took the position that the principle of social justice should only be defined by the Oireachtas and that it was not within the jurisdiction of the courts to do so.205 The indeterminate language of Article 43 influenced the courts in taking this position.206 However, in the Sinn Féin Funds case, the Supreme Court established that the courts have the jurisdiction to examine whether a restriction on private property is justified by reference to the common good and whether it conforms with the principles of social justice.207

The courts have adopted the proportionality test when considering the means used to restrict private property.208 In Iarnród Éireann v Ireland,209 the Supreme Court held that the function of the court is not to substitute its views of the correct or desirable balance for that of the Oireachtas in determining the constitutionality of legislation which seeks to balance constitutional rights and duties.210 Rather the role of the court “is to determine from an objective stance whether the balance contained in the impugned legislation is so contrary to reason and fairness as to constitute an unjust attack on some individual’s constitutional rights”.211

There are certain parallels which can be drawn between the proportionality test and the reasonableness test adopted by the South African Constitutional Court in Grootboom as discussed in Chapter 3, as well as the approach taken by the ECtHR.212 As noted in Grootboom, the Court will not enquire whether other more desirable or favourable measures could have been adopted by the Government but will consider whether those measures actually adopted are reasonable. This objective consideration is similar to the approach taken by the Irish High Court in the Iarnród Éireann case.
As noted by the Irish Human Rights Commission, “[t]he approach of the courts in applying the [the proportionality test] to broad concepts such as ‘social justice’ and ‘the exigencies of the common good’ presents a strong counter argument to suggestions that the same courts might be prohibited from enforcing economic, social and cultural rights by reasons of competence”.213

Nevertheless, as noted by Focus Ireland in its submission to the Constitutional Convention, the right to adequate housing as “the most specific counterbalance” to the right to private property is absent from the Irish Constitution. The right to adequate housing would help to provide a more definitive framework within which the right to property is to be understood and the limitations on exercising that right. The core elements of, and obligations arising from, the right to housing are discussed further in Chapter 5.

**DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIAL POLICY**

The Directive Principles of Social Policy (Directive Principles), are contained in Article 45 of the Constitution. Article 45 lays out guiding principles for the State in promoting the welfare of the people in the socio-economic field.

The Directive Principles deal with issues such as the right to earn a livelihood, the distribution of the ownership and control of material resources to subserve the common good, ownership and control of essential commodities, economic security, conduct of private enterprise to ensure protection against unjust exploitation, safeguarding the economic interests of the weaker sections of the community, “support of the infirm, the widow, the orphan, and the aged”, protection of health, and protection against entering into unsuitable work due to economic necessity.

The Directive Principles are not enforceable before the Irish courts. While visionary at the time of their drafting, there is little evidence of them being used or referred to by the Oireachtas or executive in their decision-making. Moreover, in February 2014, the Constitutional Convention voted for strengthening the protection of ESC rights in the Irish Constitution and making these rights enforceable before the courts. The Convention did not favour an alternative option posed to them, of updating the language in Article 45 to include ESC rights but leaving them as guiding principles only.

In terms of the courts, the general approach has been that the principles in Article 45 are excluded from judicial consideration.215 The courts have noted that: “the directive principles of social policy, which are inserted for the guidance of the Oireachtas ... are expressly removed from the cognisance of the Courts”.
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However, there are occasional examples of a somewhat broader approach taken by the High Court. This is evident in *Murtagh Properties v Cleary*, which involved a claim that the Constitution recognised the right to earn a livelihood without discrimination of sex. Here the High Court held that because Article 45 was not enforceable, the Courts did not have the power to consider the application of the principles in Article 45 in the making of laws. However, the Court could have regard to Article 45 when deciding whether a claimed unenumerated right exists.

In the case of *Rogers v ITGWU*, the High Court also relied on Article 45. The case involved a claim that the enforcement by the relevant trade union of a compulsory retirement age breached the plaintiff's right to earn a livelihood under Article 40.3. In his judgment, Finlay J held the enforcement of this compulsory retirement age together with pension rights were not in conflict with Article 45 which required and acknowledged the right of persons to earn a livelihood.

The Supreme Court has not yet given a definitive ruling on the extent to which the courts can have regard to Article 45.

As noted by the Irish Human Rights Commission, the Irish courts have taken a minimalist approach to Article 45 when compared to other jurisdictions such as India where the Directive Principles of Social Policy in the Indian Constitution have been central to the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court. Like in Ireland, the Directive Principles in the Indian Constitution are not enforceable before the courts. However, the Supreme Court has used the Directive Principles in interpreting the right to life in the Indian Constitution to include ESC rights such as the rights to health, to education, to earn a livelihood and to 'shelter'.

For example, in the *Paschim Banga* case, the Indian Supreme Court held that the failure to provide timely medical treatment necessary to preserve human life breached the constitutional right to life as protected in Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. As part of its judgment, the Court ordered the Government to formulate a blueprint for primary healthcare with particular reference to treatment of patients in an emergency.

As has been noted, while using Directive Principles to read ESC rights into civil and political rights can be “a valuable legal tool … it does not make for clear and accessible citizens’ law. In preference to stretching existing rights, it makes more sense to place a specific duty on the government – an obligation to implement the right of everyone to the highest attainable standard of health.”

Moreover, in the Irish context, there is little prospect of the courts expansively interpreting Article 45 when one considers the conservative approach taken by the courts to date. This makes the need for enforceable ESC rights in the Irish Constitution all the more pressing.
INDIRECT PROTECTION OF ESC RIGHTS IN THE CONSTITUTION

Although not explicitly protected in the Constitution, the courts have held that certain rights do have indirect protection in Bunreacht na hÉireann. Rights can be given indirect protection in different ways, such as unenumerated rights arising from general provisions in the Constitution, or through other rights in the Constitution.

- Unenumerated rights

The Irish courts have recognised a number of unenumerated rights in the Constitution arising from Article 40.3 in which the State guarantees to respect, defend and vindicate the personal rights of ‘citizens’.227 (The courts have interpreted references to ‘citizen’ in the Constitution as applying more broadly to all persons in the State).

The right to bodily integrity and the right to health

In *Ryan v Attorney General*,228 the Supreme Court upheld an earlier judgment of the High Court that one of the unenumerated rights protected in Article 40.3 is the right to bodily integrity. The Supreme Court did not define this term in detail but did state that the State had “the duty of protecting the citizens from dangers to health in a manner not incompatible or inconsistent with the rights of those citizens as human persons”.229

In the case of *State (C) v Frawley*,230 the High Court held that the right to bodily integrity operated to prevent an act or omission of the executive which without justification exposed the health of a person to risk or danger. In the particular context of the case, the duty was held to apply to prisoners.231

The right to health has also been referred to by O’Flaherty J in the Supreme Court, when he stated that “it was beyond debate that there is a hierarchy of constitutional rights and at the top of the list is the right to life, followed by the right to health and with that the right to the integrity of one’s dwelling house”.232 The parameters of the constitutional right to health are however unclear.233

The approach taken by the Supreme Court in *In re Article 26 and the Health (Amendment) (No.2) Bill 2004*234 is interesting in the sense of how the Court might interpret the ESC rights obligations of the State should they be given constitutional status. This case involved the constitutionality of a Bill which purported to provide a lawful basis for unlawful charges applied for 30 years by the health authorities to medical card holders for the provision of in-patient services in public nursing homes. It was argued that persons who could not look after themselves independently had a constitutional right to care and maintenance by the State arising from the right to life and the right to bodily integrity in Article 40.3 and that therefore they could not be
charged for such care and maintenance. An alternative argument proposed was that the charges proposed by the Bill unduly restricted the constitutional right of access to relevant services of persons of limited means.

These arguments were rejected by the Supreme Court, but it did not dismiss the argument that such a constitutional right to care and maintenance by the State existed. The Court stated that: “[i]n a discrete case in particular circumstances an issue may well arise as to the extent to which the normal discretion of the Oireachtas in the distribution or spending of public monies could be constrained by a constitutional obligation to provide shelter and maintenance for those with exceptional needs”.

The Court also held that it could not be an inherent characteristic of any right to in-patient services that they be provided free of charge, regardless of the means of those receiving them.

Such an interpretation is not necessarily at odds with the State’s obligations under international human rights law. The right to health as protected in the ICESCR has been interpreted to include the obligation on States to ensure that healthcare services are affordable. The right to health does not impose an obligation to provide services for everybody free of charge.

However, as stated by the CESCR, “health facilities, goods and services must be affordable for all. Payment for health-care services, as well as services related to the underlying determinants of health, has to be based on the principle of equity, ensuring that these services, whether privately or publicly provided, are affordable for all, including socially disadvantaged groups. Equity demands that poorer households should not be disproportionately burdened with health expenses as compared to richer households.”

### The right to earn a livelihood

The right to earn a livelihood was recognised by the High Court in *Murtagh Properties v Cleary*. In this case, as already discussed above, Kenny J held that the courts could rely on Article 45 of the Constitution in determining whether claimed unenumerated constitutional rights existed. He concluded that Article 45.2.1 logically meant that each person, whether male or female, had the right to earn a livelihood. The High Court has also accepted a claim that the right “to prepare for and follow a chosen career” is an unenumerated right. An argument that the right to work is one of the unenumerated rights in the Constitution was later accepted by Walsh J in the Supreme Court.

The High Court has interpreted the right to earn a livelihood as mainly a negative right stating that there is no positive obligation on the State to provide a
livelihood. The Court has also held that the right to earn a livelihood does not mean a right to receive employment from any particular employer.

In *Cox v Ireland*, the Supreme Court held that any statutory regulation of the right to earn a livelihood must not be disproportionate. In this case, the Supreme Court made clear that the test for any restriction on the right to earn a livelihood is the objective test of proportionality, as already referred to above under the right to private property.

- **Indirect protection of ESC rights through other rights in the Constitution**

This section briefly considers how the right to life has been interpreted elsewhere to include ESC rights aspects. A more detailed examination of indirect protection of ESC rights through other rights in the Irish Constitution is included in the IHRC Discussion Document on ESC rights.

As already noted above, the courts in India, drawing on the indivisibility principle, have interpreted rights such as the rights to health (with particular reference to emergency medical treatment), to education, to earn a livelihood and to shelter as flowing from the right to life in the Indian Constitution.

In Ireland, there have not been any examples of an expansive interpretation of the right to life to include ESC rights.

However, in *G v An Bord Uchtála*, Walsh J in the High Court did state that the right to life “necessarily implies the right ... to maintain that life at a proper human standard in matters of food, clothing and habitation”.

Such an interpretation of the right to life would resonate with the right to an adequate standard of living as protected in Article 11 of the ICESCR which includes “adequate food, clothing and housing, and the continuous improvement of living conditions”. However, Irish constitutional law experts have observed that “it is extremely unlikely that such an approach would be endorsed by the present Supreme Court” having regard to its judgments in *Sinnott and TD* as discussed above under the right to education.
CONCLUSION

Limited protection is given to ESC rights in the Irish Constitution. Where express protection is given to ESC rights such as the right to primary education, the Sinnott and TD cases are illustrative of the conservative position of both the Supreme Court and the Government on the separation of powers. The cases show the extreme reluctance of the Court to involve itself in issues impacting upon the allocation of resources by the State. It also demonstrates the belief within the Government that adjudication of ESC rights claims will lead to judgments requiring huge spending by the Government. While judgments on ESC rights may include government spending, as can also be the case with civil and political rights, it is important to remember that the ICESCR250 and how it has been interpreted by the CESCR251 have made provision for the fact that no State has infinite resources.

It is also important to note that the cases did help to bring about changes to government policy and service delivery when it comes to children with special needs.

As noted by constitutional law experts, the education cases show that it is possible to interpret the Constitution in two ways. One is the approach adopted by Kelly J, the other the conservative approach adopted by the Supreme Court in Sinnott and TD.252 The latter approach, it has been noted, is not necessarily based on the Constitution itself but rather on pre-existing, ingrained views of some members of the judiciary that the Constitution does not allow for judicial activism of this kind.253

While the separation of powers between the different branches of government must be respected, mandatory orders may be warranted in certain circumstances, in order to protect the constitutional rights of a person or group of people. This is particularly evident in the cases that have arisen under Article 42.5.

As already discussed in Chapter 3, courts around the world have developed different approaches when adjudicating ESC rights claims, for example by considering procedural obligations, the reasonableness of government measures, or basing judgments on the protection of a minimum level of rights. In addition, some States which protect ESC rights in their constitutions have included specific clauses which lay out how courts are to deal with claims by the State that it does not have the resources to fulfil a particular right.254

The proportionality test as applied by the Irish courts in constitutional right to property cases is not unlike the reasonableness test used to adjudicate on ESC rights in other jurisdictions. A similar approach in cases involving ESC rights could prove to be of useful guidance to the courts in striking an appropriate balance, particularly since it also resembles the approach of the European Court of Human Rights.
ESC rights should be given explicit recognition within the Irish Constitution. In the interim, the Irish courts should adopt a more progressive and less cautious approach to adjudicating ESC rights related cases. This chapter shows that it is not outside the remit of the courts to do so even where there is no express provision for certain rights in the Constitution. The recognition of unenumerated rights by the Irish courts in the past is also indicative of this.

Overall, however, the general reluctance of the courts when it comes to the recognition of unenumerated rights and to positively interpret ESC rights, is yet another argument in favour of strengthening the protection of ESC rights in the Constitution and providing legal clarity around these rights by making explicit provision for them.
CHAPTER 5:
LEGISLATION AND POLICY IN IRELAND RELATING TO CERTAIN ESC RIGHTS
This paper examines the legal protection given to ESC rights in Ireland and the extent to which these rights are enforceable. Few ESC rights are protected in Bunreacht na hÉireann, as outlined in this paper, and the CESCR and other human rights bodies have recommended that Ireland enshrine these rights in the Constitution. Amnesty International is also of the view that Ireland should take less than a minimalist approach and enshrine these rights in the Constitution to give them long-term protection. However, while preferable, there is no obligation as such under human rights law to give explicit constitutional protection to ESC rights. However, ESC rights do need to be given appropriate protection within the domestic legal order. There must be appropriate means of ensuring governmental accountability and for providing remedies and redress.\textsuperscript{255} This may be done by enshrining these rights in legislation and reflecting them in policy. In the absence of a constitutional framework on ESC rights, it is important to examine whether Irish legislation and policy provide a framework that is sufficiently accountable and transparent to deliver on ESC rights.

It must be noted that this chapter does not provide a comprehensive analysis of all relevant law and policy in Ireland, and there are extensive frameworks in place in Ireland regarding a number of ESC rights related areas, such as social security and work (employment) and extensive legal frameworks on equality, which are beyond the scope of this chapter to examine.

This chapter gives a broad overview of legislation and policy using health and housing as illustrative examples, two rights not explicitly protected by the Irish Constitution.\textsuperscript{256} It outlines Ireland’s main obligations; how legislation and policy address elements of and are helping to deliver on these rights; and the gaps and impacts on the enjoyment
of these rights in practice. In view of the purpose of this chapter, we look at the overarching framework in place and do not go into detail on individual legislation and policies. The existing frameworks around health and housing are examined in light of the core components of these rights as outlined in international human rights law. The gaps that are evidenced around components such as availability and accessibility among numerous others, paired with the absence of a strong system of accountability, are illustrative of the fact that a comprehensive framework is not currently in place to give adequate protection to these rights.

HEALTH

Under Article 12 of the ICESCR, Ireland has the obligation to deliver on the right to health for everybody in the country. Importantly, the right to health does not mean the right to be healthy. Rather it “must be understood as the right to the enjoyment of a variety of facilities, goods, services and conditions necessary for the realisation of the highest attainable standard of health”.

There are also a number of underlying determinants of health to be respected and fulfilled. However, this chapter will focus largely on healthcare in Ireland.

There are 4 main components to Ireland’s right to health obligations as they relate to healthcare provision:

**Availability:** Health facilities, goods, services and programmes must be available in sufficient quantity within the State.

**Accessibility:** Health facilities, goods and services have to be accessible to all without discrimination. This includes physical, economic and information accessibility.
**Acceptability:** Health facilities, goods and services must be respectful of medical ethics, of culture, sensitive to life-style requirements, designed to respect confidentiality and to improve the health status of those concerned.

**Quality:** Health facilities, goods and services must be scientifically and medically appropriate and of good quality. This includes appropriately trained health professionals.

### LEGISLATION AND POLICY

A range of legislation and policy exists in Ireland on various aspects of health and healthcare, relating both to the health system and delivery of healthcare broadly and to specific groups or areas of healthcare, covering aspects of the right to health. However, neither law nor policy adopts a rights based approach.

While some administrative accountability mechanisms exist, as discussed further below and there is some scope for judicial review, these are largely limited to considering the manner rather than the substance of decisions of tribunals, administrative bodies or lower courts. As commentators have noted, “challenges to broader questions of social policy and primary legislation, of direct concern in human rights adjudication, remain for the most part beyond the reach of ... the courts in their exercise of judicial review”.262

It has also been noted that the test of reasonableness which is applied in cases of judicial review is “regarded by courts and commentators alike to be a highly deferential standard, and provides for considerably less scrutiny than the South African concept of *Grootboom* reasonableness”,263 as discussed in Chapter 3.

In terms of outcomes, a human rights based approach would promote greater accountability and transparency in the State’s delivery of the right to health, prioritising the most vulnerable and helping to achieve fairer outcomes for all. It would provide a remedy for people where their right is not being met. The right to a remedy is at the heart of human rights law.

A human rights based approach would also help to protect against any retrogression in the enjoyment of the right to health. Any retrogressive measures would have to be carefully scrutinised and fully justified by the Government.

Moreover it would provide a framework to guide law and policy makers in progressively realising the right to health. In the UK, the parliamentary Joint
Committee on Human Rights in its report on ESC rights, noted that enshrining ESC rights in law would broaden and strengthen a culture of respect for human rights “and make clear that human rights address essential human needs and help to ensure that provision is made for the most vulnerable people in our society”.264

**LEGISLATION**

Considering the core elements of the right to health – availability, accessibility, acceptability and good quality – helps to identify the extent to which Irish legislation is addressing Ireland’s right to health obligations.

The accessibility and availability of health services is dealt with in the Health Act 1970 which provides the overarching architecture of the system. It is the primary piece of legislation on the provision of health services in Ireland and relevant to accessibility of health facilities, goods and services. Regarding economic accessibility, the Act stipulates that individuals are responsible for the cost of their own healthcare unless where it would cause them “undue hardship”. It makes provision for the medical card and GP visit cards schemes.265

Ancillary legislation which deals with the availability of services is the Health Act 2004. It establishes the Health Service Executive (HSE) which is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its behalf, health and personal social services. As part of its healthcare reform agenda, the current Government has published legislation to abolish the HSE.266

Other legislation includes the Health Act 2007 which gives the Health Information and Quality Authority (HIQA) its mandate.267 HIQA’s mandate helps to ensure the acceptability and quality of health and social care services in Ireland. (An exception is mental health services: the Mental Health Commission sets the standards for the delivery of community-based and in-patient services mental health services, and in-patient services are monitored against those standards by the Inspectorate of Mental Health Services.) The function of HIQA is discussed further in the accountability section of this chapter.

Legislation has been enacted to deal with specific areas of healthcare. For example, the Mental Health Act 2001 relates to a number of the components of the right to health, including availability, accessibility and quality of care, in mandating the Mental Health Commission to set standards in mental health services.268 Its particular focus is on procedures relating to involuntary admission and detention, and consent to mental health treatment.269
POLICY

There are a number of overarching health strategies and frameworks in Ireland including Healthy Ireland,\textsuperscript{270} the national framework for action on health and wellbeing, and Future Health\textsuperscript{271} which sets out a framework for reform of the health service, and deals with the availability and accessibility of health services. They cite some principles relevant to the right to health. These include principles of equity, public participation, monitoring and accountability, taking account of the determinants of health and health inequalities, equal access to healthcare and affordability. However, these policies are not framed in human rights language. A new public health policy, Your health is your wealth, 2012-2020, is to set out the Government’s long-term vision for health and well-being of the population focussing on the determinants of health. At the time of writing, this policy has not yet been published. The approach to primary healthcare is outlined in Primary Care: A New Direction which was published in 2001.\textsuperscript{272}

The current Government has committed to developing a universal, single-tier health service, which guarantees accessibility of medical care based on need not income. The planned introduction of Universal Health Insurance guaranteeing equal access to care, and Universal Primary Care, if successful, could be important steps for the State in realising its right to health obligations.\textsuperscript{273} A White Paper on Universal Health Insurance was published in April 2014 outlining the Government’s proposals. It is to be noted that the first overarching principle to inform which services are available as part of the universal healthcare package is that “[t]he Irish Government recognised the right of the Irish people to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.”\textsuperscript{274} This reflection of the language of Article 12 ICESCR is the first such language in Irish general healthcare policy. The White Paper is subject to consultation, and it is proposed that, if implemented, universal healthcare will be in place by 2019.

There have also been a number of policies dealing with specific areas of healthcare or particular groups.

For example, with regard to availability, acceptability and quality of mental healthcare, in 2006 the Government set out a comprehensive reform agenda in its mental health policy, A Vision for Change, proposing to radically transform the mental health service model in Ireland. However as previously noted by the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,\textsuperscript{275} the Mental Health Commission\textsuperscript{276} and other stakeholders,\textsuperscript{277} progress in implementing reform has been slow and particular concern has been raised about cuts in resources which have almost halted the reform process in recent years. Issues around the delivery of services and compliance with human rights standards have also been raised by the Inspector of Mental Health Services.\textsuperscript{278} The policy now requires updating.

Strategies on particular groups\textsuperscript{279} have included the National Strategy on Traveller Health published in 2002. The strategy is now out of date and has not been updated.
An “All Ireland Traveller Health Study” was published in 2010 with a view to providing a framework for policy development and practice in the area of Traveller health. The study found that while access to healthcare services for Travellers was generally good, there were a number of issues of concern including around the acceptability of care, particularly communication and discrimination in the healthcare setting. At the time of writing a policy has not yet been published.

Legislation is being brought forward to introduce free access to GP care for children under the age of six. However, it is important that extending access to healthcare is not piecemeal but that such provision takes place as part of a wider programme of reform to ensure all individuals can access healthcare based on need not income.

**THE RIGHT TO HEALTHCARE IN PRACTICE**

An examination of the Constitution, legislation and policy in any area demonstrates the way the State is seeking to address that area. The overview of health legislation and policy above gives an outline of some of the steps the State has taken which can help to deliver on the health obligations of the State. However, there are numerous gaps when it comes to the protection of the right to health. Some of the resulting impacts of this are illustrated by the various concerns raised about the delivery and enjoyment of health in Ireland both at a national and international level. An overview of some of these concerns is outlined here.
In terms of **availability**, primary, secondary and tertiary healthcare is available throughout Ireland. In certain circumstances, arrangements can be made for the purchase of particular services in other EEA States, when such services are not available in Ireland or not available within the necessary timeframe. Some concern has been expressed about the poor availability of primary services in certain rural and urban areas. The impact of the economic crisis on health services has been highlighted in terms of availability but also accessibility and quality of care. There are also ongoing concerns around the roll-out of the Primary healthcare Strategy.

When it comes to **accessibility** of healthcare, under the Health Act 1970, non-medical-card holders are responsible for meeting the cost of their care. This has raised serious concerns around the economic accessibility of healthcare in Ireland. The unique public/private two-tier system in Ireland means that private patients or those who can afford to pay for private healthcare receive treatment more quickly than public patients. The CESCR has raised its concerns around **equal access** to healthcare for all without discrimination in Ireland, noting in particular its regret that a human rights framework had not been adopted in health policy.

In terms of **physical accessibility** of services, concern has also been raised about problems of accessibility of healthcare services, particularly in rural areas, affecting certain vulnerable groups, especially older persons. It has also been documented that lack of **accessible information** can act as a barrier to accessing healthcare, particularly for certain groups such as Travellers. Numerous concerns around accessibility of healthcare were also raised by other States during Ireland’s examination under the UPR.

On the **acceptability and quality** of health facilities, goods and services, concerns have been expressed at a national and international level by relevant stakeholders, particularly when it comes to certain vulnerable groups in Ireland. These vulnerable groups include, but are not limited to, older persons, persons with disabilities, children, prisoners, Travellers and persons with mental health difficulties.

The above shows some of the steps taken by the State in striving to deliver on the right to health. However, as highlighted, there are a number of areas of concern, when it comes to the enjoyment of the right to health in Ireland, some of which are outlined above.

While there are many factors which impact upon the delivery of health facilities, goods and services, the lack of protection of the right to health in law and the failure to consider and adequately reflect the right to health in policy, contribute to gaps and weakness within the health system.

This includes issues around equal access to healthcare for all; availability, quality
and acceptability of care, particularly for vulnerable groups such as Travellers; and in the area of mental health.

ACCOUNTABILITY

Accountability is a key feature of human rights law. It is an inherent part of the justiciability of ESC rights and ensuring that remedies exist for people when States fail to deliver on their rights.

Accountability can also contribute significantly to delivering better policy outcomes through effective monitoring, responding to complaints, and remedial action.

Accountability in terms of the right to health is outlined below, and accountability more broadly is dealt with further in Chapter 6. Accountability mechanisms can take different forms, including administrative, political, quasi-judicial or judicial. These may include, but are not limited to, human rights impact assessments, parliamentary committee reviews, National Human Rights Institutions and judicial review. As highlighted by the CESCR and already noted in Chapter 1, all remedies should be accompanied by an ultimate right of judicial appeal.

In Ireland, there is a piecemeal approach to accountability for the right to health.

While some health related monitoring and accountability mechanisms exist in Ireland, the right to health itself is not legally enforceable in Ireland and there are few individual remedies for people if their right to health is violated.

With regard to the Health Service Executive (HSE), which is responsible for implementing policy, administration and management of services, deficiencies in accountability have been previously highlighted by Amnesty International Ireland in “Healthcare Guaranteed? The Right to Health in Ireland”. In its Programme for Government 2011-2016, the Government has indicated that the HSE will be abolished and its functions transferred elsewhere. Regardless of what arrangements are put in place, it is important that the Government exercises sufficient accountability over the delivery of healthcare and wider components of the right to health.

The Government has established a number of mechanisms which can help to monitor and ensure accountability for the delivery of the right to health.

For example, as mentioned earlier, HIQA plays an important role in monitoring compliance with standards and ensuring accountability in health and social care services in Ireland. Its mandate includes setting standards on safety and quality
for health and social care services provided by or on behalf of the HSE, as well as services provided by nursing homes; and monitoring compliance with those standards. While HIQA does not have the legal power to investigate individual complaints, it may take action in relation to health and social care services where serious concerns about welfare of service users are raised. This may include an investigation. HIQA also has the function of carrying out Health Technology Assessments across the health system. It evaluates and publishes information about the delivery and performance of health and social care services in Ireland.

Further, a statutory complaints system for the HSE has been in operation since 2007. Anyone receiving public health or personal social services in Ireland may make a complaint about the actions or failures of the HSE, their service providers or HSE contractors who provide services on behalf of the HSE. There are certain limitations to this complaints mechanism as highlighted by the IHRC, such as that a complaint may “only relate to actions concerning fair and sound administration” and “cannot concern substantive health or healthcare issues and cannot result in a change in a service agreement or arrangement between the service provider and the HSE”.

Some independent oversight exists under the HSE complaints system as appeals may be made to the Office of the Ombudsman and the Ombudsman for Children. Cases relating to health form a substantial body of the Ombudsman’s work. As is discussed further in Chapter 6, the Ombudsman is largely focused on procedural propriety rather than individual rights. It is also limited to making recommendations and is not an adjudicatory body. As noted by the IHRC, “[a]lthough it would be surprising if their recommendations were not adhered to in the vast majority of cases, nonetheless it is questionable to what extent the complaints mechanism under Part 9 of the Health Act 2004, leads to real accountability on the part of service providers.” It has recommended reviewing and strengthening the limited complaints mechanisms under Part 9 of the Health Act 2004.

Issues regarding accountability have been raised by the Ombudsman in relation to the HSE. This includes difficulties by the Ombudsman in accessing information from the HSE. The Ombudsman has also highlighted problems in the HSE complaints procedure, and the way complaints are handled, including delays. In this regard the then Ombudsman highlighted “the need for public bodies to have a complaints system in place which engages with, and is responsive to, complainants and which deals with complaints in a fair and timely manner”. Moreover, the current Ombudsman has raised concern about the low levels of complaints to his office relating to the health services, citing the failure of health bodies to inform complainants of their rights, the difficulty in making an initial complaint and the “protracted process which often follows”.

As outlined further in Chapter 6, the IHRC also has certain competence in the area of the right to health.
With regard to mental health, the Mental Health Act 2001 established the Inspectorate of Mental Health Services, a body which provides independent monitoring of in-patient services. However the Inspectorate is not mandated to deal with individual complaints, and the Act does not provide for a mental health specific complaints procedure so recourse is instead via the HSE and the Ombudsman systems outlined above.

While some accountability mechanisms exist, there is a lack of a comprehensive system of accountability when it comes to the right to health. It is clear that there are a number of weaknesses and limitations within the mechanisms that do exist. This is compounded by the failure to give legal protection to the right to health. In practice it is therefore very difficult for people in Ireland to seek a remedy when their right to health is violated.\(^{310}\)

Reforms in health should adopt a human rights based approach.

As noted above, a human rights based approach would help the State to deliver on its right to health obligations and provide a framework to guide law and policy makers in planning and delivering on health. It would assist in ensuring greater accountability and transparency in decision-making, including around the allocation of resources, and help to achieve fairer outcomes for all.

A human rights based approach would require the State to put in place strong monitoring and accountability mechanisms to track progress over time and to ensure that remedies are available where the rights of individuals are breached. Any administrative remedies should be accompanied by an ultimate right of judicial appeal as highlighted by the CESCR.

Any retrogressive measures which impact on the enjoyment of the right to health would have to be fully justified.

“[T]he right to ... health, informed by health good practices can help to make a practical, constructive contribution to health system strengthening ....

Additionally, States have a legal duty to comply with their binding international ... human rights obligations. Identifying the features of a health system that arise from the right to the highest attainable standard of health can help States ensure that their policies and practices are in conformity with their legally binding human rights duties”.

Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, UN Doc A/HRC/7/11, (2008), paras 32-33.
HOUSING

The right to adequate housing, as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, is protected in a number of international instruments, most notably Article 25(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article 11(1) of the ICESCR. As Ireland has ratified the ICESCR it has the legal obligation to deliver on the right to housing for everybody. As highlighted by the CESCR, “the right to adequate housing should not be interpreted in a narrow or restrictive sense”. It does not merely mean the ‘shelter’ provided by having a roof over one’s head but “should be seen as the right to live somewhere in security, dignity and peace”.

There are seven key components of the right to adequate housing which help to determine whether certain forms of shelter can be considered as adequate housing.

Seven key components of the right to adequate housing

**Legal security of tenure:** Notwithstanding the type of tenure, all persons should possess a degree of security of tenure which guarantees legal protection against forced evictions, harassment and other threats.

**Availability of services, materials, facilities and infrastructure:** An adequate form of housing must contain certain facilities essential for health, security, comfort and nutrition. There should be sustainable access to natural and common resources, safe drinking water, energy for cooking, heating and lighting, sanitation and washing facilities, means of food storage, refuse disposal, site drainage and emergency services.

**Affordability:** Personal or household financial costs associated with housing should not threaten or compromise the attainment of other basic needs. States should ensure that the percentage of housing related costs is commensurate with income levels and should establish housing subsidies for those unable to
obtain affordable housing. Tenants should be protected against unreasonable rent levels or rent increases.

**Habitability:** Housing must have adequate space and protection from the weather or other threats to health, structural hazards and disease vectors.

**Accessibility:** Adequate housing must be accessible for those entitled to it. Disadvantaged groups must be given full and sustainable access to adequate housing resources and should be given some degree of priority consideration in the housing sphere. Housing law and policy should take full account of the needs of these groups.

**Location:** Adequate housing must be in a location which allows access to employment options, healthcare services, schools, childcare centres and other social facilities. Housing should not be built on or near polluted areas or sources of pollution that threaten the right to health of inhabitants.

**Cultural adequacy:** The way housing is constructed, the materials used and the policies supporting these must enable the expression of cultural identity and diversity of housing. Activities to develop or modernise the housing sphere should ensure that cultural dimensions of housing are not lost.

**LEGISLATION AND POLICY**

A range of law and policy exists in Ireland on housing. However as with the right to health, the right to adequate housing itself is not incorporated into legislation or policy and there is no explicit reference to rights language.

**LEGISLATION**

Considering some of the core components of the right to adequate housing - namely legal security of tenure, availability, affordability, habitability, accessibility, location and cultural adequacy - helps to identify the extent to which Irish legislation is addressing Ireland’s right to adequate housing obligations.

The Department of the Environment, Community and Local Government is the primary Department with the responsibility for the formulation and implementation of policy and for the preparation of legislation in relation to housing. The provision of
housing services falls largely under the remit of local authorities. This is dealt with in a series of Housing Acts 1966-2013, dealing with various elements of the right to adequate housing such as availability, habitability, affordability and security of tenure.

The Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009 amended and extended the Housing Acts 1966-2004 to provide local authorities with a framework for a more strategic approach to the delivery and management of housing services. The framework covers the adoption of strategies and action plans on issues such as homelessness, housing services, anti-social behaviour, the management and control regime covering tenancies, rent, and more objective methods of assessing need and allocating housing. It also provides a more developed legislative basis for the provision of rented social housing and an expanded basis for enabling home-ownership by lower-income households.

While the Act also includes an equity-based approach to the recovery of discounts granted by housing authorities to affordable housing purchasers, legislation as a whole is not framed in human rights based language.

The needs of Travellers and the obligations of housing authorities in that regard is dealt with in the Housing (Traveller Accommodation) Act 1998, which is relevant when it comes to the cultural adequacy and accessibility of housing for other groups.
There are also a number of Acts which deal with homelessness. For example, the Housing Act 1988 lays out the obligations of local authorities when it comes to homelessness. It enables local authorities to provide voluntary bodies with funding for the provision for emergency accommodation and long term housing. It also obliges local authorities to carry out periodic assessments of the number of homeless people in their administrative area as part of their housing needs assessment.

The Act has been criticised due to the fact that it obliges local authorities to assess homelessness but does not place any legal obligation on them to directly house people assessed as homeless. It has also been criticised by NGO homeless service providers for providing too narrow a definition of homelessness. For example, the Act does not cover people threatened with or at risk of homelessness or other groups such as prisoners and people in long stay mental healthcare who will likely be homeless upon release/discharge.

With regard to security of tenure in the private rented sector, the main piece of legislation is the Residential Tenancies Act 2004. It governs tenant and landlord relations and established a statutory body, the Private Residential Tenancies Board (PRTB), whose function includes the resolution of disputes, the provision of a new system of tenancy registration, carrying out of research, and provision of information and policy advice regarding the private rented sector. The decisions of the PRTB may be appealed to a three-person Tribunal. Appeals from Tribunal decisions may be made to the High Court on a point of law. While the Residential Tenancies Act and the establishment of the PRTB thereunder can be seen as a positive step in strengthening security of tenure in the private rented sector.

**POLICY**

The Government’s housing policy is outlined in the Housing Policy Statement launched in June 2011. Regarding habitability, accessibility and location, the overall objective is “to enable all households access good quality housing appropriate to household circumstances and in their particular community of choice”. The statement lists choice, fairness, equity across tenures, and delivery of quality outcomes for the resources invested as forming the basis of the vision for the future of the housing sector in Ireland.

While rights language does not feature in the policy statement, there are a number of aspects important in terms of human rights, particularly when it comes to meeting the needs of vulnerable groups. The statement includes a commitment to reform the
response to social housing needs and the delivery of social housing, maximising the
delivery of social housing supports within the resources available, and the publication
of a Housing Strategy for People with Disabilities (2011-2016).323

The Housing Strategy for People with Disabilities (2011-2016) makes specific
reference to the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the
delivery of housing supports for households with special needs, dealing with the
accessibility and adequacy of housing for persons with disabilities.324

With regard to policy on Traveller accommodation, this is dealt with largely on a local
authority level. The Housing (Traveller Accommodation) Act 1998 obliges local
authorities to establish a Traveller Accommodation Programme on a five-yearly basis
for implementation in their functional area.325 Programmes deal with a number of
components of the right to adequate housing such as availability, accessibility and
cultural adequacy. The 1998 Act also establishes a National Traveller
Accommodation Consultative Committee which advises the Minister on matters
concerning accommodation for Travellers. This is mirrored at a local level with the
establishment of Local Traveller Accommodation Consultative Committees which give
advice on the preparation of the Traveller accommodation programmes. There have
been some concerns raised around the lack of sanctions in legislation if the
obligation to provide adequate accommodation is not met. Weaknesses in the
mandate of the Consultative Committees have also been raised.326

Policy on homelessness in Ireland has moved from a model focussed on shelter and
services to a ‘housing led’ approach with the objective of providing permanent,
standard housing and therefore minimising the use of temporary accommodation.327
laid out six aims of policy regarding homelessness.328 These were reiterated in the
Government’s Homelessness Policy Statement launched in February 2013. While not
drafted in rights language, the Policy Statement contains references to availability,
affordability, adequacy and access to good quality housing. The commitment to end
long-term homelessness329 and the need to sleep rough were also outlined in the
2011 Programme for Government.

In principle, a range of housing legislation and policy exists in Ireland that govern
aspects of the core components of the right to adequate housing. Some legislation
and policy also exists to deal with the housing needs of certain groups. Despite this,
the existing framework fails to adequately address the core elements of the right to
adequate housing as outlined above. There are numerous gaps including but not
limited to availability, accessibility, affordability and habitability of adequate housing,
discussed further below. Moreover, the right to adequate housing remains largely
unenforceable – it is not incorporated into legislation or explicitly contained in policy,
and there is no explicit reference to rights language in either.
In its third periodic report to the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the State noted that “a legal right to housing has not been provided for in Ireland ... in line with the 1996 report of the Constitutional Review Group, which concluded that the Constitution should not confer personal rights to freedom from poverty or other economic or social entitlements”. The State’s position on providing such as right is now clearly outdated and should be reviewed considering that in February 2014, the Constitutional Convention voted in favour of giving explicit protection to the right to housing in the Constitution, by an overwhelming majority of 84 per cent.

THE RIGHT TO ADEQUATE HOUSING IN PRACTICE

The above overview of legislation and policy on housing gives an indication of how the State is striving to deliver on housing. An examination of the enjoyment of the right to adequate housing in practice, gives an indication of the extent to which the State is succeeding in its delivery and where there are gaps. This section provides an overview of some of the concerns raised in Ireland around the right to adequate housing, particularly with regard to certain vulnerable groups. This section is merely illustrative of some of the issues of concern in Ireland and does not deal comprehensively with all concerns. The joint submission made by various NGOs specifically on the rights to health and housing, as part of Ireland’s 2011 review under the UN Human Rights Council Universal Periodic Review, provides a good distillation of issues regarding the right to adequate housing and is referenced throughout this section. That joint submission provides an overview of concerns in this area but organisations have separately also done much additional work on the right to adequate housing in Ireland.

With regard to security of tenure, concern was raised in the joint UPR submission at the failure of Section 62 of the Housing Act 1966 (as amended) to conform with human rights standards relating to security of tenure, as individuals may be evicted without burden of evidence and the only existing appeals process deals with procedure. The Irish Human Rights Commission has also repeatedly called for the repeal of Section 62 which allows local authorities to summarily evict a local authority tenant in the District Court. As already outlined in Chapter 1, both the High Court and the Supreme Court have found this Section to be incompatible with the States obligations under the European Convention on Human Rights, pursuant to section 5 of the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003. A welcome development in this regard is the publication of the Housing (Amendment) Bill 2013.
which proposes to introduce a new procedure for the repossession of local authority dwellings to replace Section 62. It is expected to be published in the 2014 summer session of Dáil Éireann. Section 62 remains in effect until it is formally repealed.

Concerns have been expressed around the vulnerability of certain groups to forced evictions, particularly Travellers. The relevant Housing Acts give local authorities power to forcibly evict at short notice, and the ‘trespass’ onto land “with an object” such as a caravan is criminalised. Concern was raised, in the joint NGO UPR submission at the powers of discretion granted to Gardaí and the lack of a requirement for written notice required under this legislation. Evictions may also be carried out with little or no notice periods under a number of other pieces of legislation providing no right to a fair hearing or appeal.

When it comes to availability and accessibility, there are numerous problems regarding the availability of local authority housing stock, the high levels of households in need of access to local authority housing and long waiting lists. The current situation has recently been outlined in a report by Social Justice Ireland. In 2002, the CESCR also noted its concern over waiting periods for social housing in Ireland at that time. Similar concerns have recently been highlighted by Social Justice Ireland. In the joint NGO UPR submission, increase in demand for social housing from young people leaving institutional care was also noted, along with the undersupply of easily adaptable social housing for persons with disabilities as a result of which they are living in accommodation which does not meet their needs.

With regard to homelessness, concern over the levels of homeless households and the difficulties many homeless people face in applying for social housing have also been raised. Concerns have also been noted over shortages of access to refuge services for women and children in situations of domestic violence, and shortages of housing and appropriate accommodation for this group.

With regard to Traveller accommodation, the CESCR expressed its concern in 2002 about the lack of water and adequate sanitary facilities for Travellers living in roadside encampments, and today the situation remains.

On affordability, housing prices rose drastically during Ireland’s boom years and then fell steeply, with serious impacts in terms of mortgage defaults and repossessions during the economic crisis. There have also been calls for a stronger system and better supports for people who find themselves in mortgage arrears and personal debt. While some measures have been adopted in this area, it has been noted that further reforms to the system are necessary in order to ensure transparency and fair treatment of housing borrowers in debt.
The negative impacts that costs related to housing can have on older people, has been raised by organisations working on the rights of older persons such as Age Action. Particular concern has been raised about the threat to progress made on combating poverty among older persons due to the economic crisis. Concern has been expressed about the high cost of living, including carbon taxation and home heating relative to the income available to older persons and the resulting effects such as fuel poverty. This also potentially impacts upon the habitability of housing for many older people.

When it comes to habitability and location of housing, serious concern has been expressed about the ‘direct provision’ system of accommodation for asylum seekers in Ireland by a number of organisations and statutory bodies. Issues raised include the poor standard of accommodation in direct provision centres, often for long periods of time, particular concern has been raised around the limited space and inadequate size of rooms, lack of privacy, overcrowding and the prohibition on storing or cooking own food. The often remote location of centres and the impact which this has on the enjoyment of other ESC rights such as the right to education has also been highlighted.

Grave concern has been expressed about the impact that the direct provision system has on children, including lack of privacy, the rapid spread of illness in children due to confined spaces, inadequate heating and insulation resulting in health problems, mental health problems due to confined living spaces for long periods of time, malnutrition due to lack of nutritious food, little access to play areas or ability to invite friends from outside Direct Provision to play and difficulties in accessing schooling.

The joint NGO UPR submission raised the issue of regeneration of social housing. It noted that most of the partnerships established over the last decade on social housing regeneration will not go ahead and scheduled regeneration has not occurred. Concern was expressed over the fact that many rent supplement properties in Ireland do not conform with minimum legal standards. Particular attention was drawn to the Dolphin House flat complex in Dublin, where flats are affected by damp, mould and sewage problems.

With regard to cultural adequacy of housing, there has been strong criticism of the failure by local authorities to address Traveller accommodation needs and to fully deliver Traveller Accommodation Programmes. Particular concern has been expressed around the cultural adequacy of housing provision for Travellers, including the need for serviced halting sites, culturally appropriate group housing schemes and transient sites.
In conclusion, while current Government law and policy include some of the fundamental principles of the right to adequate housing, there are a number of significant gaps and weaknesses in the delivery of adequate housing in Ireland which impact upon the enjoyment of that right in practice, particularly amongst vulnerable groups. While some aspects of legislation and policy include principles relevant to the right to housing, there are no direct legal protections to ensure that these are delivered.

ACCOUNTABILITY

All persons who suffer a violation of the right to adequate housing should have access to a remedy when their right is not met. More generally, accountability requires the State to explain what it is doing and why and how it is progressively realising the right to adequate housing.

The CESCR has stated that “many components of the right to adequate housing are at least consistent with the provision of domestic legal remedies”.\(^3\)\(^5\)\(^3\)

This may include but is not limited to: legal appeals aimed at preventing planned evictions or demolitions through court-ordered injunctions; legal procedures seeking compensation for forced eviction; complaints against illegal actions carried out or supported by landlords; allegations of any form of discrimination in the allocation or availability of access to housing; and complaints against landlords concerning unhealthy or inadequate living conditions.\(^3\)\(^5\)\(^4\)

Some accountability mechanisms do exist in Ireland which have addressed certain aspects of the right to housing.

For instance, in terms of judicial remedies, an important way in which aspects of the right to housing have been addressed by the courts in Ireland is through the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003, as seen in the case of *Donegan* and *Gallagher* cases,\(^3\)\(^5\)\(^5\) as already discussed in Chapter 1. Here the Supreme Court found that the abovementioned Section 62 of the Housing Act 1966 (which allows for the summary eviction of local authority tenants in the District Court), was incompatible with Article 8 of the ECHR (right to private and family life) and Article 6 (right to a fair hearing).

Other accountability mechanisms include the Office of the Ombudsman which can examine complaints relating to local authorities, for example on decisions regarding the allocation of social housing or grants and loans relating to housing.\(^3\)\(^5\)\(^6\) The
Ombudsman plays a vital oversight role in terms of administrative practice. However, it must be noted that, as mentioned in the right to health section of this Chapter, it is not an adjudicatory body and it makes non-binding recommendations rather than enforcing remedial action.

As outlined further in Chapter 6, the Irish Human Rights Commission also has certain competence in the area of the right housing, in carrying out a number of its functions such as the handling of individual complaints or conducting enquiries. It has appeared as amicus curiae (‘friend of the court’) before the High Court and Supreme Court in a number of housing-related cases, outlining the implications of the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 in these cases.

In relation to private housing, the PRTB handles dispute resolution and arbitration between landlords and tenants. There is a right of appeal to a Tribunal and finally the High Court. As noted above, there have been some concerns expressed about the slow turnaround times for dealing with disputes.357

While there are certain limited ways in which complaints regarding aspects of the right to housing can be addressed, there is a lack of comprehensive mechanisms ensuring Government accountability. The Irish courts have adjudicated some cases relevant to certain aspects of the right to housing, through the interpretation of other rights protected in the ECHR Act and, to a very limited extent, the Constitution as outlined in Chapters 1 and 2. However as noted, relying on rights in the ECHR Act does not encompass all of the components of the right to adequate housing as protected in international human rights law. Moreover, in terms of constitutional case law relevant to housing, this has been largely conservative such as in O’Reilly v Limerick Corporation,358 or mainly focussed on property rights such as Blake v Attorney General,359 as seen in Chapter 2. The right to adequate housing therefore remains largely unenforceable, meaning that there is limited accountability when it is violated.

Mechanisms such as the Ombudsman, play an important oversight role when it comes to administrative practice and procedural propriety. It is not however an adjudicatory body and its recommendations are non-binding. The Ombudsman and IHRC nevertheless form vital elements of the accountability infrastructure in the State. However, they do not replace the critical role of the courts.

Making the right to adequate housing legally enforceable in Ireland would strengthen government accountability and ensure that there are remedies available to individuals when their right to adequate housing is breached. It would mean that people have access to the courts as a last resort when other complaints mechanisms have failed, in order to vindicate their right to housing. Moreover, as already highlighted in the
context of the right to health, it would provide a framework to guide law and policy
makers, particularly in protecting the most vulnerable, and would assist the State in
meeting its legally binding obligations under the ICESCR to everyone in Ireland.
CHAPTER 6:
EXISTING ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS IN IRELAND ON ESC RIGHTS
Accountability mechanisms must be impartial, independent, transparent, effective and accessible.

Participation is an essential element of human rights, including in accountability.

“Accountability established a dialogue between the government and rights-holders. It engages them in discussion. Hence, participation is present throughout the process of accountability. The methods of participation … will vary in the context”.

Potts, H. Dr., Accountability and the right to the highest attainable standard of health, (Human Rights Centre, University of Essex, 2007), p 30.

Human rights law places a duty on the State to ensure that remedies and appropriate redress are available to individuals or groups when their ESC rights are violated. The State has the obligation to put in place appropriate means of ensuring governmental accountability. Accountability mechanisms can take different forms, including but not limited to administrative, political, quasi-judicial and judicial. Non-judicial or quasi-judicial remedies do not eliminate the need for people to have recourse to the courts, as a last resort. However they supplement the critical role of the courts and can help to reduce the need to access the court system.

There are number of mechanisms and structures in place in Ireland which can play an important role in the promotion and protection of ESC rights and in ensuring government accountability. The most comprehensive of these is the Irish Human Rights Commission (IHRC), which is soon to be merged with the Equality Authority to form a new Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission (IHREC). Other structures, such as the Office of the Ombudsman and to some extent the Equality Tribunal, are also relevant.

However, while some accountability mechanisms exist, the extent to which they can address ESCR rights issues is limited in a number of ways, due to the mandate of these mechanisms and the nature of the findings and recommendations that they can make.
IRISH HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION (IHRC)

The statutory powers of the IHRC include: promoting awareness about human rights; promoting and providing human rights education and training; making recommendations to the Government on how legislation, policy and practice should reflect human rights standards; promoting debate around human rights issues as part of the legislative process; appearing as amicus curiae in court proceedings; providing legal assistance for court proceedings; instituting legal proceedings seeking a declaration that a law or policy is unconstitutional or contrary to human rights law; carrying out enquiries into human rights concerns; and publishing and promoting research and reports on human rights.361

In a number of its enquiries, the IHRC has highlighted the State’s obligations at both an international and regional level in relation to a range of ESC rights. These include the right to social security and the obligation of non-discrimination,362 the rights to health and to education of persons with disabilities, and the core elements of some of those rights including accountability and access to remedies.363 Upon the findings of an enquiry the IHRC may make recommendations to the State. However, these are not legally binding.

In its Annual Report 2012, the IHRC outlined a number of cases involving ESC rights where it had granted legal assistance to complainants.364 In particular, cases related to housing issues including eviction of a person with an intellectual disability from local authority housing; eviction from local authority housing without an independent hearing; housing needs of a lone parent and her children who were members of the Traveller community; and living conditions of a lone parent and her children in local authority housing.365

Moreover, the IHRC has noted a sharp rise in communications received from individuals relating to ESC rights, with these being almost on par with civil and political rights communications.366 Issues raised in communications have included access to healthcare, education, housing, social welfare and employment rights.367

The IHRC forms a key part in the framework for the protection and promotion of ESC rights in Ireland, and in ensuring accountability when it comes to delivery of these rights. It does so particularly in terms of its role as watchdog, and its ability to enquire into systematic failures by the State to protect ESC rights and to deal with individual cases which may concern ESC rights related issues. Furthermore, the IHRC can review draft legislation, publish policy statements on human rights issues in Ireland and make recommendations to the Government. The IHRC can contribute to governmental or parliamentary consultations through the provision of policy submissions on relevant human rights standards.368
While the IHRC plays a vital role, its role does not substitute the role of the courts in the protection of ESC rights. Rather, both should form individual components of the overall system of accountability existing in a state for the protection of ESC rights.

In 2011, the Government announced that the IHRC and the Equality Authority will be merged into a new body, the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission (IHREC). The Bill to give statutory effect to this merger to mandate the IHREC was published on 21 March 2014. When publishing the Bill, the Minister for Justice and Equality commented that the merge is “designed to strengthen and enhance Ireland’s institutions for protection of equality and human rights”.369

A significant area of concern at the time of writing is that there are two definitions of “human rights” in the Bill with the narrower definition covering just those human rights “given the force of law in the State”, and what appears to be an overly broad application of the narrower definition to some of the new IHREC’s functions.370 This potentially limits the mandate the IHREC might have with respect to ESC rights in a manner incompatible with the Paris Principles.371

OFFICE OF THE OMBUDSMAN

The Ombudsman has the statutory power to investigate claims of maladministration in public bodies and make recommendations. Over 180 public bodies fall under the Ombudsman’s remit.372 These include all Government Departments, local authorities and the HSE (including public hospitals and health agencies providing services on behalf of the HSE).

As noted in Chapter 5, the Ombudsman can examine complaints relating to local authorities, for example on decisions regarding the allocation of social housing or grants and loans relating to housing.373 The Ombudsman may also investigate insurability and entitlement to benefit under the Social Welfare Acts.

While the recommendations made by the Ombudsman are not legally binding they are of highly persuasive value and have led to changes in Government policy including policies which deal with ESC rights related issues.374

However, as noted by the then Ombudsman, the Irish Ombudsman legislation seems to be “concerned with a narrower set of rules and focussed more on procedural propriety (the avoidance of maladministration) as opposed to the protection of basic human rights”.375

The then Ombudsman has highlighted the effective role that the office can play with
regard to addressing matters relating to ESC rights, in particular, the ability of the Ombudsman to work pragmatically and flexibly through the making of recommendations, many of which are aimed at improving procedures and systems. While ESC rights such as housing, healthcare or education are subject to resource constraints, this, as noted, by the then Ombudsman, must be “administered on a fair and objective basis”. The Ombudsman can ensure accountability in this regard and form an element of the institutional framework to ensure the progressive realisation of ESC rights.

The then Ombudsman also observed: “Human rights principles are a necessary part of good public service delivery and, in turn, ought to be within the field of vision of every ombudsman as he or she goes about the daily task of investigating complaints.”

It has been pointed out that the ability of the Ombudsman to make a special report to the Houses of the Oireachtas, if a response by a public body to a recommendation is not satisfactory allows for the matter to be resolved before the democratic political process rather than the courts.

Fairness and transparency in administrative decision-making, along with proper accountability processes, are vital elements of the framework necessary to ensure adequate protection of ESC rights. The Office of the Ombudsman has an indispensable role to play in that regard and it should be expressly mandated to have
regard to human rights in its decision-making. However, as with the IHRC, the Ombudsman operates within certain restrictions. Its role does not negate the need for judicial remedies on ESC rights but should be seen as a complementary accountability mechanism rather than a substitution for judicial adjudication of ESC rights claims as a last resort.

**EQUALITY TRIBUNAL**

The Equality Tribunal is a quasi-judicial body which investigates and mediates complaints of discrimination in relation to employment and to access to goods and services, disposal of property and some elements of education. The Equality Tribunal also has the remit to investigate complaints on the ground of gender under the Pensions Acts 1990-2009, where an employer does not comply with the principle of equal treatment regarding occupational benefit and pension schemes. The decisions of the Equality Tribunal are binding and it may award redress.

While the Tribunal’s work is based on equality rather than broader human rights standards, its work nonetheless provides for accountability on issues relevant to ESC rights related areas such as non-discrimination with regard to the right to work including equal pay and working conditions covered by the Employment Equality Acts 1998-2011 and protected under Article 7 of the ICESCR.

The current Government has proposed to merge the employment rights and industrial relations bodies and to form a Workplace Relations Commission. It is proposed that the Equality Tribunal, the Labour Relations Commission, the National Employment Rights Authority, the Employment Appeal Tribunal and a number of the functions of the Labour Court will be taken over by the new Commission.381

As highlighted by the IHRC, domestic anti-discrimination law in Ireland has been less influenced by international human rights law than in other jurisdictions, such as Canada where “the interpretation and application of equality guarantees have been strongly influenced by the obligations of that state under international human rights treaties”.382 The protection against discrimination in Irish equality legislation applies to nine specific grounds.383 These grounds are gender, civil status, family status, age, race, religion, disability, sexual orientation and membership of the Traveller Community and are narrower than the non-discrimination provisions in Article 2(2) of the ICESCR which is a non-exhaustive list and includes “other status”. The need to widen the grounds upon which discrimination is prohibited in equality legislation, including the ground of socio-economic status in employment equality, has been highlighted by the Equality Authority.384
Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) prohibits discrimination in the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms in the ECHR.\textsuperscript{385} In addition to this, Protocol 12 of the ECHR also obliges States to secure the enjoyment of any right set forth by law without discrimination, on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status. Ireland signed Protocol 12 in 2000 but has not yet ratified it.

**PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES**

Parliamentary Committees can play an important oversight role when it comes to ESC rights. It has been noted that “they can also provide a forum for a form of participation by civil society”.\textsuperscript{386}

A number of Oireachtas committees exist in Ireland that are relevant in this regard, such as the Joint Committee on Health and Children, the Joint Committee on Education and Social Protection, the Joint Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform, the Joint Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation and the Joint Sub-Committee on the Ombudsman. The Joint Committee on Justice, Equality and Defence is also of key relevance, of course, in overarching human rights and equality matters.

However, despite some examples of reference to international human rights standards,\textsuperscript{387} the committees generally do not incorporate human rights provisions on ESC rights into their work unless the issue is already expressly deemed a human rights one (for instance the 2012 Joint Committee on Justice, Equality and Defence review of proposed legislation founding the new IHREC). There is also no dedicated parliamentary committee on domestic human rights. The only committee which routinely deals with human rights matters is the Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Trade, but this does not have a domestic remit. For an example of the role that parliamentary committees have played in the protection of human rights in other jurisdictions, see Chapter 7’s discussion of Finland.

**OTHER MECHANISMS**

A number of existing mechanisms and structures in Ireland relevant to specific ESC rights related areas such as health and housing are outlined further in Chapter 5. A number of other bodies and mechanisms exist, relate to areas such as work, social
security, cultural rights, the rights of persons with disabilities and the rights of the child. It is beyond the scope of this paper to elaborate upon these but they are further outlined in Ireland’s updated ‘common core document’ submitted to the UN. Many of the same limitations apply to these bodies as to those discussed above.
CHAPTER 7:
LEGAL PROTECTION OF ESC RIGHTS IN OTHER EUROPEAN STATES
As noted in Chapter 3, the level of protection granted to ESC rights and approach taken when adjudicating these rights can differ from State to State. Some States have given extensive protection to ESC rights in their constitutions while others have interpreted other constitutional rights to include ESC rights. This chapter considers how ESC rights have been protected and adjudicated in three European jurisdictions and the role played by the courts but also other branches of the government. It should be noted that this is a selective and non-exhaustive overview of those jurisdictions, designed to inform discussions in Ireland. They are selected to demonstrate how ESC rights are capable of protection and adjudication under different systems and the impact that such adjudication can have.

GERMANY

The German Constitution (Basic Law) makes limited provision for ESC rights. Human dignity is protected in Article 1 of the Constitution and has been progressively interpreted in a number of landmark cases to offer some indirect protection of ESCR. The Constitution also makes certain provisions for education rights and the school system, occupational freedom, the inviolability of the home and property rights. The Social State Principle is enshrined in Article 20(1). State (Länder) Constitutions and federal legislation contain some provisions on certain social rights but do not recognise these as individual entitlements.

There have been a number of court cases relating to different ESC rights issues some of which are highlighted briefly below. However the most significant recent developments in the area of ESC rights are the Hartz IV and Asylum Seekers Benefits cases relating to social security, which will be the primary focus in this section and which are discussed further below. In these cases the German Constitutional Court interpreted Article 1(1) on human dignity and Article 20(1) on the Social State Principle in the German Constitution to include the right to a dignified minimum existence.
This recognition of the right to a dignified minimum existence arising from other articles of the Constitution contrasts with the position taken by the Irish courts which, although recognising a number of unenumerated rights in the Irish Constitution, have been reluctant to interpret these as including ESC rights aspects. This is discussed further in Chapter 3.

Prior to the Hartz IV and Asylum Seekers Benefits cases, early case law from the German Constitutional Court established the duty on the State to provide for a subsistence minimum but denied the existence of an individual constitutional right to a subsistence minimum. The Court has also held that the State must provide social assistance to those who, as a result of a physical or mental disability are unable to take care of themselves, to enable such persons to live a dignified existence. It has also found that in order to ensure the vital minimum to persons in need, the State must provide for access to social services and benefits and it must ensure that income needed to satisfy minimum conditions for a dignified existence is tax free. The Court has held that it is not enough for the State to provide a certain level of security as a matter of fact but that this had to be provided for in law giving a legal entitlement for such security. As noted by the Court, “[t]he State has to provide the minimum conditions for an existence in human dignity by defining a statutory claim to this minimum”.

Further, regarding the right to education, the Court has interpreted the Social State Principle and the freedom to choose one’s occupation in the German Constitution as placing an obligation on the State “to justify its inability to provide access to education that is relevant to one’s chosen profession” and any restrictions must be objectively justified.

The most recent Constitutional Court cases, Hartz IV (2010) and the Asylum Seekers Benefits (2011) cases, are of particular significance. They have been described as a move “towards providing a progressive interpretation of the human right to social security”. These cases are particularly significant because they firmly established a correlating right to the already established duty of the State to provide for a subsistence minimum. The Court also relied to a certain extent on international human rights standards in the judgments. As already described in Chapter 2, the German Constitutional Court relied on the procedural obligations of the State, when adjudicating these cases. It stated that procedures to determine benefits must be needs-oriented and realistic, transparent and based on reliable data. It held that the legislature must conduct a procedure to ascertain the benefits necessary for securing a subsistence minimum that is in line with human dignity, which is realistic and takes account of actual need. The results of such a procedure must be anchored in law as a claim to benefits.
The Court stated that it did not have the competence to determine the amount of benefits, and this was within the role of the legislature. The role of the Court was to stipulate and assess whether the State had met its procedural obligations.

The first of these cases, the *Hartz IV* case, involved a question of the constitutionality of social security benefits under Hartz IV legislation (relating to unemployment benefits). The introduction of this legislation had led to certain groups being entitled only to reduced benefits compared to what they had previously received. The standard benefit level was challenged as being insufficient and therefore unconstitutional.

The Court considered whether:

1) The benefits were evidently insufficient; and

2) A transparent and comprehensive, needs-based and realistic process had been used to determine the level of benefits

On the first point the Court held that the Hartz IV benefits were not evidently insufficient.

On the second point, Court examined the calculation of the standard benefit. It found that the general model and approach taken to determine the benefits was justifiable and permissible but that there were certain inconsistencies and irregularities in the process. The Court held that the provisions in the legislation to determine the Hartz IV benefits were unconstitutional.401

The Constitutional Court relied on the right to a dignified minimum existence arising from Article 1(1) on human dignity of the Constitution in conjunction with Article 20(1) on the Social State principle. The Court held that it did not have the competence to determine a certain amount of benefits on the basis of its own assessments and evaluation and that this was within the role of the legislature. Instead the Court focussed on the process and method used by the legislature to determine the level of benefits. It held that the legislature must conduct a process to ascertain the benefits necessary for securing a subsistence minimum that is in line with human dignity, and which is realistic, based on reliable data, transparent and takes account of actual need. The results of such a procedure must be anchored in law as a claim to benefits.402

Following the *Hartz IV* case, the legislature enacted a new law for the estimation of benefits for the person concerned.403

In the *Asylum Seekers Benefits* case,404 the German Constitutional Court took the same
approach as in its earlier *Hartz IV* decision and focussed on the procedural obligations of the State.

The case involved the constitutionality of the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act (1993) which had reduced the benefits payable to asylum seekers, and resulted in their special treatment as asylum seekers as the benefits were significantly lower than under other law governing social security benefits in general. The objective of the legislation was “to reduce the number of asylum seekers and to achieve savings in social benefits”. The benefit rates had not been changed since the introduction of the Act in 1993, despite a significant rise in the cost of living in Germany.

As in the *Hartz IV* case, the German Constitutional Court interpreted Article 1(1) on human dignity together with Article 20(1) on the Social State Principle to include the right to a dignified minimum existence. In this case the Court also made clear that this right does not only apply to German citizens but to German and foreign residents.

The Court stated that “human dignity may not be relativized by migration-policy considerations”, in other words that the objective of reducing the number of asylum seekers could not justify a decrease in benefits to the point below what is necessary to secure the physical and socio-cultural minimum required for human existence.

Again the Court considered whether:

1) The benefits were evidently insufficient; and

2) A transparent and comprehensive, needs-based and realised process had been used to determine the level of benefits

On the first point, the Court held that the level of benefits were evidently insufficient, particularly considering that the amount had not been changed since the introduction of the legislation in 1993, despite the rise in cost of living in Germany and the fact that the level of benefits payable to asylum seekers was approximately one-third less than to generally applicable welfare benefits.

On the second point, the Court found that there were irregularities in the procedure to determine the benefits including a lack of reliable data and a failure to assess the needs of children; and held that future legislation must meet the requirements of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.

The Court held that the level of benefits paid to asylum seekers was unconstitutional. It ordered the State to enact new legislation guaranteeing the right to a dignified
minimum existence. It also devised a transitional agreement, impacting on the calculation of benefits for asylum seekers.\textsuperscript{408}

In its judgment, the Court referred to Article 9 (social security) and Article 15(1)(a) (right to take part in cultural life) of the ICESCR along with provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

The cases discussed above show the German Constitutional Court’s acute awareness of the different roles of the branches of the Government. The Court identified the key elements of any procedures adopted by the State to determine entitlement to benefits. However, the Court did not determine the level of benefits that would meet the constitutional requirement, leaving it to the legislature to develop the appropriate procedure to determine the amount of the benefit entitlement.

**PORTUGAL**

**CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATION TO LEGISLATE**

The Portuguese Constitution of 1976 enshrines a wide range of ESC rights\textsuperscript{409} enforceable by the Portuguese Constitutional Court. The Constitution also makes provision for an Ombudsman who has the power to engage with the Constitutional Court.

However, ESC rights in the Constitution are not self-executing and require legislation in order to make them enforceable. An “unconstitutional omission” arises where the State fails to legislate for the rights within the Constitution, and the Constitutional Court has the power to rule that constitutional rights are not being protected due to lack of legislation.\textsuperscript{410} An individual may seek damages where the Government continues to fail to legislate for constitutional rights in breach of the ruling of the Court.

Portuguese case law provides an example of how domestic courts have interpreted human rights concepts such as non-retrogression and minimum core. In particular, the Constitutional Court has dealt with the issue of non-retrogression of human rights and the obligation of the State to protect human rights in times of economic crisis.

**Non–retrogression**

As already noted in Chapter 1 of this paper, States should not take any retrogressive measures (steps backwards) in achieving the full realisation of ESC rights. Case law from the Portuguese Constitutional Court provides an example of how domestic courts have dealt with the prohibition of retrogression.
For example, in the *NHS* case,\textsuperscript{411} the Constitutional Court heard a constitutional challenge against a law revoking the statute which had established the National Health Service. The Court held that the constitutional right to health expressly imposed on the government a duty to establish a national health service and that revoking that law was unconstitutional. The NHS could be reformed but not abolished. It stated:

“If the Constitution imposes upon the State a certain task – the creation of a certain institution, a certain modification of the legal order - then, when that task has already been complied with, its outcome becomes constitutionally protected. The State cannot move backwards – it cannot undo what it has already accomplished …”\textsuperscript{412}

The Court pointed out that, where the State has a positive obligation under the Constitution to establish a certain institution such as the National Health Service, once this positive obligation has been fulfilled, the State then has a negative obligation not to threaten the existence of that institution.

In a later case, the Constitutional Court heard a challenge against a law which regulated a guaranteed minimum income benefit.\textsuperscript{413} The new law changed the minimum age limit for those receiving benefits meaning that some who had previously been covered were now excluded. The Court stated that the law which had been in place, defined the minimum content of the right to social security. It held that the new legislation which narrowed the scope of beneficiaries, resulted in a deprivation of the right to social security for the category of persons excluded and that this was unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{414}
As has been noted, in these cases, the Portuguese Constitutional Court took the position that while a law may be amended, it must respect the minimum core of the constitutional right which was legislated for. Coverage cannot be so restricted that a majority are left outside the protection of the minimum core of that right.415

Austerity
The Portuguese Constitutional Court has ruled on a number of cases relating to austerity measures adopted by the State in response to the economic crisis and Portugal’s bail-out programme.

In one case involving cuts to benefits of public sector workers and reduction in pensions, the Court, relying on the principle of equality, held that any measures which impact disproportionately on one group (public sector workers in this instance) must be fully justified and that any measures would only be “justified as long as the situation remained exceptional, time-constrained and within certain limits”.416 The Court held that the measures were not justified because the cuts affected the total remuneration of workers up to a certain level and affected a three-year time span which the Court deemed too long to be considered acceptable.417

In later cases, the Court rejected a number of measures in the 2013 budget relating to cuts in state pensions and public sector pay as well as cuts in sickness and unemployment benefits, whilst upholding a tax surcharge and cut in overtime pay rates for public sector workers.418 The Court has also struck down a number of articles of a Bill which would have made it easier to lay off civil servants, holding that it violated the principle of prohibiting dismissal ‘without just cause’,419 the principle of proportionality in relation to the restriction of the right to employment security420 and the principle of trust.421 On the latter, cuts to civil service pensions provided for in the 2014 budget were also struck down on the same basis.422

Judgments of the Court have also had an impact on the private sector, including a decision on the Labour Code 2012, which introduced certain changes brought in as a result of the Memorandum of Understanding agreed with the Troika.423 The Court upheld certain provisions of the Code but declared others to be unconstitutional.

The Portuguese case law shows that it is possible for courts to adjudicate at a domestic level on the application of ESC rights obligations such as non-retrogression to respect the minimum core of a right which has been legislated for.

In recent years, constitutional ESC rights in Portugal have had a tangible impact in the sense of providing some form of a buffer against certain government measures in times of economic crisis.

With regard to the case law on austerity measures and the economic crisis, it is
important to note that Portugal is used here as just one example of how courts have dealt with cases involving ESC rights and the economic crisis. A number of courts in other jurisdictions have also considered similar cases. Further case law will be outlined and analysed in a separate Amnesty International Ireland paper to be published in coming months. This will consider in more detail the obligations of States when implementing ESC rights in practice, including human rights obligations in times of economic crisis.

FINLAND

The new Constitution of Finland entered into force in 2000. Earlier reform of the fundamental rights provisions in the former Constitution Act took place in 1995 to extend the protection of rights to include guarantees of de facto equality and the enjoyment of ESC rights.

The Constitution protects a number of ESC rights including: the right to education; language and cultural rights; the right to work; and the right to receive indispensable subsistence and care in the event of illness, and disability and during old age as well as at the birth of a child or the loss of a provider. Public authorities shall guarantee adequate social, health and medical services; support for the family; and the right to housing. The right and corresponding duty to a healthy environment, the inviolability of human dignity, equality and the protection of property are also enshrined in the Constitution. Section 22 of the Constitution places an obligation on all public authorities to guarantee the observance of constitutional rights and international human rights. This section has been described as giving “quasi-constitutional status to international human rights treaties, and hence to give them special status within the Finnish legal system”.

A distinctive feature of the Finnish legal system is the parliament’s Constitutional Law Committee which deals with constitutional, human rights and EU law matters. It is made up of Members of the parliament assisted by constitutional law experts. It also regularly hears academics and experts in international human rights law. Finland does not have a Constitutional Court and the Committee is the main monitoring body which scrutinises the constitutionality of government Bills before they are enacted, and of other matters, and their bearing on international human rights instruments to which Finland is a party. All opinions of the Committee are generally understood to be binding. This monitoring process has been described as a “democratic self-control of the Parliament”.

The Constitutional Law Committee can recommend amendment of acts before promulgation, and can also authoritatively interpret the terms of the Act in relation to
the Constitution before it is enacted. For example, in relation to a particular Social Assistance Bill the Committee stated that the clause relating to reasonableness must be interpreted in a manner positive towards basic rights.432

The Committee has also given further definition to a number of ESC rights in the Constitution. For example, with regard to Article 19.1 (the right to obtain subsistence and care if one does not have the means to live a dignified life), the Committee has stated that this right has an absolute core which cannot be limited by the legislature through enacting legislation. This core is made up of the fundamental aspects and preconditions necessary to live a dignified life.433

In other opinions, the Committee highlighted that client fees collected for social welfare and healthcare services provided for under the Constitution (Article 19.3) must not be so high that they make the services inaccessible for those who need them.434 In another opinion relating to restrictions on property rights, the Committee upheld restrictions imposed by a new government Bill on amendments to legislation in the field of publicly subsidised housing.435 It stated that the restrictions placed on the property rights of owners served the continued use of State subsidised rental houses as rental dwellings allocated according to social criteria. This aim was connected to the duty of the public authorities to promote the right to housing (Section 19.4. Constitution). The restriction on the property rights of owners therefore served a legitimate aim and was proportionate. However, certain amendments and specifications had to be made in order to fully comply with the constitutional clause on property rights.

The Committee has also examined a number of ‘rescue packages’ such as the European Financial Stability Facility and the Treaty Establishing the European Stability Mechanism (ESM Treaty), and has emphasised that financial liabilities and commitments cannot, as a whole, jeopardise the State’s capacity to meet its financial obligations under the Constitution such as those relating to social and health services.436

Along with the quasi-judicial and political mechanisms, the judiciary in Finland has played a role in ensuring government compliance with constitutional provisions on ESC rights. While there has not been a large volume of case law, it has been noted that the courts “have gained an important role in developing the understanding of the legal nature and contents of various economic, social and cultural rights.”437

The oversight of the observance of human rights by Finnish public authorities lies first and foremost with the Parliamentary Ombudsman and the Chancellor of Justice of the Council of State.438
The Ombudsman investigates complaints, takes decision on them and conducts inspections. Any person may file a complaint with the Ombudsman.\textsuperscript{439} The Ombudsman may issue a reprimand which may be directed to an authority or a person\textsuperscript{440} or may simply make her/his findings known publicly.\textsuperscript{441} In her/his annual report, the Parliamentary Ombudsman includes a section on monitoring constitutional and human rights. It highlights decisions of the Ombudsman. It has been observed that many findings are related to ESC rights, showing how the Ombudsman can draw attention to ESC rights.\textsuperscript{442}

The majority of administrative decisions may be appealed to an administrative court, and this court has adjudicated on ESC rights. For example, the right to social security was invoked in a number of cases where municipalities had attempted to introduce internal guidelines to cut down the cost of social assistance.\textsuperscript{443}

It has been noted that what emanates from these cases, “is a requirement that applications for social assistance must be assessed on the basis of a person’s individual needs and that a municipality may not exclude any category of persons from such individual assessment”.\textsuperscript{444} The administrative courts have referred to the constitutional right to social assistance in order to secure a life of dignity and in some cases have referred directly to the ICESCR.\textsuperscript{445}

ESC rights have also been invoked by the courts in other situations. This has included claims for civil damages through the ordinary courts. For example, the Supreme Court of Finland has awarded damages in the context of obligations of a municipality under the relevant employment Act thereby enforcing the right to work.\textsuperscript{446} In another case the Supreme Court awarded damages to a family in a case involving delay in the provision of children’s day care, on the basis of the relevant Act on child day care and entitlement to adequate social welfare services as part of the right to social security in the Constitution.\textsuperscript{447}

The Finnish model presents an example of the roles that the different branches of the government and different mechanisms can play in the enforcement of ESC rights. The Constitutional Law Committee is a unique element of the Finnish model, giving a strong role to parliamentarians in the protection of rights, whilst a legitimate role for the courts is also reserved.

With regard to the Committee, it has been noted that “[w]hile such a procedure can never replace the need for judicial and non-judicial protection against individual violations of human rights, Finland represents an interesting example of … a relatively well developed mechanism for quality-control of new legislation that is largely based on constitutional and human rights provisions, including those on [ESC] rights”.\textsuperscript{448}
CONCLUSION

The jurisdictions discussed here are selected examples of how domestic legal systems in other countries have protected ESC rights, and the role of the courts and other bodies in that regard.

The German example demonstrates the willingness of the courts there to interpret other rights in the Constitution to include ESC rights elements, even though very little protection is explicitly afforded to these rights in the Constitution. The German Constitutional Court has achieved this whilst restricting itself to adjudicating on the procedural obligations of the State in ensuring ESC rights.

The Portuguese Constitution, on the other hand, gives very comprehensive protection to ESC rights and the case law of the courts there have given direction to the State regarding its obligations, particularly when it comes to non-retrogression of rights and more recently in the context of the economic crisis and austerity measures adopted by the State.

Lastly, the Finnish model provides an example of the role that political, quasi-judicial and judicial mechanisms can play in the protection of ESC rights, highlighting in particular the role of parliament via its Constitutional Law Committee.

However, what they all have in common is the ability to translate what might appear to be abstract ESC rights legal protection into positive and tangible change on the ground.
CHAPTER 8:
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSIONS

It has been almost 25 years since the Irish State ratified the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, thereby agreeing to be bound by its provisions. Yet the ICESCR has never been given legal effect in Ireland. The State has also made many other commitments on ESC rights, including in the European Social Charter (Revised). At an international level Ireland has emphasised the equal importance of all human rights, civil and political as well as economic, social and cultural. It is time that this is reflected at a national level.

Prevailing myths and misconceptions around ESC rights combined with a lack of political will, have hindered their application in Ireland. The recommendation on ESC rights made by the Constitutional Convention in February 2014 reinforces the need for the Government to move beyond these myths and misconceptions and to give greater legal protection of ESC rights in Ireland.

Very limited provision is made for ESC rights in Bunreacht na hÉireann. Promises to achieve the enjoyment of ESC rights must go beyond the programmes of individual governments and they must be granted long-term legal protection in the Irish Constitution. Enshrining ESC rights in the Constitution would bring Bunreacht na hÉireann in line with the growing trend among many countries which have revised their constitutions and have included ESC rights. The growing jurisprudence from courts in other countries also shows that legally enforceable ESC rights are neither a radical nor revolutionary concept.

A first step should be for the Government to accept the recommendation of the Constitutional Convention to strengthen the protection of ESC rights in Bunreacht na hÉireann.

Constitutional provision should be made for ESC rights along with provision for these rights in relevant legislation and policy. In Ireland, some policies reflect certain aspects of ESC rights; however human rights standards are not routinely incorporated in policy, and legislation is not framed in rights language.

In line with Ireland’s human rights obligations, robust ESC rights related monitoring and accountability mechanisms must be put in place. While some accountability mechanisms exist in Ireland, there is no adequate accountability system when it comes to these rights and people do not have recourse to the courts. In effect, often times people have nowhere to go if something goes wrong. Accountability mechanisms can and indeed should take many different forms, including administrative, political and quasi-judicial. However, these should not replace the right of people to be able to access judicial remedies, as a last resort.
For too long, ESC rights have been largely excluded from the Irish political and legal systems. The Constitutional Convention’s recommendation clearly shows that people in Ireland want greater legal protection for these rights.

Strengthening the protection of ESC rights will require collaborative effort, joined up thinking, dialogue and the development of unified goals by numerous actors, both state and non-state. The international human rights framework including the treaties themselves and the work of the relevant UN bodies and procedures can provide invaluable guidance in this regard. Looking to other jurisdictions can also be of assistance.

The following recommendations are intended to outline the roles that numerous different actors could and should play in strengthening the protection of ESC rights in Ireland.

RECOMMENDATIONS

STATE

- The State must ensure that there are adequate remedies available for people when their ESC rights are violated. This includes access to remedies at a national and international level.

- When it comes to remedies at an international level, the State should ratify the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. It should also ratify the Third Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and in due course the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.449
• In its reports to the UN treaty bodies and other monitoring mechanisms, the State should provide information on the justiciability of ESC rights at a national level.

OIREACHTAS

• Relevant Oireachtas Committees such as the Joint Committee on Health and Children, the Joint Committee on Education and Social Protection, the Joint Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform, the Joint Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation and the Joint Sub-Committee on the Ombudsman should take account of human rights standards and obligations in their work.

• The establishment of an Oireachtas Committee on Human Rights with the mandate to assess all Bills for human rights compliance should be considered.

EXECUTIVE

• The Constitution should be updated to give greater protection to ESC rights. In that regard, the Government should make a commitment to holding a referendum on ESC rights in due course.

• The Government should accept the Constitutional Convention’s recommendation on giving greater protection to ESC rights in the Constitution. It should engage robustly on the issue of constitutional ESC rights and should ensure full transparency and clear timelines in any measures adopted to take this matter forward.

• ESC rights related legislation should be framed in rights language, guided by the provisions of ICESCR, the General Comments of the ICESCR and the work of other relevant UN procedures.

• The requirement in the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission Bill 2014 that public authorities “give consideration” to equality and human rights in relation to their policies, actions, strategic plans and reporting, should be clarified, and for this purpose “human rights” should be defined as including all international human rights standards not just those with domestic legal effect. In addition to the proposed IHREC’s advisory function, a supervisory and monitoring mechanism should be put in place in order to ensure that public bodies take this duty seriously and comply with same.

A broad definition of human rights should be consistently applied in the legislation.
Optimally a mechanism of enforcement should be put in place, but such a mechanism should focus on incentivising compliance rather than on the imposition of sanctions. In the interim however, a supervisory and monitoring mechanism should be put in place in order to ensure that public bodies take this duty seriously and comply with same.

- Human rights standards should inform decisions by the Government around budgets and the allocation of resources. (The obligations arising in this regard will be elaborated further in a separate paper by Amnesty International Ireland).

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS

- All civil servants should engage in human rights training to ensure a full understanding of human rights and the State’s obligations.

- There should be increased dialogue on human rights between Government Departments. This would help to ensure a full understanding of the nature of duties arising from human rights law. This in turn would assist the State in its reporting to UN treaty bodies and in considering ratification of treaties and Optional Protocols.

- ESC rights should be reflected in policy making on relevant areas and in the allocation and expenditure of resources.

- A central inter-departmental mechanism should be established to review and report on the implementation of international recommendations on human rights including ESC rights.

IN RELATION TO THE COURTS AND LEGAL PROFESSION

- One of the functions of the Judicial Council once established on a statutory basis, will include the preparation and dissemination of information for use by judges. This should include information on the nature of ESC rights and their interpretation to date. Another function of the Council will be to develop and manage schemes for the education and training of assistance to judges. This should include training on human rights and in particular ESC rights, in order to encourage the judiciary to refer to and draw guidance from international human rights law more frequently.
• The executive should ensure the availability of information for judges and lawyers, on the nature of ESC rights and their interpretation to date in and outside Ireland.

IN RELATION TO STATE BODIES

• In line with international human rights standards, the State must ensure that all accountability mechanisms are fully impartial, independent, transparent, accessible and effective.

• The IHREC must be given sufficient funding and an appropriate mandate to allow it to effectively promote and protect ESC rights.

• The IHREC Bill should be an opportunity to review how Ireland’s nine prohibited grounds of discrimination in its domestic equality legislation might be expanded, and whether/how that equality legislation might be extended beyond the spheres of employment and goods/services, and how positive action measures could be further provided for in law. It also provides an important opportunity for Ireland to consider ratifying Protocol 12 to the European Convention on Human Rights.

• Sufficient resources must be given to the Equality Tribunal in its new form when its functions are brought under the auspices of the Workplace Relations Commission.

• The Office of the Ombudsman should be given the mandate and resources to consider human rights elements in her/his recommendations.

POLITICAL PARTIES

• Political Parties should include ESC rights in their manifestos and take them into account in the formulation of policy and responses to the Government.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

• Most of the time people will only be introduced to human rights in limited circumstances and many may not be aware of their rights or the State’s obligations. Human rights education and training is therefore crucial and it should be promoted and adequately resourced within the State.  

• A National Action Plan on Human Rights should be developed.
CIVIL SOCIETY

At both a national and international level, civil society should continue to call on the Government to strengthen the legal protection and enforceability of ESC rights in Ireland.
Civil and political rights include but are not limited to the right to liberty and security of person; freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; equality before the law; the right to privacy; freedom of expression; freedom of opinion; freedom of thought, conscience and religion.


Article 5 (e).

Articles 10 - 14.

See in particular Articles 4 and Articles 24-32.

See in particular Articles 23-30.


11. ERRC v Bulgaria, Complaint No. 31/2005.

12. Ibid at 34.


16. It had been argued that the State had discriminated against persons in receipt of Irish Contributory Old Age Pension and who do not reside permanently in Ireland in that they were not granted access to a Free Travel Scheme, when the returned to Ireland to visit. The Committee also held that the benefit at issue was not covered by the social security rights of Article 12.

17. European Roma Rights Centre v Ireland, Complaint No.100/2013.


19. Prior to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU, the Court of Justice of the EU had already recognised in the Handelsgesellschaft case that “respect for fundamental rights forms an integral part of the general principles of Community law”, Case 11/70, [1970] ECR 1161.


23. For example, Protection of Employees (Temporary Agency Work) Act 2012 which transposes EU Directive on Temporary Agency Work 2008/104/EC into national law.


57 9 per cent voted in favour of this proposal. Regarding specific additional rights which should be enumerated in the Constitution 84 per cent voted in favour of the right to housing, 78 per cent right to social security, 87 per cent essential healthcare, 90 per cent rights of people with disabilities, 75 per cent linguistic and cultural rights.

58 Supra note 2 at 12.

59 In 2011, in its concluding observations on Ireland’s third and fourth periodic reports under the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) which protects a number of ESC rights, the CERD Committee reiterated its previous recommendation that Ireland should incorporate CERD into national law. Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Ireland, CERD/C/IRL/CO/2, (2005), para 9.


61 In 2005, in its examination of Ireland’s combined fourth and fifth periodic reports under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) which covers a range of ESC rights, the CEDAW Committee recommended that Ireland “take all appropriate measures to incorporate all the relevant provisions of the Convention into domestic law and to ensure that effective remedies are available to women whose rights are violated”. Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, Ireland, CEDAW/C/IRL/4-S/C, (2005), para 23.

62 Note that this mandate has evolved from Independent Expert to Special Rapporteur. At the time of her mission to Ireland Ms Sepúlveda’s mandate was that of Independent Expert.


65 Ibid at 107.4.


67 “6. The Government is embarking on a major reform programme for the health system, the aim of which is to deliver a single-tier health service that will ensure equal access to care based on need, not income. This will be achieved through the introduction of universal health insurance.

7. Ireland will sign the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR shortly.

8. The overarching aim of the Government’s Housing Policy is to enable all households to access good quality housing appropriate to household circumstances and in their particular community of choice.”<http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/Pages/IESession12.aspx> (date accessed: 7 March 2014).

68 The terms ‘economic, social and cultural rights’ and ‘socio-economic rights’ are at times used interchangeably.

69 Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination; Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; Convention against Torture. See also European Social Charter (Revised) and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.

70 Ireland has signed but not yet ratified the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR.

71 Supra note 41 at 3. The CESCR stated that questions relating to the domestic application of the ICESCR must be considered in light of the principle of international law “reflected in Article 8 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights”.

72 Ibid.


75 Supra note 41 at 3.

76 See for example the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) in South Africa. It has mobilised people to campaign on the right to health through a combination of litigation, human rights education, HIV treatment literacy and demonstrations. This has lead to more accessible and affordable medicines, the prevention of hundreds of thousands HIV-related deaths and the provision of additional resources in the health system.<http://www.tac.org.za/>(date accessed: 25 April 2014). For case law see Minister for Health and Ors v Treatment Action Campaign and Others, (1) 2002 (10) BCLR 1033 (CC). For a summary of the case see the ESCR-Net website at: <http://www.escr-net.org/docs/i/403050> (date accessed: 25 April 2014).


86 For example, following the case of International NGO Coalition for OP-ICESCR, Constitution of Portugal has a very comprehensive list of ESC rights and obligations. Title III:
87 This was reaffirmed by the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna on 25 June 1993, para 5:
“all human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated. The international community must treat human rights globally in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasis. While the significance of national and regional particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds must be borne in mind, it is the duty of States, regardless of their political, economic and cultural systems, to promote and protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms.”
90 See for example Mazibuko v City of Johannesburg & Others, Case CCT 39/09, [2009] ZACC 28, where the South African Constitutional Court stated that “ordinarily it is institutionally inappropriate for a court to determine precisely what the achievement of any particular social and economic right entails and what steps government should take to ensure the progressive realisation of the right.” The Court stated that, the positive obligations imposed upon government by the constitutional social and economic rights will be enforced by courts in at least the following ways: (a) where government takes no steps to realise the rights; (b) where the government’s adopted measures are unreasonable; and (c) where the government fails to give effect to its duty under the obligation of progressive realization to continually review its policies to ensure that the achievement of the right is progressively realised. See also Government of the Republic of South Africa and Others v Groothoom, 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC).
91 Judicial review is the process by which the High Court can review public decisions made by administrative bodies and the lower courts. The Court normally focuses on the lawfulness and fairness of the decision-making process rather than the merits of the case. 
92 Amnesty International, Submission for consideration by the Constitution Review Commission on the review of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in the 2011 Interim Constitution of South Sudan, p.6. See in particular pages 8-17 Annex, for examples of constitutional provisions on enforceable ESC rights from all regions of the world.
93 For example, Constitution of Spain, (apart from right to education) and Constitution of Malta include ESC rights only as guiding principles. The Irish Constitution which protects the right to free primary education (Article 42.4), offers some protection in relation to private property (Article 43.2.2) and includes Directive Principles of Social Policy (Article 45) which make provision for a right to a livelihood, protection of the vulnerable and an obligation of the State towards the health of people living in Ireland. However Article 45 is not enforceable by law.
94 For example, Constitution of Portugal has a very comprehensive list of ESC rights and obligations. Title III: Economic, social and cultural rights and duties, Chapter I economic rights and duties, Chapter II social rights and duties, Chapter III cultural rights and duties. Examples of Constitutions which include specific sections/chapters on ESC rights include the Constitutions of Croatia (Chapter 3); Czech Republic (Chapter 4); Poland Arts 64-75. A number of Constitutions also include various ESC rights in sections/chapters on fundamental rights, such as Bulgaria (Chapter 2 Fundamental Rights and Obligations of Citizens); Cyprus (Part2 Fundamental Rights and Liberties); Finland (Chapter 2 Basic Rights and Liberties); Greece (Part2 Individual and Social Rights); Latvia (Chapter VIII Fundamental Human Rights); Romania (Title II Fundamental Rights, Freedoms and Duties, Chapter II Fundamental Freedoms); Slovenia (II. Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms). This is a non-exhaustive list and provides a number of examples only.
96 For example, following the case of O’ Donoghue v Minister for Health [1996] 2 IR 20, as discussed further in Chapter 4, the Department of Education introduced an “automatic response” to special educational needs and issued two circulars which set out eligibility criteria for additional teaching and special needs assistance. This led to a high number of applications for services and in turn the provision of extra posts in schools. The development also demonstrated the recognition by the Department of Education that care needs to exist within the school setting. These became crucial in terms of the development of education services for students with disabilities. However, the process was fraught by delays in the provision of supports for children in schools. See Centre for Early Childhood Development and Education, “Questions of Quality: Proceedings of a Conference on Defining, Assessing and Supporting Quality in Early Childhood Care and Education” (Dublin: 2005), p 140 <http://www.cecede.ie/english/pdf/Questions%20of%20Quality/Questions%20of%20Quality.pdf> (date accessed: 1 November 2013). Sinnott v Minister for Education [2001] 2 IR 545 and other similar cases demonstrated the need for a legislative framework to provide for the education of children with special educational needs. The Education for Persons with Special Education Needs Act 2004 provided such a framework. It makes provision for the assessment of educational needs and enforceable education plans for children with special educational needs.
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However due to the economic crisis there has been a delay in the full commencement of the Act and the most important provisions of the Act are not in operation. The Act also only applies to children under the age of 18, following the decision in Sinnott. See O’ Mahony, C., “National Mechanism’s for Protecting the Right to Education” Irish Human Rights Commission/Law Society of Ireland Annual Human Rights Conference 2009 <http://www.ihrc.ie/download/pdf/paper20091121_anconf_omahony.pdf> (date accessed: 22 November 2013). See also Disability Act 2005.


Unnikrishnan J.P. v State of Andhra Pradesh (1993) 1 SCC 645. The case involved a challenge to the validity of provincial state laws which regulated the charging of fees for private educational institutions and prohibited the charges of capitation fees from students seeking admission. The Court held that a child has the fundamental right to free education up to the age of fourteen. The State later included a provision in the Constitution providing for the fundamental right to education between the ages of 6 and 14.


Including administrative tribunals, international judicial and quasi-judicial bodies.


See also Disability Act 2005.


Ibid at 42.

See for example General Comment No. 14 (the right to health), General Comments No. 4 and No. 7 (the right to adequate housing/forced evictions), General Comment No. 12 (the right to adequate food), General Comment No.13 (the right to education), General Comment No. 15 (the right to water), General Comments No. 21 and No. 17 (cultural rights), General Comment No.18 (the right to work), General Comment No.19 (the right to social security). This is a non-exhaustive list. For an exhaustive list of all General Comments by the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights see the OHCHR website at: <http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?key=92g0+9Fn15lx8PqHxW0bPpm/%3kusKEXT+B4cp/CkgQAfFr0ExWkp2iQgS46+hLang=en> (date accessed: 9 January 2014).

These include General Comment No. 3 (The nature of States Parties obligations (Art 2, para 1)), General Comment No. 20 (Non-discrimination in economic, social and cultural rights).  


For a full list of Special Rapporteurs and their reports see the ohchr website at: <http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/SP/Pages/Themes.aspx> (date accessed: 28 April 2014).
111 Ibid.

112 The Limburg Principles were drawn up in 1986, by a group of distinguished international experts in international law. The principles set out obligations relating to ESC rights and views on the interpretation of key provisions of the ICESCR. They provide a framework for understanding the legal nature of the rights in the ICESCR. The Limburg Principles are available on the ESCR-Net website at: <http://www.escr-net.org/docs/i425445> (date accessed: 30 April 2014). The Maastricht Guidelines supplement the Limburg Principles and were drawn up in 1997 by a meeting of international law experts. They deal with violations of ESC rights through acts of commission and omission, responsibly for violations and the entitlement to remedies. The Maastricht Guidelines are available on the University of Minnesota Human Rights Library website at: <http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/Maastrichtguidelines_.html> (date accessed: 30 April 2014).


114 When a State signs a treaty it demonstrates its intention to take steps towards ratification of that treaty. According to Article 18 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, signature creates the obligation to refrain in good faith from acts that would defeat the object and purpose of the treaty. When a State ratifies a treaty it agrees to be legally bound by its provisions.

115 Supra note 113 at 19.


117 Ex Parte Chairperson of the Constitutional Assembly: in re Certification of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 1996 (First Certification judgment) 1996 (4) SA 744 (CC); 1996 (10) BCLR 1253 (CC), para 77.


119 Ibid at 44.


123 Supra note 34.


129 Supra note 113 at 25.


131 Supra note 128 at 194.

132 Supra note 130.

133 Supra note 113 at 26.


135 Supra note 130 at 669.

136 In this context see also case law of the European Court of Human Rights. For example, James v United Kingdom, (App 8793/79), Judgment of 21 February 1986, 8 EHRR 123, which dealt with property rights as protected in Article 1 Protocol 1 ECHR. The Court noted that Article 1 Protocol 1 comprised three rules; 1) the general principles of the peaceful enjoyment of property, 2) the deprivation of possession subject to certain conditions, 3) the entitlement of the State to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest. The Court stated that the 2nd and 3rd principles must be read in light of the 1st principle. It also held that the State enjoyed a wide margin of appreciation in applying the concept of 'general interest'. However according to the case law of the Court, any measure depriving a person of his property must pursue a legitimate aim and the means used must be proportionate to the aim sought to be realised.

137 Supra note 130 at 352.

138 Ibid at 671.


140 Supra note 130 at 370.

141 O’ Brien v Wicklow UDC, (June 10, 1994, unreported), High Court.
Supra note 113 at 26.

For discussion of this and other similar cases see Whyte, G., Social Inclusion and the Legal System: Public Interest Law in Ireland, (Dublin: Institute of Public Administration, 2002), p 229.

Ibid.

V v Resident Municipality X and Bern Canton Government Council (Constitutional Complaint), October 27, 1995 (translated version by ESCR-Net).

Ibid at 372.

Ibid at 371.

Ibid at 374.

Ibid at 373.


Federal Supreme Court, RE 411518/SP (2004).

Resp 575280/SP (2004).

Argentine Supreme Court, Reynoso, Nida Noemí c/INSSJP/amparo, May 16, 2006.


Supra note 90.

For further analysis see Supra note 90. See also BVerfG, 1 BvL 10/10, 9.7.2012 (Asylum Seekers Benefits case), discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

Case No. 2000-08-0109, Constitutional Court of Latvia, On Compliance of Item 1 of the Transitional Provisions of the Law on Social Insurance with Articles 1 and 109 of the Satversme (Constitution) of the Republic of Latvia and Articles 9 and 11 ICESCR.


For summary of case see the ESCR-net website at: <http://www.escr-net.org/docs/i/401409> (date accessed: 19 February 2014).


The right of access to health is protected in Section 27. Mr. Soobramoney also relied on Section 27 (3) the right to emergency medical treatment, which the Court held only applied to “sudden catastrophes”. He also relied on the right to life section 11. The Court held that the right to medical treatment could not be inferred from the right to life where there was express protection of the right of access to healthcare services in the Constitution.

For further discussion Supra note 154.


Supra note 113 at 83-88. See also Potts, H. Dr., Accountability and the right to the highest attainable standard of health, (Human Rights Centre, University of Essex, 2007), pp 28-29.


Article 42.1- 42.3.

Crowley v Ireland, [1980] IR 102

The wording of the 1922 Constitution had read “provide education” but this was changed in the 1937 Constitution to read “provide for education”.

Supra note 168 at 126. This is based primarily on historical arrangements for the provision of education in Ireland as noted in Supra note 130 at 655.


Supra note 86.


It argued that all that could be done for him was to make his life more tolerable by training him in the basics of bodily function and movement.

This was confirmed in Comerford v Minister for Education, [1997] 2 ILRM 134 at 143 by McGuinness J. She held that “the right to free primary education extends to every child, although the education provided must vary in accordance with the child’s abilities and needs.” Keane C.J. in the Supreme Court, also approved of this definition in Sinnott v Minister for Education, [2001] 2 IR 545 at 628.

Supra note 86 at 69. The Government subsequently fixed the pupil-teacher ratio for children with autism as six to one.
Evidence cited in the High Court included that in cases of autism, the termination of education results in regression of the person back to his/her condition prior to receiving education. Ibid at 583-584.

The High Court awarded damages to both Jamie and also to his mother, holding that the State had failed to honour its constitutional obligations constitutional obligations to both of them. On appeal, the Supreme Court held that Jamie’s mother was not entitled to damages as a consequence of her being adversely affected as a result of a breach of Jamie’s constitutional rights.

Evidence cited in the High Court included that in cases of autism, the termination of education results in regression of the person back to his/her condition prior to receiving education. Ibid at 583-584.

The High Court, upon legal advice, noted that the ruling could mean that anybody regardless of whether they had a disability or not and regardless of age, could see legal redress of inadequacies in their primary education.


The European Court of Human Rights has also restricted individual property rights in the broader public interest on housing which is similar to the social justice provision in the Constitution. For example James v United Kingdom, (App 8793/79), Judgment of 21 February 1986, 8 EHRR 123.
The proportionality test was applied by the Supreme Court in Article 26 and Part V of the Planning and Development Bill 1999 [2000] 2 IR 321.

Directive or Fundamental Principles of State Policy are found in a number of constitutions such as India Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, having been increasingly invoked to give meaning to constitutional rights such as the right to life. See Byrne, I., Hossain S., “Economic and Social Rights Case Law of Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka” in supra note 88 at 125. A number of African States also include Directive Principles such as Nigeria, Lesotho, Sierra, Ethiopia, Ghana and Uganda, the latter three containing both justiciable and non-justiciable formulations of ESC rights.


For further discussion of how the courts have relied on Article 45 see supra note 186 at 2079-2089.

For greater analysis see Muralidhar, S., “The Expectations and Challenges of Judicial Enforcement of Social Rights” in supra note 88 at 102.


The applicant was a prisoner who required highly specialised and expensive psychiatric treatment not available in Ireland. The Court held that the State did not have the duty to build and equip a specialised unit to treat the applicant and a small number of other people. It held however that the Executive had a duty to not expose the health of a person to risk, without justification.


Ibid at 34.

Ibid at 3.

Ibid note 44 at 12 (b).


“The State shall, in particular, direct its policy towards securing:-

i) That the citizen (all of whom, men and women equally have the right to an adequate means of livelihood) may through their occupations find the means of making reasonable provision for their domestic needs.”


Murphy v Stewart, [1973] IR 97. O Dálaigh CJ and Budd J agreed with Walsh J. This was obiter as the point was not the main issue in the case.


Greally v Minister for Education, (No. 2) [1999] I IR 1.

Cox v Ireland, [1992] 2 IR 503.

Ibid note 113.

Ibid at 107.


Ibid at 69.

Ibid note 186 at 1402.

For example, States’ obligation under Article 2 (1) of the ICESCR, to “achieve progressively” the rights in the ICESCR “to the maximum of its available resources”.

Supra note 43 where the CESCER deals with the impact of financial and economic crises on ESC rights.

Supra note 198 p at 17.

For example, Article 20 (5) of the Kenyan Constitution, on the application of the Bill of Rights, reads: “(5) In applying any right under Article 43, if the State claims that it does not have the resources to implement the right, a court, tribunal or other authority shall be guided by the following principles—
(a) it is the responsibility of the State to show that the resources are not available; 
(b) in allocating resources, the State shall give priority to ensuring the widest possible enjoyment of the right or fundamental freedom having regard to prevailing circumstances, including the vulnerability of particular groups or individuals; and 
(c) the court, tribunal or other authority may not interfere with a decision by a State organ concerning the allocation of available resources, solely on the basis that it would have reached a different conclusion.”  

See Chapter 1 and supra note 41.  

It should be noted that in February 2014 the Constitutional Convention recommended that essential healthcare and housing should be given explicit protection in the Irish Constitution.

As Ireland is a State Party to the ICESCR it has the obligation to progressively realise the right over time, as outlined further in Chapter 1. Ireland also has a number of immediate obligations in relation to the right to health, including the guarantee that the right to health will be exercised without discrimination of any kind (Article 2.2 ICESCR) and the obligation to take steps towards the full realisation of the right to health (Article 2.1 ICESCR). Under the ICESCR, all States Parties have a core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least the minimum essential levels of each of the rights in the ICESCR. In the context of the right to health This includes but is not limited to, the obligation to ensure at the very least minimum essential levels of primary healthcare; to ensure the right of access to health facilities, goods and services on a non-discriminatory basis, especially for vulnerable or marginalised groups; to ensure equitable distribution of all health facilities, goods and services; to adopt and implement a national public health strategy and plan of action. The State also has a number of other obligations of comparable priority. A State Party should also not take any retrogressive measures or steps back in achieving the full realisation of the right to health, for example by massively investment in health services. If retrogressive measures are taken the State must show these have been given the most careful consideration, are fully justified with reference to the totality of the rights protected in the ICESCR and that the maximum available resources have been used. Moreover, the right to health is an inclusive right that encompasses more than timely and appropriate healthcare. As noted by the ICESCR, the right to health also includes, “the underlying determinants of health, such as access to safe and potable water and adequate sanitation, an adequate supply of safe food, nutrition and housing, health occupational and environmental conditions, and access to health-related education and information, including on sexual and reproductive health”. Another important component of the right to health is the participation of the population in all health-related decision-making at all levels, community, national and international (UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, GeneralComment No. 14: The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health (Art. 12), UN. Doc. E/C.12/2000/4, (2000), para 11).

Underlying determinants of the right to health include food and nutrition, housing, access to safe and potable water and adequate sanitation, safe and healthy working conditions and a healthy environment.

Judicial review is largely limited to looking at the lawfulness of the decision-making process and does not look at the merits of a decision. In the Gallagher and Donegan housing cases, discussed in Chapter 1, judicial review was held to be an inadequate remedy as the facts which were disputed could not be considered by the court.


Those entitled to medical cards (full eligibility) or GP visit cards (limited eligibility) are entitled to varying degrees of access to free primary and acute healthcare services and other benefits. The Act also covers a number of schemes such as the Long-Term Illness Scheme for people with certain medical conditions. They can access a range of facilities, goods and services free of charge.<http://www.hse.ie/eng/services/list/1/schemes/mc/> (date accessed: 5 March 2014).

The Health Information and Quality Authority derives its mandate from, and undertakes its functions pursuant to, the Health Act 2007 and other relevant legislation (the Child Care Act, 1991 and the Children Act, 2001).

The Act sets out the circumstances in which a person may be admitted to, and involuntarily detained in an approved centre. The Act introduces mental health tribunals to review involuntary admissions and the Mental Health Commission.


For example, contrary to the right to consent to or refuse treatment, it provides that electro-convulsive therapy or the continuation of medicine after three months may be administered where a patient is “unwilling” to consent to continue.
the treatment if both the treating consultant psychiatrist and a second consultant psychiatrist approve. The
Government has conducted an interim review of the Mental Health Act finding certain areas in need of
amendment, and established an expert group to further that review, including against human rights standards.
Any amending legislation following this review will be an important step in helping to ensure the acceptability
and quality of mental healthcare in Ireland.

274 Department of Health and Children, Primary Care: A New Direction, Quality and Fairness: A Health System for
5 March 2014).
275 In Budget 2014, the Government announced that it will be introducing free GP care for children aged 5 and
under. While this is an important step in the progressive realisation of the right to health, the Government must
ensure that everyone in Ireland has access to healthcare without discrimination, including on the basis of cost.
As noted in Government policy, universal healthcare insurance will be based on need. Particular attention must
be given to the most vulnerable and marginalised individuals and groups in society.
276 Department of Health, The Path to Universal Healthcare: White Paper on Universal Health Insurance
277 Report to the Government of Ireland on the visit to Ireland carried out by the European Committee for the
Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) from 25 January to 5 February
2010, CPT/Inf/(2011) 3, para 114.
278 Chairman’s Foreword, Mental Health Commission Annual Report 2012 including the Report of the Inspector
accessed: 8 May 2014).
279 Age Action Ireland, Disability Federation Ireland, Make Room Campaign Alliance, Mental Health Reform Women’s
Human Rights Alliance, Submission to the OHCHR, on the Occasion of Ireland’s examination under the 12th
280 Supra note 276 at 51-59.
281 During Ireland’s examination under the UPR, the State was criticised for its failure to implement a women’s
health strategy. Supra note 277 at 2.1.
282 All Ireland Traveller Health Study : Our Gaels, Summary of Findings, (Department of Health and Children,
(date accessed: 18 February 2014).
283 See the Oireachtas website: <http://www.oireachtas.ie/documents/bills28/bills/2014/3414/b3414d.pdf> (date
284 For example the Treatment Abroad Scheme. See the HSE website:
288 “Pillinger J. Dr., The future of healthcare in Ireland: Position paper on the health crisis and the government’s
289 For example, with regard to mental health see Mental Health Reform, Mental Health in Primary Care in Ireland:
290 They must pay for primary care at the point of use and are liable for statutory in-patient and outpatient charge for
public care in public hospitals.
292 Supra note 2 at 22.
293 While human rights law does not require a particular healthcare system, access to healthcare must be timely and
equal for all without discrimination. In effect, the two-tier system means that those who can afford it are fast-tracked
through the system. Public and private patients are often treated in the same public hospitals. Private patients or
those who can afford to pay for private care, including for example diagnostic tests, can skip the queue, leaving
public patients waiting longer to access healthcare services. While the implementation of a number of strategies to
combat these problems, such as the National Treatment Purchases Fund in 2002 has been successful in reducing
waiting lists for certain procedures, overall impact has been limited. See the NTPF website at:
294 <http://www.ntpf.ie/home/PDF/Hospital%20Trend%20Analysis%20Waiting%20Times.pdf> (date
accessed: 24 February 2014). The Special Delivery Unit (SDU) was established in 2011 tasked with
implementing performance improvement in Irish hospitals involving emergency departments, in-patient and day
case waiting lists and out-patient waiting lists. The full impact of the SDU remains to be seen. See the HSE
Ireland has the obligation to progressively realise this right over time, as outlined further in Chapter 1.

Judicial review is largely limited to looking at the lawfulness of the decision-making process and does not look at the merits of a decision. In the

Ireland has the obligation to take certain steps immediately, regardless of their state of development. These immediate obligations include, ensuring that the right to adequate housing is exercised on the basis of non-discrimination; giving due priority to those social groups living in unfavourable conditions by giving them particular consideration; adopting a national housing strategy; ensuring effective monitoring of the situation with respect to housing; ensure co-ordination between ministries and regional and local authorities in order to reconcile related policies (economics, environment, energy etc), with the obligations under Article 11; refraining from forced evictions and ensuring that the law is enforced against its agents or third parties who carry out forced evictions. The State should also guarantee at least the minimum essential levels of the right to adequate housing. For example, it should ensure that a significant amount of people are not deprived of basic shelter and housing. As with the right to health, the State should not take any retrogressive measures in the progressive realisation of the right to adequate. UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No 4: the right

UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 4: the right to adequate housing (Art. 11 (1)), 13/12/1991, Sixth session, (1991), para 7.

Ibid.


The main legislation dealing with homelessness in Ireland are the Health Act 1953, the Housing Act 1988 and the Child Care Act 1991.


Supra note 317.

As amended by the Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009.


See the Department of the Environment, Community and Local Government, National Housing Strategy for People with a Disability 2011-2016 (2011).

Ibid.

The Programme must include a Statement of Policy in relation to meeting the accommodation needs identified in the Programme and the goals and timeframes within which these needs are to be met. It must also specify a strategy on how the programme will be met.


Prevent homelessness; eliminate the need to sleep rough; eliminate long term homelessness; meet long term housing needs; ensure effective services for homeless people; better co-ordinating funding arrangements.


Ireland’s Third periodic report to the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, UN Doc. E/C.12/IRL/3, 2013, para 483. The Constitutional Review Group regarded these as being essentially political matters which should be the responsibility of the elected members to address and determine in a democracy. See Chapter 2 on myths and misconceptions for a further discussion of this.

Supra note 277.


Supra note 277.


Supra note 2 at 32.


Supra note 2 at 20.

Supra note 277 at 3.9.


See also supra note 288 at 3.7.

The IHRC in its Submission to the UN Human Rights Committee on Ireland’s Fourth Periodic Report under the ICCPR – List of Issues Stage, August 2013, said it “has repeatedly expressed its concerns about the length of time people remain in Direct Provision, and the impact on the physical and mental health of people in the system”. In an article on the issue in (Summer 2013), 102: 406 Studies Irish Review, the then Ombudsman said of the direct provision system: “The system as it currently operates has a negative impact on mental health and the ability to lead a “normal” life. It is an unfair system which does not adequately address the needs of the vulnerable group of people for whom it is meant to provide. The “provision” is superficial and meets only the very basic requirements of a person…” <http://www.studiesirishreview.ie/lead-articles/67-asylum-seekers-in-our-republic-why-have-we-gone-wrong > (date accessed: 13 May 2014).

The Ombudsman for Children has also been critical of direct provision’s impact on children.


Ibid note 277 at 3.8.


Supra note 277.

Supra note 312 at 17.

Ibid at 17.

Supra note 332.

For example the Housing Adaptation Grant for People with Disabilities, Housing Aid for Older People and Mobility Aid Grants.


Supra note 128.

Supra note 134.

Supra note 41 at 2.


Ibid at 33-35 and 39.

According to its Annual report, in 2012 the IHRC received 212 communications relating to civil and political rights and 203 relating to ESC rights.

Supra note 364 at 32.

For further information see the IHRC website at: <http://www.ihr.ie/legislationandpolicy/ > (date accessed: 30 April 2014).

In its observations on the 2014 Bill, the IHREC (designate) points out that entitling Part 3 of the Bill “enforcement” may be a generally appropriate description of the sections, but it does not necessarily apply to certain functions conferred in this Part; and therefore limiting the definition of human rights to which all Part 3 functions apply, on the basis of their being "enforcement" functions, is potentially a limitation on the IHRC’s current functions. The IHREC (designate) recommends that sections 30 (Provision of information to public; review of operation of certain enactments, etc.) and 42 (Public bodies' duties) be moved out of Part 3 into Part 2, since they carry no enforcement function and should have the wider definition apply. However, the IHREC (designate) recommends that the preferred solution would be to have one unified comprehensive definition of human rights applying to all sections in the Bill except section 41 (akin to section 11 of the Irish Human Rights Commission Act 2000, regarding the IHRC’s litigation functions) and sections 36 to 39 (compliance notices). AI has urged that this recommendation be adopted.

The Paris Principles were adopted by the General Assembly resolution 48/134 of 20 December 1993. They are the set of principles relating to National Human Rights Institutions, including: competence and responsibilities; composition and guarantees of independence and pluralism; and methods of operation <http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/StatusOfNationalInstitutions.aspx> (date accessed: 12 May 2014).

Ombudsman (Amendment) Act 2012.

For example, the Housing Adaptation Grant for People with Disabilities, Housing Aid for Older People and Mobility Aid Grants.


In a further recent example, (unpublished non-investigation case) the complainant, who is a medical card holder, having had elective surgery in Merlin Park University Hospital, Galway was forced to obtain convalescent care in a private Nursing Home at her own expense because the policy of the West/ North West Hospital group was that only patients who had been admitted through the A&E Department were entitled to have convalescence care provided. In examining the complaint the Office of the Ombudsman sought to establish whether there was a national policy in relation to the provision of convalescent care and whether elective patients could be excluded in this manner. The HSE confirmed that all medical card patients who have a need for convalescent care will have it provided. It said it would issue policy instructions to ensure consistency. (this investigation was not yet published at the time of writing this report. The relevant information was provided by the Office of the Ombudsman).

For other examples of changes to policy and law in certain instances, which have resulted from investigations by the Ombudsman, see Office of the Ombudsman Annual Reports 2010 (change in policy regarding waste waiver scheme), 2008 (change in policy regarding recycling), 2003 (regarding the Disabled Persons’ Grant Scheme and a change in the law in the Finance Act 2002 relating to tax clearance certificates for the carrying out of building works)


Ibid.

Supra note 375.

Ibid.

Ibid.

However, weaknesses of this Ombudsman model in Ireland have also been highlighted such as the fact that the Houses of the Oireachtas are the final arbiter where a public body rejects an Ombudsman recommendation”. However, concern has also been expressed about relevant Committees making decisions on special reports of the Ombudsman, based not on rational and objective engagement on the particular case but on the party whip system and that in effect “the Government is allowed to be the judge in its own case”.

For further information see the work place relations website at: <http://www.workplacerelations.ie/en/About_the_Reform_Programme/Reform_of_the_State_s_Workplace_Relation_s_Structures/> (date accessed: 24 March 2014).
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403 The Regelbedarfs-Ermittlungsgesetz, 24 March 2011 (BGBl. I S. 453). For greater analysis see supra note 91 at

402 For further analysis see supra note 91.

401 Supra note 90 at 210 and 216. The Court examined the calculation of the standard benefit in four steps:

399 Supra note 91 at 389.

398 Supra note 156.
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396 Numerus Clausus I Case, Federal Constitutional Court of Germany, (1972), 33 BVerfG 303. See Texier, J. P.,


394 BVerfG 14, 99, 2 BvR 840/06 of 24 July 2008 (Ger).

393 BVerfG 82, 60 (85), BVerfG 99, 246 (259).

392 BVerfG 1, 97 (105). For discussion see supra note 155 at 24.

391 The first decision was in 1951, BVerfG 1, 97 (104), 1 BvR 220/51 of 19 Dec. 1951 (Ger.) and was followed by a number of other cases an outline of which is provided in, Bittner, C.," .. Casenote- Human Dignity as a Matter of Legislative Consistency in an Ideal World: The Fundamental Right to Guarantee a Subsistence Minimum in the German Federal Constitutional Court's Judgment of 9 February 2010* German Law Journal (2011) Vol 12 No. 11, 1941.


389 See Articles 1, 7, 12, 13 and 14.

388 Supra note 71.


386 Supra note 165 at 21.

385 On any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.


383 Employment Equality Acts 1998-2011, outlaws discrimination at work including recruitment and promotion; equal pay; working conditions; training or experience; dismissal and harassment including sexual harassment. Equal Status Acts 2000-2011, outlaws discrimination outside the workplace, in particular in the provision of goods and services, selling renting or leasing property and certain aspects of education.
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BRINGING ESC RIGHTS HOME: The case for legal protection of economic, social and cultural rights in Ireland

411 Constitutional Court of Portugal (Tribunal Constitucional Português), Decision (Acórdão) No. 39/84, 11 April 1984.
412 Ibid.
415 Courts in other jurisdictions have also made rulings on retrogressive measures adopted by the State in the context of ESC rights. For example, the Belgian Court of Arbitration has held that Article 23 of the Belgian Constitution enshrining ESC rights, forbids a significant retrogression in the protection given to ESC rights by legislation, at the moment the Constitution is adopted. (Belgian Court of Arbitration (Court d’Arbitrage), Case No. 5/2004, 14 January 2004.
416 The Colombian Constitutional Court provides an example of cases where retrogressive measures have been justified to the satisfaction of the courts. The Colombian Constitutional Court has held that retrogressive measures when it comes to ESC rights are presumed to be a breach of State duty and are therefore subjected to greater constitutional scrutiny. However in some case the Court held that the justification for retrogressive legislation, was sufficient to overcome the presumption of unconstitutionality. It held that the measures had been given careful consideration, the alternatives have been considered and the measures were proportionate with regard to the intended goal of reducing unemployment) Colombian Constitution Court, Decision C-038/2004, 27 January 2004).
417 Supra note 410.
418 Constitutional Court of Portugal (Tribunal Constitucional Português), Decision (Acórdão) No. 353, 2012. The case related to the suspension of certain subsidies for public sector workers and pensions which led to a substantial reduction in the value of pension s. Such reductions did not extend to private sector workers. The Government stated that the public sectors due to the benefits received and the stability of their employment were in a better position than private sector workers. The Court did not accept this position. It held that when citizens make important decisions, relying on the durability of acts adopted by the legislative and executive branches of government, this creates legitimate and justified expectations. The petitioners’ relied on the principle of trust arguing that the budget affected “legitimate expectations” of public workers and pensioners that are protected by the principle of trust. They also argued that the measures failed the necessity test in the assessment of proportionality arguing that the same result could have been achieved through other means. Thirdly the relied on the principle of equality arguing that the measures created unjustified discrimination between public and private sector workers and pensioners. Lastly, they argued that the measures violated the principle of social security protected in Article 63 of the Constitution.
419 It stated that there was insufficient detail about the legal criteria that would be used to make decisions on redundancies which could lead unjustified and potentially arbitrary redundancies, which violated the constitutional principle forbidding dismissals without just cause.
420 The court noted that in the private sector, employees could not be selected for redundancy on the basis that their dismissal would save more money. Instead employers had to demonstrate “the occurrence of market, structural or technological reasons” for a dismissal.
423 See for example Case No. 2009-43-01, judgment of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Latvia which has ruled on the constitutionality of a law temporarily restricting payments of pension funds in an attempt to reduce the budget deficit <http://www.escr-net.org/docs/j/1285934> (date accessed: 28 April 2014).
425 See sections 1, 6 and 15-20.
426 The Equality provision in Section 6 states that no one shall, without an acceptable reason, be treated differently from other persons on the grounds of sex, age, origin, language, religion, conviction, opinion, health, disability or other reason that concerns his or her person. It also includes guarantees of equality for children and equality between the sexes in relation to pay and terms of employment.


PeVL 31/1997.

Lind, A "The Right to Health from a Constitutional Perspective: The Example of Nordic Countries" in Rynning, E., Hartlev, M., *Nordic Health Law in a European Context: Welfare State Perspectives on Patients’ Rights and Biomedicine* (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2011), p 67 at 75. See also the statement of the parliamentary committee noting that the right to basic subsistence guaranteed in the Finnish Constitution (Art 19.1) is not lost even if an individual no longer falls under the reception system of asylum seekers.

PeVL B/1999 vp and PeVL 39/1996 vp.


Key findings have addressed issues such as the right of undocumented migrant children to basic education and international protection of unaccompanied minors.


Decision of the Ombudsman on unaccompanied minors seeking international protection


Both the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities protect a range of ESC rights.

Publications of the Judicial Council of Ireland.

See for example the mandate of the Irish Human Rights Commission, including human rights education and training as discussed further in chapter 6. This also forms part of the mandate of the new Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission under the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission Bill 2014. See s
Amnesty International is a worldwide movement of people that campaign for the protection of the fundamental human rights guaranteed to each one of us in by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. In Ireland, Amnesty International campaigns to strengthen the legal protection of economic, social and cultural rights.

For more information on our campaigns contact us at:
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Seán MacBride House
48 Fleet Street
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01 8638300

www.amnesty.ie